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Telecom Australia 

G. MOOT, M.1.E (Aust) 

EDITORIAL NOTE: One of the functions of this 
Journal is to record the key milestones in the 
growth of telecommunications in Australia. In spite 
of the wide publicity already given to the establish 
ment of the Australian Telecommunications Com 
mission no apology is needed for the present 
article. In addition, our many overseas readers will 
appreciate a resume of the main features of the 
new Commission and some of the reasons under 
lying the changes that have been made. 

INTRODUCTION 
On the l st July 1975, the former Postmaster 

General's Department was split into two Com 
missions, the Australian Postal Commission and the 
Australian Telecommunications Commission in ac 
cordance with the recommendation of a Commission 
of Inquiry established early in 1973. The Australian 
Telecommunications Commission is known commer 
cially as Telecom Australia. The Postmaster General's 
Department was retained; it now consists of a 
nucleus of adminis1rative staff together with the 
spectrum management and Radio Regulatory and 
Licencing staff. 

The following are some of the main features 
of Telecom Australia. for the most part they are 
the direct consequence of recommendations of the 
Commission of Inquiry: 

• The Commission at present consists of 7 Com 
missioners (maximum of 7), responsible for 
the general oversight of the Commission's 
operations. Five of the members are part time 
an.d are nominated by the Minister. The 
Managing Director of Telecom Australia is the 
one full time member. One of the part time 
members is a representative of officers and 
employees of the Commission. An officer of 
the PMG's Department is el..o a member of 
the Commission. 

• The Commission is required to report to the 
Minister, the Po sf rna ste r General on the 
results of its operations. The Minister may, 
after consultation with the Commission, give 
certain directions in writing to the Commission 
with respect to the performance of its functions 
and the exercise of its powers as may appear 

necessary to the Minister in the public interest. 
In addition, the Commission is to seek the 
approval of the Minister for fixing or varying 
the main tariffs and charges for telecommuni 
cations services. 

• The Managing Director is the Chief Executive 
of the Commission and is responsible for its 
overall management. Day to day operations of 
the Commission are controlled by the Chief 
General Manager who reports to the Managing 
Director. 

• A Planning Directorate has been established 
for corporate planning and long term planning 
of national telecommunications. 

• All Engineering activities at Headquarters have 
been brought together under one Engineering 
Department. 

• A revised form of organisation involving the 
establishment of a new Operations Department 
is proposed for the States with the object of 
providing greater responsiveness to customer 
needs. 

• The former ADP Branch at Headquarters has 
been incorporated in an Information Systems 
Department. 

THE COMMISSION'S CHARTER 
The Teiecommunications Act gives the Com 

mission the responsibility to plan, establish, main 
tain and operate telecommunications services 
within Australia. The Act specifies that the Com 
mission shall perform its functions in such a 
manner as will best meet the social, industrial and 
commercial needs of the Australian people for 
telecommunications services throughout Australia 
for all people who reasonably require those ser 
vices. 

The Commission is required to have regard to:--- 

• the de s ire hil itv of improving and extending 
its telecommunications services in the light of 
developments in the field of communications; 

• the need to operate its services as efficiently 
a1,d or.orio rn ir al lv as practicable; and 

• the special needs for telecornrnuncations 
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HEADQUARTERS ORGANISATION 

STATE ORGANISATION 

Fig. 1 - Headquarters and State Organisations, Telecom Australia 

services for people who reside or carry on 
business outside the cities. 

The Act specifies that the Commission must 
pursue the fol lowing financial policies: 

• revenues are to cover all operating expendi 
tures. 

• at least 50 % of capital expenditure is to be 
financed internally by the Commission, the 
balance being advanced from the Australian 
Government's Budget as borrowings. 

Whe1·e the Minister does not approve variation 
of tariffs for basic services to the extent recommend- 
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ed by the Commission, it may under certain cir 
cumstances be entitled to claim from the Govern 
ment as a receipt not attracting interest payments, 
the amount of revenue equal to the amount of 
revenue foregone. 

Responsi bi I ities under the Wireless Telegraphy 
Act and Regulations have been retained by the 
new PMG's Department. The Government wished 
to place the activities of the Overseas Telecommuni 
cations Commission under the Australian Tele 
communications Comrnission but the Australian 
Parliament rejected the proposal. 

T JA, Vol. 25, No. 3, 1975 
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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

The Commission of Inquiry recommended that 
the Commission be removed from the jurisdiction 
of the Public Service Board and the Public Service 
Arbitrator, and that a special tribunal be establish 
ed. The Government decided to appoint the existing 
Conciliation and Arbitration Commission as the 
arbitral authority responsible for awards on wages 
and salaries and conditions of service and employ 
ment. 

A Consultative Council has been established 
having representatives from the Commission and 
the Staff Associations. The Council is a forum where 
basic policy matters affecting conditions of service 
and staff welfare generally can be discussed. 

NEW ORGANISATION AT HEADQUARTERS 
The organisation for Headquarters is shown in 

Fig. 1. It closely follows the recommendations of 
the Commission of Inquiry. 

• All the Telecommunications activities report to 
a single head, the Chief General Manager, 
whereas in the previous organisation they 
reported to the Director-General who was head 
of the PMG Department 

• The State Managers report to the Deputy Chief 
General Manager. 

• The Engineering activities now report direct to 
a General Manager, Engineering, compared to 
separate Engineering heads for: 

(i) Planning and Research 
(ii) Engineering Development; and 
(iii) Engineering Services 

in the previous organisation. 

The organisation of the Engineering Department 
is shown in Fig. 2. 

PROPOSED NEW STATE ORGANISATION 
Details of the new State Operations organisation 

had not been finalised at the time of writing. 

The main change proposed is the establishment 
of an Operations Department separate from the 
Engineering Department to undertake all that day 
to day activity for the provision and maintenance 
of subscriber services. Each State will be divided 
into areas, each under the control 
Telecommunications Manager who 
responsible for: 

of a Di strict 
would be 

• handling of sales orders; implementation of 
district sales and adverti5ing campaigns; provi 
sion of advisory services to customers. 

• the installation of standarised equipment in 
customer premises, including the connection to 
the cable network. 

• the operation of telecommunications equip 
ment by telephonists and telegraphists. 

• the maintenance of the telecommunications 
network. 

• the preparation of budgets and provision of 
various support services. 

Essentially the district form of organisation within 
each State would combin.e in the Operations 
Department the day to day functions now perform 
ed in the Engineering and Customer Services 
Department. 

The Engineering Department will under the new 
organisation concentrate on the tasks of planning, 
designing, specifying, programming and construct 
ing the telecommunications network, and monitor 
ing its standards and technical performance. The 
Engineering Department would also provide pro 
fessional support for the Operations Department 
as required. 

The consultants in developing proposals for the 
Operations organisation recommended that Aus 
tralia be divided into 83 District Telephone Manager 
areas each controlled by a District Telecommuni 
cations Manger (DTM). The numbers of districts 
proposed in each State was: 

NSW - 30 

VIC -- 21 

OLD -- 13 

SA-~ 9 

WA - 7 

TAS ~ 3 

In NSW and Victoria because of the numbers of 
District Telephone Manager areas, Regional Opera 
tions Managers will be required to whom a number 
of DTMs would answer. Three Regional Operations 
Managers were recommended in NSW and two in 
Victoria; they in turn will report to the Operations 
Manager. 
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A Message from the Chief General Manager 

I welcome the opportunity to record in this journal a 
few personal thoughts about the vital issues which will 
affect the future success of Telecom Australia. The 
establishment of Telecom Australia has meant quite 
extensive changes in the structure and methods of 
operation of the former P.M.G's Department. Clearly 
these changes will not in themselves provide an imme 
diate solution to all those problems which inevitably 
beset rapidly growing enterprises. They will provide an 
improved framework within which to pursue our objectives 
but the extent to which we succeed depends on the 
efforts of all of us. 

The Telecommunications Act established the Australian 
Telecommunications Commission "to plan, establish, 
maintain and operate telecommunication services within 
Australia." The Act requires the Commission to "perform 
its functions in such a manner as will best meet the 
social industrial and commercial needs of the Australian 
people for telecommunications services and ... so far 
as it is in its opinion reasonably practicable to so do, 
make its telecommunications services available through 
out Australia,for all people who reasonably require those 
services". 

The Act states that the Commission shall "operate as 
efficiently as possible and make available services . 
at rates and charges that are as low as practicable 
consistently with its duty" to secure revenue sufficient 
to "meet all expenditure and provision for expenditure 
of the Commission properly chargeable to revenue" and 
not less than half of its capital expenditure. 

In fulfilling these responsibilities our aim is to make 
Telecom Australia a vigorous first class organisation 
providing an efficient telecommunications service with 
reasonable charges and courteous and individual atten 
tion to its customers. 

In achieving this aim and to enable Telecom Australia 
to fulfil! its responsibilities it will be administered in 
accordance with the accepted principles of business 
management and the effectiveness, efficiency and vitality 
of its operations kept constantly under review. 

Mr. W. J. B. Pollock 
Chief General Manager 
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Headquarters Staff of Telecom. Australia 

Mr. J. H. Curtis 
Managing Director 

Mr. P. R. Brett 
Director, Corporate Planning 

Mr. J. R. Smith 
Deputy Chief General Manager 

Mr. S. H. Hansen 
General Manager, 

Accounting & Supply Dept. 

Dr. R. B. Cullen 
Director, Finance 

Mr. E. A. Banks 
General Manager, 

Customer Services Dept. 
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Mr. F. L. C. Taylor 
General Manager, 
Engineering Dept. 
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Director, Research Dept. 
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PABX's and Other Subscribers Automatic Voice Switching 
Systems in Australia 

I. E. BUL TE, ARi"vlTC. 

This article gives an overall picture of PABX and ACD equipment types available in Australia. It 
gives some details of equipment approval methods used in the APO and comments on equipment 
design trends in the past decade. 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the decision by the Australia Post Office 
(APO) in 1957 to allow the sale and installation 
of PABX systems by approved contractors direct 
to subscribers, a number of different types of 
equipment has been approved for sale on the 
Australian market. Prior to this period, step by step 
equipment had been supplied by contractors, but 
with the advent of crossbar equipment in the pub 
lic exchange area in the early l 960's, the provision 
of crossbar PABX's with increased reliability and 
additiona I facilities fol lowed as a log ica I step. 

Whilst allowing the sale of PABX's direct to private 
subscribers, the APO continued to provide PABX 
services for Government organisations on a leased 
basis. Until approximately 1970 the major demand 
was for PABX equipment, but in recent years larger 
subscribers with special requirements due to con 
centrations of traffic into information or booking 
areas (e.g. airline bookings, and newspaper classi 
fied advertising), have generated a need for more 
specialised equipment to queue incoming calls and 
then distribute them to trained operators. This 
equipment is generally referred to as a Queueing 
System or Automatic Call Distributor (ACD). 

It is the purpose of this article to provide an 
overall picture of equipment types currently avail 
able for new installations in Australia, to describe 
broadly some of the methods associated with the 
technical approval of systems, and to discuss the 
effects of developments in technology in this area. 

GENERAL 

The approved contractor scheme allows subscrib 
ers a choice of PABX equipment types and facilities 
coupled with a competitive sales situation. How 
ever, when extensions to existing installations are 
required this competitive element does not exist. 
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The APO in controlling the approved contractor 
scheme in conjunction with carrying out the main 
tenance of the approved equipment, endeavours to 
maintain a balance between the number of types 
necessary to provide a competitive selling situation 
and adequate facilities for subscribers, and the 
number of types necessary to hold maintenance 
costs at a reasonable level. The costs of maintain 
ing the logistic and training facilities associated 
with a variety of PABX types are very real, and rise 
significantly with the number of types of equip· 
ment to be maintained. It is also desirable to ensure 
that the relatively small Australian market (approxi 
mately 65,000 extension lines of PABX equipment 
per year) is not fragmented to the extent that 
equipment manufacturers cannot retain a viable 
production situation with consequent cost penalties 
to the subscriber. 

Over the years that the approved contractor 
scheme has operated, there have been signific;ant 
developments in the types of equipment available 
and the capacity of the APO to specify, examine, 
and test equipment for approval. In the early 
period of the scheme, the lack of detailed know 
ledge of Australian requirements and the limited 
resources available led to the marketing· of some 
equipment not well suited to Australian conditions. 
This equipment is no longer marketed. 

Table l is a list of PABX systems currently 
approved for sale for new installations in Australia. 
Table 2 is a list of queueing systems (ACDs) ap 
proved for new installations. 

APPROVAL OF EQUIPMENT 

When, within APO policy, it is decided to accept 
equipment for approval examination, it is thorough 
ly examined in progressive stages. The approach 
taken to examining new equipment depends upon 
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TABLE 1.-PABX TYPES APPROVED FOR NEW INSTALLATIONS (MAY, 1975) 

•Approved 
Contractor 

System 
Designation Crosspoint Control 

Elements 
Maximum System 

Capacity (Extensions) 

Amalgamated 
Wireless Aust. 
Ltd. (AWA) 

LM. Ericsson 
Pty. Lid. 
(LME) 

Siemens 
Industries 
Ltd. 

Standard 
Telephones 
and Cables 
Ply. Ltd. 
(STC} 

Hitachi AX2X 
Hitachi AX3S 

ARO 520 
ARD 526 
AKD741 /4 
ARD 571(2 
Stage) 
ARD 571(4 
Stage) 
ARD 591 

ESK 7 /30 
ESK 60/400 

APX 20/70 
APX 50/90 
APX 200 
APX 800 
APX 2000 
t Minipak 26 
t Minimat 90 
t Minima! 190 

Crossbar Switch 
Crossbar Switch 

Crossbar Switch 
Crossbar Switch 
Codebar Switch 
Crossbar Switch 

Crossbar Switch 

Crossbar Switch 

ESK Relay 
ESK Relay 

Crossbar Switch 
Crossbar Switch 
Crossbar Switch 
Crossbar Switch 
Crossbar Switch 
Miniswitch 
Miniswitch 
Miniswitch 

Wire Spring Relay 
and Wired Logic 

560 
3,200 (4,800 at low traffic) 

Relay and Wired Logic 10 
Relay and Wired Logic 16 
Relay and Wired Logic 50 
Relay and Wired Logic 270 

Relay and Wired Logic 810 

Relay and Wired Logic Unlimited 

Relay (Min) and Wired Logic 30 
Relay (Min) and Wired Logic 400 

Relay ( Min) and Wired Logic 70 
Relay and Wired Logic 90 
Relay and Wired Logic 200 
Relay and Wired Logic 800 
Relay and Wired Logic 2000 
Relay and Wired Logic 26 
Solid State and Min Relay 90 
Solid State and Min Relay 190 

• In some cases systems are manufactured and/ or installed under licence. Only the prime contractors responsible for 
system design are listed here. 

t New range of equipment. Approvals not complete May 1 975. 

TABLE 2.-ACD SYSTEMS APPROVED FOR NEW INSTALLATIONS (MAY 1975) 

Approved System Crosspoint Control 
Contractor Designation Elements 

Amalgamated AWA Queue Crossbar Switch Wire Spring Relay 
Wireless Australia and Wired Logic 
Ltd. (AWA) 

Collins Radio Collins ACD PCM Switch Stored Program 
Co. (Australasia) (DEC PDP11) 
Ply. Ltd. 

L.M. Ericsson ARDP 931 Crossbar Switch Relay and Wired Logic 
Pty. Ltd. (LME) ARDP 951 Crossbar Switch 

E. S. Rubin System R Crossbar Switch Stored Program 
Manufacturing Company (DEC PDP8) 
Ply. Ltd. 

Standard Telephones 52 Line ACD Crossbar Switch Relay and Wired Logic 
and Cables Pty. Ltd. 
(STC) 

Maximum System 
Capacity 

(Exch. Lines/Operators) 

100/70 

600/512. 

40/40 
100/100 

60/60 

52/38 

• Approval examination in progress May 1975. Possible test installation late 1975 or early 1976. 
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Fig. 1-STC Minimat 90 PABX with 
Front Cover On. 

Fig. 2-STC Minimat 90 PABX with Front Cover Off. Note test 
set at right hand end of third shelf from top. 

the historical background of the design. Where the 
equipment has been in service in other countries 
and a record of proven reliability is available, less 
testing of a first-principles nature is required. How 
ever, where a new design with unfamiliar com 
ponents and practices is involved, then detailed 
check procedures must be followed; for equipment 
in this category, the following broad steps are 
generally involved in approval examination. 

Examination of Documentation 

Company documentation should provide a basic 
understanding of the system and its maintenance 

192 

philosophy. The state reached in the finalisation of 
the design is also indicated by the completeness of 
the documentation. 

Examination of Performance Tests 

Results of tests carried out by the designers to 
confirm performance of the equipment against 
specifications are examined, (e.g., life testing of 
components, transmission tests). The APO may 
request further tests by the company, and for 
critical items (e.g., switching cross points) samples 
for testing by the APO may be requested. Theor 
etical predictions of traffic capacity are examined. 
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Fig. 3-STC Minimat 90 operators console. Note LED extension busy display top left and exchange 
line meters. 

Installation of Equipment in APO Laboratory 

If the documentation is adequate, and the ex 
amination of performance tests is progressing satis 
factorily, then a working system is installed in the 
APO Subscribers Equipment Laboratory. The system 
is load tested with automatic call generators and 
given a thorough facility check, including the effects 
of using incorrect operating procedure. The con 
struction is examined in detail and the maintain 
ability and maintenance aids are examined closely. 
Then the complete system, or part of it, may be 
operated in environmental chambers simulating 
different conditions. 

Test Installation 
If all earlier steps are satisfactory then a test 

installation in Subscribers premises is authorised. 
Prior to carrying out the installation, arrangements 
for maintenance, spare parts, and staff training are 
completed. This test installation is [ointly acceptance 
tested by the State acceptance team and Central 
Administration approval staff. The test installation 
is then maintained by APO staff, who have been 
specially trained in the new equipment, for a period 
of time determined by the equipment performance. 

Preliminary Approval 
When the equipment has performed satisfactorily 

for an acceptable period, a "face value approval" 
is given in conjunction with an agreed marketing 
plan. 

This approval allows sale of the equipment on 
a progressive basis in areas where staff can be 
given appropriate training prior to cutovers; respon 
sibility for correcting any design problems remains 
with the contractor. 

Final Approval 
When equipment has been marketed for a 

period, and performance has been confirmed, final 
approval is given. 

BULTE - PABX's and Other Switching Systems 

DEVELOPMENTS IN PABX TECHNOLOGY 
General 

The contractor scheme has provided an area in 
which to observe, and, to some extent test, the 
design philosophies of different companies. Equip 
ment developed in Australia, France, Germany, 
Japan, Sweden and the United Kingdom has been 
approved. 
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PABX and ACD systems are usually derived 
from public exchange equipment switching phil 
osophy, adapted by the contractor concerned, to 
provide the simpler switching requirements and 
the more sophisticated facilities of PABX and ACD 
working. With some exceptions the economics of 
the situation generally favour similar hardware 
being used for public exchange and PABX/ ACD 

equipment. The following discussion gives some 
details of trends observed. 

Connecting Elements 

To date, all systems approved have used space 
division connecting elements of the electro 
mechanical type. The tendency has been towards 
miniaturising and increasing the reliability of these. 

Fig. 4-LME ARDP 951 ACD Installation for Melbourne "Herald" Newspaper. 
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The main electromechanical elements that have 
been approved are: 

• Electromechanical selectors - crossbar, rotary, 
bi-mctional. 

• Improved forms of crossbar switch - Code 
bar in LME AKO 741. 

• Miniature relays - Siemens ESK. 
• Miniselectors which retain the arrangement of 

crossbar but with greatly reduced dimensions 
- STC Miniswitch. 

Further developments in the field of space division 
connecting elements include reed relays, and elec 
tronic crosspoints such as the PN PN diode. These 
are not currently in use in PABX's in Australia. 

Time division switching developments have been 
followed closely, and some systems employing time 
division techniques are currently under investiga 
tion. 

Control Elements 

Over the years there has been a transition from 

step by step equipment with decentralised control 
to common control systems using registers and 
markers with wired logic. There has also been a 
gradual miniaturisation of the control circuitry and 
an increase in its electronic content. 

Stored Program Control 

A number of stored program control PABX's has 
been developed overseas. These are generally con 
trolled by a small computer which is built to 
communication reliability standards and may be 
duplicated. Generally these developments are tak 
ing place in the larger size equipments, but it is 
expected that smaller systems will prove-in 
economically as techniques improve. 

One stored program controlled ACD system 
(Rubin System R) developed in Australia has 
approval. This system uses a minicomputer, DEC 
PDP8, and crossbar switches. 

Another large stored program controlled ACD, 
developed by Collins Radio of USA, is currently 

Fig. 5-Answering Position LME ARDP 951 (Classified advertising department, Melbourne "Herald"). 
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Fig. 6-Rubin "System R" ACD Equipment, NRMA, Sydney. 
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Fig. 7-DEC PDP 8 Computer and Input Output Teletype "System R" ACD. 
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undergoing approval examination. This system uses 
twin PDP 11 computers and PCM switching. 

Packaging 
There has been a marked tendency in recent 

years to package PABX equipment in a manner 
aesthetically compatible with office furniture and 
decor. The need for structural strength in racks 
and cabinets has reduced as a direct result of 
miniaturisation and the use of solid state com 
ponents. This has allowed the use of lighter 
materials, such as pressed metal, to form cabinets 
which hold shelves into which printed circuit 
boards are plugged. These developments permit the 
shaping of cabinets to give a more pleasing 
appearance than the rack-type construction which 
was necessary, for strength reasons, to carry heavy 
equipment. 

Also as a result of miniaturisation, considerable 

reduction in volume of the equipment required 
has been achieved; it is now possible to f1t the 
complete requirements, including power supply, 
for a PABX of approximately 30 extension lines 
into a cabinet 0.3m x 0.3m x 1 m. 

This reduction in space requirement allows new 
systems to more readily meet the lower ceiling 
height conditions of modern office buildings, and 
has also reduced problems associated with floor 
loadings. In some designs the high density pack 
aging of components has resulted in the need to 
introduce forced cooling with the consequent intro 
duction of a vulnerable electromechanical element. 
New component designs and proper attention to 
the need for natural convection should eliminate 
this requirement. 

Trafflc Capacity 
Experience has shown that PABX's designed to 

Fig. 8-Siemens ESK 60/ 400 PABX Robert Bosch, Clayton Victoria. Note test set rear top of cabinets. 
(Photograph courtesy Siemens Industries Ltd.) 
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meet European and Japanese traffic standards are 
not generally suitable for Australian requirements. 
In Australia, the percentage of internal traffic in a 
PABX is generally lower, being some 20 % of the 
total traffic and the total erlangs per extension are 
higher, up to 0.2 erl/ extn being a common require 
ment. PABX designs in which the erlang capacity 
per extension does not vary signifkantly with 

variation in percentage internal traffic do not en 
counter difficulty with this requirement, but others 
which may be optimised in the range of internal. 
traffic 40 % to 60 % do. 

Under equipping of the extension multiple, in 
set patterns based on traffic predictions at the 
time of installation, has been used as a solution to 
this problem. Later systems desig.ned to meet 

Fig. 9-Operators Console Siemens ESK 60/ 400 PABX. (Photograph courtesy Siemens Industries Ltd.) 

Fig. 10-0perators Console Siemens ESK 7 /30 PABX. Dark space rear right is extension busy 
display. (Photograph courtesy Siemens Industrias Ltd.) 
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Australian conditions rarely encounter this problem. 

Maintenance and ReBability 
PABX's are not generally maintained on a staffed 

basis and are only visited when necessary for fault 
clearance or at prescribed intervals for checking. 
High reliability and quick fault clearance times are 
required to minimise costs associated with des 
patching staff for faults. 

Later designs of PABX's using , printed circuit 
board techniques and containing integrated circuitry 
do not lend themselves to fau It rectification on 
site, due to the difficulties of arranging sophisti 
cated test equipment on site and the specialised 
techniques necessary for repair. In these cases, 
replacement of complete printed circuit boards and 
return of faulty boards to the appropriate factory 
for repair is preferable, and this method is being 
implemented. 

A major difficulty with fault finding in this type 
of equipment is that it is no longer possible to 
tell visually the state of operation of control logic. 
It has therefore been found necessary, in addition 
to such vital signs as the presence of tones, trans 
mission path, etc., to provide lamp indications of 
the progress of calls and the state of certain units 
of the equipment: 

Operators ·console 
The appearance of the operator's console is im 

portant, as it is frequently on view in a. reception 
area and must form part of the overall decor. Its 
appearance may even help influence the opinion 
of potential customers entering the premises of a 
firm for the first time. 

The trend in console design has been away from 
cords and plugs, and all modern equipment is key 

Fig. 11-0perators Console Hitachi AX2X PABX, Hotel Melbourne. 
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operated. To reduce maintenance of the console, 
simplicity of design and the use of reliable com 
ponents is encouraged. This has led to maximum 
use of non-locking. keys, long-life lamps (light 
emitting diodes are being introduced gradually as 
suitable types become available), and a minimum 
of components requiring routine maintenance. 

In addition, more information about the state of 
a call and the category of extensions is available 
to operators. Visual numeric displays of busy ex 
tensions, categories of extension (e.g., trunk barred) 
are provided to eliminate unnecessary operations 
by the operator. 

PABX Facilities 

In a competitive sales market it is quite often 
the additional facility that a particular PABX can 
provide that makes a sale. It is also a fact that 

facilities much in demand are those that will save 
manhours in a commercial environment, reduce the 
tedious element in repetitive tasks, or generally 
speed communications. For these market reasons, 
PABX facilities have developed rapidly, aided by 
the miniaturisation of circuitry. Facilities available 
on PABX's develop much more rapidly than public 
exchange facilities, and in fact provide a practical 
testing ground for future public exchange facilities. 

Examples of these PABX facilities are: 

• Automatic Conference Calls. A connection 
which permits simultaneous transmission be 
tween three or more extensions, which is set 
up by one extension. 

• Automatic Call Back. An extension, after at 
tempting an internal call to a busy extension, 
has the call automatically established when the 
called extension becomes free. 

Fig. 12-AX2X Equipment, Hotel Melbourne. 
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• Mobile Radio Access. Internal calls are made 
to a nominated address with further signalling 
through the PABX to control press-to-talk half 
duplex radio transmission. 

• Abbreviated Code Dialling. Extensions gain 
access to internal or public exchange numbers 
by using specia I short codes. 

• Pursue Me. Calls to an extension which is 
temporarily unattended are automatically di 
verted to another extension. 

INTRODUCTION OF MORE ADVANCED DESIGNS 

Now available on the world market is a number 
of advanced designs of PABX equipment. These 
include stored program controlled· and solid state 
switched equipment. It seems inevitable that this 
equipment for which is claimed high reliability, 
increased flexibility in the provision of facilities, 
and simplified maintenance with fault printouts, 
will be introduced into Australia. 

It is the opinion of the author, however, that the 
introduction of more advanced types of PABX 
equipment, and certainly the introduction of 
additional types of PABX equipmen1, should 
only be carried out in conjunction with the 
similar introduction of new generation equip 
ment in local public telephone exchanges. 
The use of similar or preferably the same, philo 
sophy, hardware and possibly software, in public 
and private systems can mean large savings in 
approval examinations, staff training and also in 
capital cost if the equipment is manufactured in 

Australia. It is also preferable the author believes 
that only systems already in production be con 
sidered. 

CONtLUSION 

In the eighteen years since the private contractor 
scheme for PABX's was introduced in Australia, 
much has been achieved by the APO and contractors 
[ointlv in ·developing ranges of equipment and 
facilities to meet the requirements of the Australian 
market. This period h'_as not been without lts 
difficulties. Some designs have proved unsuitable 
for Australian application and have had to be dis 
continued. This history has led to the present 
situation where the Australian PABX market is 
served by four major contractors with a variety of 
equipment types and facilities. It is the opinion of 
the author that care should be taken in the intro 
duction of the next generation of equipment to 
ensure that the costs of introduction and also 
capital and maintenance costs are minimised. 
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The E'ast-West 5:ystem - Operatio,n 
Wester'n Australia 

and Maintenanc:e • 1n 

A. H. FAULKNER, BE, MA, MIEE. 

A description of maintenance experience with the East-West microwave system over the period 
between commissioning and the present date, including references to some problems which have 
occurred. 

INTRODUCTION 

The East-W~st microwave telephony and TV 
system, between Northam in Western Australia and 
Port Pirie in South Australia, has now been in ser 
vice for over 4 years. This article describes ex 
perience of the West Australian Administration with 
the system since its acceptance for service in 1968. 

A later issue of this Journal will include an 
article on the South Australian administration's ex 
perience with the system. 

GEOGRAPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING 
MAINTENANCE 

This system stretches across 2500 km of arid 
country and is the main communication link be 
tween the eastern states and Western Australia. 
The country is very sparsely populated and in one 
maintenance area, distances of up to 800 km have 
to be travelled by maintenance staff to reach un 
attended repeaters. The section control led by the 
Western Australian administration from Northam to 
Eucla is approximately 1600 km in length. 

Unlike in the South Australian section, where all 
functions including first-in maintenance, route con 
trol, and base repair, are contained within a single 
country section remote from the capital city, the 
western section commences only about 1 00 km from 
Perth, where it joins an earlier 960 channel radio 
system originating at Mt. Yokine, the capital city 
terminal. Consequently, control over the whole 
WA section is exercised by Mt. Yokine, and in addi 
tion the unit Base Repair Centre is located there. 
First-in maintenance of radio equipment, and all 
maintenance of the power equipment, is the res 
ponsibility of Country Branch staff at Kalgoorlie 
and Norseman, and second-in maintenance involv 
ing field work is carried out by staff of the Radio 
communication Service Depot in Perth. 
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This arrangement has the advantage that special 
ist staff can be called on from throughout the Radio 
Section, where necessary. This is particularly valu 
able in the case of the Base Repair Centre where 
operations are of a very specialised nature. 

The prime source of trouble indications are pilot 
and noise alarms provided on the system. The 
alarms from remote repeater stations are signalled 
to the main terminals over an extensive supervisory 
system. Regular routine tests and customer com 
plaints give a good indication of system perform 
ance and frequently determine when corrective 
action should be initiated. 

REPLACEMENT UNITS 

Spare units of transmitters, receivers and phase 
modulators, the essential bearer components, are 
held at Kalgoorl ie and Norseman, where each 
have one set of all frequencies in use on their 
section of the route. Kalgoorlie maintains the sec 
tion from Northam to one repeater past Kalgoorlie, 
and Norseman the remainder out to Eucla. All other 
spare units and all spare components are held at 
the Base Repair Centre and sent out as required. 

Since staff do not travel with these units, it is 
necessary to provide transport for them. Usually 
this is by the Pioneer interstate coach service, 
which operates 5 days per week, although sched 
uled air services and charter aircraft are employed 
on occasions. The use of public transport requires 
that adequate protection for the units be provided. 
Initially transit cases of 6-ply lined with 75 mm 
of flexible polyurethane foam were used. These 
proved rather cumbersome in use, and have been 
replaced by fibreglass cases lined with from 25 mm 
to 75 mm of foam, strategically located, thus 
substantially reducing the weight and size of the 
cases. This method of transport has been found 
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satisfactory in practice. No cases of damage and a 
very few doubtful cases of misalignment, in transit, 
have occurred. 

No attempt has been made to replace units in 
the positions they originally came from, since this 
would involve a double visit and should not be 
necessary if specifications for the repaired and re 
aligned unit·are adhered to. 

Complete transmitters and receivers are con 
structed as single units, and this has proved to 
be a very valuable rnain.enance feature. 

PERFORMANCE 
Measurements of basic and total noise, frequency 

response, spurious emissions, and pilot levels, have 
been made since commissioning, at approximately 
monthly intervals on each modulation section. These 
measurements have proved very valuable in de- 

tecting and rectifying faults causing performance 
degradation, before they accumulate to the point 
where complete overhaul of the system is required. 
In fact, the telephony bearers have never been re 
aligned as a whole apart from an operation soon 
after commissioning directed at establishing whether 
960-channel performance could be achieved. These 
tests showed that this could not be achieved simply 
by equalisation. Although some bearers gave better 
than 3 pw / km noise figures, others were up to 
twice this figure. However, the loading on the 
system has been increased on the end sections 
(Northam - Kalgoorlie and Port Pirie - Kongwirra) to 
720 channels, to overcome a temporary shortage 
of circuits, without changing the system at all, and 
this has been found satisfactory, although absolute 
measurements of performance for this capacity 
cannot be made since the appropriate filters do not 
exist. 

Fig. 1-White Noise Performance of Typical Bearers. 
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Apart from the operation described above, the 
telephony bearers have not been realigned, since 
the performance of the bearers has not deteriorated 
in service, and is still within the 3 pw/km mainten 
ance objective. 

It is considered that three factors have con 
tributed to this: 

• The periodic measurements described above, 
and consequent corrective action. 

• A tight control from the outset over the align 
ment of units in Base Repair, to ensure that 
performance and inter-changeability are main 
tained. 

• The recycling through Base Repair of some 
units which may have been marginal in per 
formance when originally installed. 

Fig. l shows the results of noise measurements 

over a number of typical bearers since commission 
ing, the figure for the worst slot being given in 
each month, expressed as Noise Power Ratio (NPR). 

RELIABILITY 
The specification for the equipment reliability of 

the system was for a failure rate of not more than 
0.6 faults per one way repeater per year, giving 
a figure for WA of 92 faults per year. In the early 
service of the system, the fault rate was four times 
this figure. However, the fault incidence has fallen 
steadily, and has now reached a point at which 
the originally specified figure has been achieved. 
(Fig. 2). 

Note that East-West 1 has twice as much 
equipment as East-West 2, since the common pro 
tection bearer is counted with the ftrst-in bearer. 
Note also that faults in the supervisory system are 
excluded from this analysis. 

EAST -WEST No.1 

I\ 
EAST-WEST No.2/ \ 

JUN 
1971 

DEC JUN 
1972. 

DEC JUN 
1973 

DEC 

Fig. 2-Faults per Month. 
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TELEGRAPH PERFORMANCE 
A problem which only became apparent some 

months after commissioning the system was the 
intermittent occurrence of severe mutilation of tele 
graph traffic. An intensive investigation by APO 
and contractors staff over several months finally 
identified the mechanism by which this was occur 
ring, enabling the complete elimination of the 
problem. 

The effect was found to be triggered by excessive 
traffic levels. Broadcast programme channels were 
the main offenders, levels of 20db above normal 
have been encountered. These were causing de 
pression of the pilot levels in the modulator pilot 
receivers, which were found to be more sensitive 
to overload than the modulators themselves. Thus 
pilot fail on the modulators was being produced, 
causing the modulator changeover switch to operate 
(the system uses duplicate modulators, auto 
matically switched). Since both modulators were 
fed with traffic, and pilot fail settings were the 
same for both, the switch chattered between one 
modulator and the other. 

Unfortunately, due to a wiring error in the 
modulator input card, the polarity of one modulator 
input was reversed, thus causing a 180 degree 
phase change in the baseband output of the system 
each time a switch occurred. Since telegraph 
receivers a;e susceptible to phase "hits" of consider 
ably lower order than that (Ref. l), this would 
always cause an error. 

The means adopted to cure this problem were 
as follows: 

• Correction of the wiring error. 

• Closer control of broadcast programme channel 
levels by the various studios. 

• Conversion of the modulator pilot detectors to 
a later version, designed for colour TV use, 
which had less sensitivity to traffic overload. 

• Staggering of the modulator pilot fail settings 
to give a l db differential. 

• Reduction of deviation from 250 kHz per 
channel to 200 kHz. 

Although the modulator switching was the main 
cause of telegraph mutilation, other causes were 
also found during the investigation, namely diver 
sity switching and bearer switching. Diversity 
switching generated phase hits because of the diff 
erent physical lengths of the feeders to the main 
and diversity antennas. Bearer switching did so 
because of the different electrical length of the 
feeders, since the differing frequencies used have 
different velocities of propagation in waveguide. 
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Over a long switching section these could add 
up to a value giving almost l 00% probability of 
error, whereas over the shorter sections the prob 
ability was much lower. Probability of errors is 
related to phase hit magnitude approximately as 
follows: 

Selow 35° 
45° 
90° 

Above 130° 

Nil 
0.0004 
0.2 

A long switching section, e.g. Norseman-Caiguna, 
with l O repeaters, has a delay difference between 
main and standby bearers of 250 nanoseconds. This 
represents a phase difference of 90° at a baseband 
frequency of l MHz, or of 180° at 2MHz, corres 
ponding error probabilities being 0.1 and l. For a 
short section such as Northam-Merredin, with 4 
repeaters, the probability at 2MHz would be only 
0.03 (i.e. three errors in 100 switches). 

For a diversity switch, a typical delay difference 
would be 90ns, giving a phase hit of 81 ° and an 
error rate of 0.1. However, diversity switches would 
be much more frequent than bearer switches. 

All diversity sections of the system have been 
equalised, by inserting an additional length of 
cable between the diversity receiver output and 
the switch, this being cut to such a length that 
the delev difference was reduced to half a nano 
second or less. A Tektronix "Vectorscope" was 
used for measurements of phase difference. 

The equalisation of bearers is still under con 
sideration. Much longer cable lengths are involved, 
since all working bearers would have to be 
equalised to the protection bearer, and amplifica 
tion would probably be required. Also, the inci 
dence of bearer switches has now been substan 
tially reduced, and consequently the necessity for 
equalisation is in doubt. However, later systems, 
apart from East-West system expansions, are being 
equalised on installation. 

TV PERFORMANCE 
Extensive and increasing use is made of the 

protection bearers of the East-West system for the 
transmission of TV programmes to and from the 
Eastern States. This was satisfactory for mono 
chrome TV, but with the advent of colour it was 
found that second harmonics of colour sub-carrier 
components produced pilot and noise fails, the for 
mer causing loss of the TV programme. It was 
consequently necessary as a temporary measure to 
remove the colour sub-carrier by a notch filter at the 
input to the system. Subsequent investigation 
showed that the problem was exacerbated by over- 
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equalisation of the system, which had a slightly 
rising frequency response of about 1 db per section 
at 4.43 MHz in order to obtain a flat response in 
the pilot and sound sub-carrier regions. Since the 
effect was cumulative, this resulted in a 6 db lift 
overall. This was corrected by re-equalisation of the 
bearers, although in consequence there was some 
reduction in the noise performance of the pi lot and 
sound sub-carriers. 

In addition, a reduction in pre-emphasis was 
decided on, from 14 db to 8 db, and replacement 
units have been made up and installed since the 
system had a comfortable margin as regards chroma 
noise, specifications for this could still be met with 
the reduced pre-emphasis and transmission of 
colour over the East-West system is now very 
satisfactory. 

VANDALISM 
Much less trouble than was originally feared has 

been experienced with vandalism. Several para 
baloids have had holes shot in them, fortunately 
without any vital part being hit. However in 1974 
three stations were broken into within a week, 
probably by two different parties. In two cases no 
damage was done apart from [ernrnyinq the doors. 
In the third case, Boorabin, much rougher tactics 
were employed, a vehicle being used to force the 
gates and outer doors, and one of the racks being 
battered. Although most of the damage was con 
fined to one supervisory alarm shelf, the rack 
head fuses were also smashed, cutting power to 
both phase modulator transmitter drives and 
consequently causing over an hour's traffic loss. 
Although local staff were called out, and reached 
the station with commendable promptitude, and 
the police also advised, no trace of the culprits has 
been found. 

SUPERVISION 
Because of the length and importance of the 

East-West system, a number of additional super 
visory facilities have been fitted, in addition to the 
normal alarm displays. A 4287 kHz continuity pilot 
is inserted at Mt. Yokine, looped at Eucla, and fed 
back to Mt. Yokane, being detected at every inter 
mediate terminal, failure at any one being indi 
cated by means of the supervisory system. Its level 
is also continuously recorded at Mt. Yokine. 

In addition, two telegraph channels have been 
provided, one looped back at Eucla and the other 
at Adelaide, and reversals sent over these are also 
continuously recorded. 

A remote control has been provided which en 
ables the protection bearer to be looped back at 
Euc!a, thus permitting testing of the complete 
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occasional TV bearer. Other remote controls enable 
bearers to be switched to protection from Mt. 
Yokine. 

CIRCUIT RELIABILITY 
The standard for reliability of broadband circuits, 

as laid down in the APO Engineering Instruction 
Long Line Equipment, P 0497, is that interruptions 
to traffic should not exceed 0.12% (52 minutes) in 
any month for each 1000 km of route. For Northam 
Eucla this gives a figure of 70 minutes per month. 

Table l gives the traffic loss from December 
1972 to December 197 4 inclusive. The total traffic 
lost was 263 minutes from all causes, or l O½ 
minutes per month. This corresponds to 0.018%, 
approximately one seventh of the allowable loss 
for a system of this length. 

TABLE 1-TRAFFIC LOSS FOR PERIOD 
DECEMBER '72 TO DECEMBER '74 (Northam-Eucla) 

Cause Number of Events Total Duration 
(mins) 

Equipment 5 38 
Propagation 1 8 
Power 4 15 
Vandalism 1 112 
Human Error 3 90 

Total 14 263 

EAST-WEST TWO 
A second 600-channel telephony bearer was 

added to the system in 197 4, (in traffic August '7 4) 
using identical equipment but installed by APO 
staff. However, the initial high fault incidence of 
the first bearer did not occur with the second, 
which has achieved its guarantee figure of 0.5 
faults per transmitter-receiver per year, in its first 
year of operation. 

It is considered that factors contributing to this 
are: 

• The elimination of faulty component batches 
which occurred with East-West One equipment 
and the incorporation of modifications found 
des.reble with East-West One. 

• The testing and, where necessary, alignment 
of all major units of equipment before installa 
tion, including temperature cycling. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Although some problems were expected in the 

earlier period, the East-West system has now settled 
down, and is giving a very good service for all 
types of traffic. System reliability has been very 
good, very little traffic loss having been caused by 
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the equipment. Almost all of the breaks which 
have occurred have been due to human error. 
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Traffic Usage Rate Estimat'io-n for Small Country 
Telephone Exchanges 

K. D. VAWSER, B.E., B.Sc. (Hons.), M.1.E. Aust. 

This article describes a system that obtains reliable estimates of traffic usage rates for the design 
of small country telephone exchanges. The system also simplifies the design work involved in 
handling the annual volume of this work without using a disproportionate amount of design effort. 

The principle used is the curve fitting of traffic usage rates obtained from traffic measurement 
data. The resultant curve functions generate design tables and summaries, the latter being used for 
design classification. 

INTRODUCTION 
A basic parameter in the design of telephone 

exchanges, or of any switching machines for tele 
communications traffic, is the average· traffic that 
each customer generates. This parameter is common 
ly termed a traffic usage rate. 

In the case of telephone exchanges, good esti 
mates of traffic usage rates for large automatic 
exchanges can be obtained from traffic measurement 
data. For small country automatic exchanges (ex 
changes with a capacity up to 200 lines) the 
situation is not so straightforward. There are two 
main problems, 

• the difficulty of obtaining a good estimate of 
the required traffic usage rates for any one of 
these exchanges from a traffic study; 

• the large number of exchang.es of this type. 
Regarding the latter, there are approximately 

2,500 such exchanges in Australia, and each year a 
good proportion would require new design work, 
re-design, or design checking. 

This article describes a system that successfully 
deals with these problems. The system has been 
developed by the Traffic Engineering Section in 
South Australia. It employs curve fitting to traffic 
usage rate data obtained from traffic measurements. 

The resultant curves are used as average traffic 
usage rate functions which have been found to 
provide good estimates of the traffic usage rates 
required to carry out design work for most of the 
small automatic exchanges in South Australia (SA) 
and the iNorthern Territory (NT). Only 6% of these 
exchanges have proved to be exceptional cases for 
which design work still needs to be based on 
individual traffic study data. 
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The volume of design work has been dealt with 
by simplifying the methods employed. The use of 
average traffic usage rate functions enables the 
production of design tables, and also some of the 
design work is done automatically. 

TRAFFIC MEASUREMENT 
The first problem noted above was concerned 

with the difficulty of obtaining a good estimate of 
the traffic usage rates of a small country automatic 
exchange from a traffic study. In order to discuss 
this problem the situation for a large exchange will 
be compared with that in a small exchange. 

Busy Hour Traffic Consistency 
In a large automatic telephone exchange the time 

of the busy hour of each group of circuits is reason 
ably consistent from one working day to the next, 
as are also the traffic levels carried during these 
busy hours. This degree of consistency means that 
a traffic study conducted during any particular week 
has a high probability that it will provide good 
estimates of the traffic levels at that time of the year. 

Small telephone exchanges, however, switch cells 
for small communities which means that their traffics 
are inherently more affected by changes in the call 
ing times of individual customers, and by local 
events. Consequently, the time of the busy hour of 
J circuit group can vary widely from one working 
day to the next, and the traffic levers in these busy 
hours can be similarly variable. This lack of con 
sistency means that the traffic Levels measured in any 
particular week do not have a high probability of 
being representative of that time of the year. 

Two types of average traffic obtained from a 
traffic study are the average of the daily busy hour 
traffics, known as the average busy hour (ABH) 
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traffic, and the average of the daily traffics at the 
hour that they are consistently busiest, known as 
the time-consistent busy hour (TCBH) traffic (Ref. l ). 
For a typical large exchange circuit group the ABH 
traffic is 2% to 3% higher than the TCBH traffic, while 
for a small exchange the ABH traffic is typically 20% 
higher (and in some cases it can be 40% to 50% 
higher). This comparison indicates the greater degree 
of variability in small exchange traffics. 

Corrections to Measured Traffic 
Some corrections may be needed to the traffic 

levels as measured in order to obtain the expected 
levels of the traffic offered to circuit groups at the 
busy season of the year. 

If an appreciable level of traffic is lost or re 
directed due to congestion in a circuit group then a 
correction is needed to the measured traffic level to 
obtain the traffic offered to the group. This correction 
factor (known as the 'offered correction') may be 
required for both small and large exchange traffic 
study data. 

A seasonal correction factor is needed to estimate 
the traffic at the next busy season if the traffic study 
had to be sch.eduled out of season. This can be 
estimated in a straightforward manner for a ·large 
exchange (see below). Since small exchange traffic 
levels as measured by a traffic study ar.e probably 
not a good estimate of the traffic at the time of year 
that the traffic study was conducted, the use of a 
seasonal correction factor is doubtful. 

There is a third factor to consider with small 
exchanges. Despite the wide variations that can 
occur between busy hour traffics, the traffic fluctua 
tionswithin any one busy hour are relatively smooth. 
This is due to the small number of traffic sources. 
Traffic tables based on the Engset probability distri 
bution (Ref. 2) can be used to dimension small 
exchange circuit groups. An alternative approach, 
which is used in the system described in this paper, 
is to apply a conversion factor to an ABH offered 
traffic value to obtain an .equivalent pure chance 
value. The full range of standard traffic tables can 
then be used. This conversion factor, termed an 
'Engset correction", rises towards unity as exchange 
size increases. Above 200 working lines the Engset 
correction can be neglected. 

Traffic Measurement Frequency 
There is a considerable capital investment in 

switching equipment and cabling in a large ex 
change so that a relatively small overprovision is 
costly. Also, a large number of calls are switched so 
that a relatively small underprovision could lead to 
lost revenue and, more insidiously, to lost goodwill. 
For these reasons, regular traffic measurement of all 
circuit groups is justified and for large terminal 
exchanges the standard frequency in Australia is a 
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traffic study every two years. Monitoring of a few 
key traffics at frequent intervals is also justified as 
it establishes the period of busy seasons and pro 
vides data for the calculation of seasonal correction 
factors. One system to provide this monitoring is 
the CENTOC system which is to be the subject of an 
article in this Journal. 

For small exchange traffics, good estimates are 
possible if sufficient traffic studies can be conducted. 
However, the relatively small equipment investment, 
and the correspondingly small call revenue would 
not even justify traffic studies at the same frequ.ency 
as that for large exchanges. (The traffic on a junction 
group that interconnects a small exchange to a large 
automatic exchange is an exception as it can be 
measured at the large exchange.) 

With less frequent traffic studies, on traffic of 
greater variability, the small exchange is at a con 
siderable disadvantage compared with a large ex 
change in the establishment of reliable traffic usage 
rates. 

ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC USAGE RA TES 
For large exchanges a traffic usage rate (TUR) is 

calculated as the traffic per connected exchange line. 
However, in small exchanges the proportion ot 
party lines and PBX lines, which tend to generate 
higher average traffics, can vary widely. To reduce 
this source of variation in TURs the practice in SA 
has been to calcu·late each traffic usage rate for 
small exchanges as the traffic per telephone (or 
station). 

In the ARK crossbar exchange, for example, the 
following TURs are useful: 

• junction usage rate - combined junction traffic 
per station; 

• local usage rate - traffic per station for traffic 
between subscribers on the same exchange; 

• register usage rate - register traffic per station. 
With the current types of traffic measuring equip 

ment it is not an economic proposition to conduct a 
large number of traffic studies at each small auto 
matic exchange in order to make a good estimate 
of its average TUR within a reasonable period. A 
possible alternative would be to poo-1 the traffic 
study data for a large number of small exchanges. 
On the assumption that the traffics generated by 
most small communities follow similar patterns it 
would be meaningful to estimate average TURs for 
groups of small exchanges. 

Curve Fitting 
Th.e possibility of being able to use pooled traffic 

data from a number of small exchanges was first 
investigated in SA during 1968. 

Scatter plots of the traffic usage rates of small 
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Fig. 1-Scatter Plot of Junction Usage Rates. 

country automatic exchanges in SA and NT were 
produced to see if ther.e was any apparent relation 
ship between TURs and the size of exchanges. The 
TURs were obtained from all of the available traffic 
study data for these exchanges. Fig. l is a scatter 
plot of junction usage rates against stations using 
traffic study data obtained over the period from 
1965 to 1973 (it is very similar to its initial counter 
part in 1968). Each data point on the plot is obtained 
from a junction traffic level to which an Engset 
correction has been applied. 

A standard approach to determine relationships 
from scatter plots is to obtain a least squares best 
fitting curve using a regression technique (Ref. 3 is 
one of a number of references on this technique). 
This type of curve is a best fit in the sense that the 
sum of the squares of the deviations of the points 
from the curve is least. A mathematical function is 
chosen that will give a curve most appropriate to 
the apparent relationship in the scatter plot. 

At the tim.e of the initial work in 1968 the com 
puter being used by Traffic Engineering had a 
polynominal regression routine available. By in 
spection, the junction usage rates in Fig. l appear 
to fall as the number of stations increases, but 
not as a linear function. A quadratic function 
(y = a + bx + ex~) could be appropriate, and this 
was the function chosen. (Some non-polynominal 
regressions could also be suitable, for instance a 
negative exponential of the form y = a + b . exp 
(-ex) could be appropriate.) The central curve across 
the scatter plot in Fig. l is a best fit quadratic. This 
can be considered as an average junction usage rate 
function. 
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Similar scatter plots and averag.e traffic usage rate 
functions were obtained for loca·l usage rates and 
register usage rates. 

Confidence Limits of Traffic Measurement 
Any traffic measur.ement is subject to sampling 

error. For instance, in a standard study traffic levels 
are sampled once every three minutes during select 
ed periods in a sample week. From statistical theory, 
limits can be set on either side of an average 
measured traffic level such that there is a designated 
probability that the true traffic level will fall within 
those limits (Ref. 4). 

As an example, if a traffic study at a small ex 
change measured a junction traffic of four erlangs 
then 90% confidence limits would be 4 ± 0.6 
erlangs (assuming a four minute average call hold 
time). This is an indication of the sampling error 
involved. 

To judge how much of the scatter of data points 
in Fig. l could be due to measur.ement sampling 
error, each of the points on the average usage rate 
function was considered as if it was the result of a 
traffic study and 90% confidence limits were plotted 
above and below it. The resulting points form the 
upper and lower curves in Fig. l. For instance, at 
l 05 stations the average junction usage rate is 0.03 
erlang/ station, or to on.e decimal place this is a 
junction traffic of 3.2 erlangs. Considered as a traffic 
measurement result, the 90% confidence limits 
would be approximately 3.2 ± 0.5 erlangs, or 
0.03 ± 0.005 erlang/ station. As can be seen, samp 
ling error can account for a good proportion of the 
scatter ·but by no means all of it. [Note that the 
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upper and lower curves are not 90% confidence 
limits on the central r.egression curve as obviously 
many more than l 0% of the data points lie outside 
the upper and lower curves.) 

Two further uses can be made of the confidence 
limits on Fig. l. The first is to draw the inference 
that with the spread of the measurement sampling 
error as shown there is nothing to be gained by 
using a more _complex curve to fit the data points. 
Any simple function that will give a shallow curve 
similar to the central curve shown should be suit 
able. Care must be taken in extrapolation beyond a 
reasonable cluster of data points. A quadratic curve 
as shown will start to rise, which would not cor 
respond to junction usage rates of larger exchanges. 
A negative exponential curve might be more suited 
to extrapolation. The s.econd use of the confidence 
limits is in the selection of design usage rates (see 
below). 

Referring to Fig. l again, when the three curves 
shown were initially drawn accross the junction 
usage rate scatter plot, the data points outside of 
the confidence limits were examined. The exchanges 
to which these points belonged fell into two cate 
gories: 

• A majority of these exchanges belonged to one 
category in which a typical exchange had 
several 'traffic study results and most of the 
corresponding data points were located within' 
the confidence limits (and they could be both 
above and below the average usage rate). 

• In the minority category, most of the data points 
belonging to an exchange were consistently 
above the upper curve or below the lower 
curve. 

This examination gave more confidence in the 
possibility of using the average usage rate function 
for design work. 

Average Traffic Usage Rates of Regions 

All of the data points were then analysed to see 
whether ther.e were particular differences between 
regions within SA (there were insufficient data 
points for the NT to make a separate analysis for 
this region worthwhile). The data points wer.e 
grouped into regions and their average_ traffic usage 
rate functions obtained. The regions chosen were 
the country Secondary Switching Areas of Adelaide 
(Country), Pt. Pirie, Mt. Gambier, and Kadina. 

Fig. 2 shows these average usage rate functions 
plotted together, and, in addition, an average usage 
rate curve for the small exchanges in the Outer 
Metropolitan area (their data points are not included 
in Fig. l ). Note that the curves for the Pt. Pirie 
and Kadina r.egions are not extended beyond 130 
stations as these regions have very few exchanges 
above this size. The curve for th.e Outer Metropolitan 
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area has been included to show the higher junction 
usage rates which occur in exchanges with unit fee 
access to a capital city metropolitan area. 

The average usage rate curve for all the small 
country automatic exchange data has been trans 
ferred from Fig. l and is marked as 'State (Country)' 
on Fig. 2. Gen.era I ly most of the country curves tend 
to cluster around this curve; only the curve for the 
Mt. Gambier region is consistently different. This 
particular region has a higher average usage rate 
than the other regions. 

CRAFTS SYSTEM 
The analysis of traffic measurement data which 

has been described above is carried out by computer 
programs that form the CRAFTS system (the nam.e 
CRAFTS is taken from Calling Rates for Terminal 
Exchanges). A flow chart of the system is given in 
Fig. 3. 

There are two main programs as shown. Program 
CRAFTS has as its principal output a summary of 
traffic measurement data on terminal exchanges. To 
keep this summary up to date the CRAFTS program 
would be run several times each year. The major 
data analysis including the curve fitting, and the 
production of average traffic usage rate tables, is 
carried out by the program CALLRAT. This is run 
whenever there is sufficient new data to make it 
worthwhile to check average usage rate functions, 
which could occur at about two-yearly intervals. 

Both of these programs have been developed 
progressively since 1968. 

The CRAFTS Program 
In addition to processing traffic data from small 

country automatic exchanges the CRAFTS program 
also summaris.es traffic data from manual terminal 
exchanges and the larger ARK crossbar exchanges. 
Traffic data from ARF crossbar and the larger step 
by step terminal exchan.ges are not processed as the 
output format is not suited to these types of ex 
changes. 

During the coding of the input traffic study data, 
offered correction.s are made in the few cases where 
they ar.e requir.ed. For small exchanges the program 
applies an Engset correction. 

An important calculation for each small exchan.ge 
junction usage rate is its deviation from the average 
usage rate function as related to the confidence limit 
curves. This is required in order to select design 
usage rates. As can be seen from Fig. l the distance 
between the average curve and the curves for its 
confidence limits of measurement is not a linear 
function of stations, nor is it proportional to the 
average usage rate function. Hence expressing the 
deviation of a data point as a percentage of the 
average value does not locate it with respect to the 
confidence I im its. 
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Fig. 2-Average Junction Usage Rate Curves. 

The procedure which was adopted to express 
deviations is as follows. Each junction usage rate 
data point ::orresponds to a particular number of 
stations. At this number of stations the distance 
from the average level to each of its confidence 
limits is divided into ten units. The deviation of 
the data point is expressed in these units, taking 
a deviation above the average as positive, and 
below as negative. Thus a data point above the 
upper curve would have a deviation greater than 

1 l 0. A data point below the average but above 
the lower curve would have a deviation between 
0 and --10. As can be seen in Fig. l the size of 
these units varies with the number of stations (It 
decreases as the number of stations increases). 

A traffic study data summary is the main output 
of CRAFTS. As this information is useful for design 
and operations work, a reduced copy of each com 
puter page is prepared and then multiple copies 
are made and distributed to planning an.d opera 
tions staff. A copy of a typical page is shown in 
Fig. 4. 

Subsidiary outputs as set out in Fig. 3 are used 

VAWSER - Traffic Usage Rate Estimation 

for data checking and for the identification of 
individual data points on. a scatter plot. 

The CALLRAT program 
A number of data analysis options on traffic 

study data for small country automatic exchanges 
is available in the CALLRAT program. The data 
can be split into selected subsets as required. 

A major output of this program is a set of 
tables of average traffic usage rates for th.e 
selected subsets. Multiple copies of these tables 
are made and distributed to staff engaged in 
design work. 

SELECTION OF DESIGN USAGE RATES 
Based on Fig. 2, it has been found that it is 

sufficient to use two average junction usage rates, 
one being the State (Country) average and the 
other being the average for the Mt. Gambler 
region. 

To use the average traffic usage rate tables 
producecl by the CRAFTS system requires the 
selection of design traffic usage rates for particular 
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CRAFTS REPORT : 

COUNTRY 
TERMINAL 
EXCHANGES 
TRAFFIC AND 
USAGE RATE 
SUMMARY (CRAFTS) 

Fig. 3-Flow Chart of the CRAFTS System. 
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PAuE 2 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

EXCHANuE TYPE 
STUDY 
DATE 

·-------------------.--_---.------------------.-----------.-----------.-------1-----------.-----------.-----------· 
ROSEWORTHY 
ROSE WORTHY 
ROSEWORTHY 
ROSUIORHtY 
ROSEIIORTHY 
ROSEIIORlHY 

SHEOAK LO(, 
SHEOAK LOG 

STOCKPORT 

TARLEE 

TWO IIE_LLS 

WASLE_YS 
WASLE.YS 
IIASLEYS 
WASLUS 

W lLL LAMS T OIIIN 
WILLIAMS TOWN' 
WILLIAMS TOWN 
WILLIAMS TOWN 
WILLlA"4STOWN 
WILLIAMS TOWN 

10/bb 
7/b'l I 
4/b9 
2/70 
2/72 
2/75 

MAN I l0/b6 
CLS 6/b7 

RAA 

RAA 

RAA 

ARK 
ARI\ 
ARK 
ARI\ 

RA!\ 
RAA 
RAA 
ARK 
ARK 
ARK 

4/68 

4/68 I 

3/70 

5171 
2/72 
2/75 
2/75 

10/66 
3170 
2172 

12/74 
2/75 
2/75 

NUMBER 
OF 

STATIONS 

98 
!OS 
l 13 
117 
121 
145 

14 
CLOSED 

39 

91 

150 

CONVERSION 
97 

105 
105 

191 
198 
205 
CONVERSION 

230 
230 

DATA TO APRIL 1975 
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JUNCTION I DEVIATION FROM I LOCAL 
-----------------------: AVERAGE OF ,----------------------- 

MEASURED : CORRECTED :-------------------: MEASURED I CORRECTED 
TRAFFIC :USAGE RATE : STATE : MTGAMBIER : TRAFFIC :USAGE RATE : 

3.40 
3.47 
3.99 
4,14 
3.90 
5,20 

2.03 

J.80 

J.os 

2.90 
J.60 
3 .87 

••• so 
5.06 
5.30 

6.<o6 
5.9Q 

exchanges. As junction traffic is the major traffic 
component in a small exchange, junction usage 
rates are used for this selection. 

The procedure that is used classifies each small 
exchange into one of the following categories: 

• State (Country) category; 

• Mt. Gambier Secondary Area category; 

• Special category. 

The classification is based on the junction usage 
rate deviations listed in the CRAFTS traffic study 
data summary. An exchange for which the devia 
tions are principally within the confidence limits 
of the State average (i.e. within ± l 0) would be 
classified as being in the State (Country) category. 
Likewise an exchange with junction usage rates 
principally within the confidence limits of the 
Mt. Gambier average would be classified in that 
category. These two particular categories are 
sufficient as only 6% of the small exchanges in 
SA and NT do not fit into either and are therefore 
put in the special category. This method of 
classification does not mean that an exchange 
must be in the Mt_ Gambier Secondary Area in 
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Fig. 4-Typical Page of CRAFTS Traffic Study Data Summary. 
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order to be put in that category. 

Average traffic usage rate tables have been 
prepared for the first two categories and are 
used to design exchanges in, these categories. 
Exchanges in the special category have to be 
designed individually but even this is simplified 
by having all of the available traffic study data 
assembled together by CRAFTS .. 

The selection of the local usage rate and the 
register usage rate for an exchange normally 
follows th.e junction usage rate but note is taken 
of the local usage rates appearing in the CRAFTS 
traffic study summary. Allowance is made for 
the tendency of local usage rates to be higher in 
isolated exchange areas. 

Design Process 
For the first two categories the design process 

has been simplified and is to some extent auto 
matic. Tables of equipment requirements as a 
function of exchange size have been prepared. In 
addition, forecasts of junction traffics and the 
corresponding circuit requirements for exchanges 
in these categories are automatically calculc:ted 
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from station forecasts using a separate computer 
system. This separate syst.em, known as the CIDER 
system (Ref. 5), prepares a consolidated record of 
forecast trunk and [unction circuit requirements for 
SA and NT which is issued annually by the Traffic 
Engineering Section, 

In the case of the special category, individual 
designs are carried out as mentioned previously. 

The availability of standard design usage rates 
is particularly helpful where there is no traffic 
data (a new exchange for instance), or there is 
very little data available. 

· From the amount of scatter in the data as 
indicated by Fig. 1 it might be considered that 
two standard categori.es could not be enough to 
achieve good designs. That the system works in 
practice is due to two factors: 

• the spread of traffic measurement sampling 
error, particularly at low traffic levels; 

• equipment requirements are step functions 
(for instance, it is not possible to have 2½ 

[unctions). 

As an example of the second factor, using th.e 
standard equal marginal utility traffic table (Ref. 6) 
the traffic capacity of three [unctions is 80% more 

, than that of two [unctions. 
Logically, if there is a Mt. Gambier category, 

then the first category should not include data 
points for exchanges in the Mt. Gambier region. 
However, the differences in traffic usage rates 
involved would be small and a State (Country) 
average is useful in planning studies. 

Previous Design System 
Prior to setting up the CRAFTS system, design 

work was normally based on the latest traffic study 
data with some allowance made for previous data. 
The scatter diagram of Fig. l indicates that some 
exchanges would be over-provided and some· 
under-provided as a result. Over a period of years 
both situations would be subsequently indicated 
by regular readings of the statistical · meters in 
stalled in automatic exchanges. The indication of 
under-provision was usually reinforced by sub 
scriber complaints. 

Since the system has been in use, statistical 
meter readings taken over several years indicate 
in practically all cases that the design provision 
has been satisfactory. Also there has been a con 
siderable drop in subscriber complaints concern 
ing congestion in small exchanges. 

Trends in Design Usage Rates 
An.other factor that has steadily increased con- 

fidence in the use of the CRAFTS system is that 
design usage rates have altered very little as the 
data base obtained from traffic studies has steadily 
increased year by year. 

No trend in traffic usage rates for small 
exchanges has been established yet but this 
could stem from a data base which is still in 
sufficient to detect small changes. Probably a 
trend may be detected when it is possible to 
compare two successive decades. 

For the present, to allow for a possible growth 
in usage rates and also to act as a factor of 
safety, a growth rate of 1 % per annum in traffic 
usage rates is used for traffic forecasts · in SA 
and NT. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The system described in this article has proved 

to be worthwhile in practice. It has met its twin 
objectives very well: 

• provide reliable traffic usage rates; 
• simplify small exchange design work to cope 
with the larg,e number of exchanges con 
cerned. 

Good designs are being achieved as indicated 
by feedback from yearly programmes of traffic 
measurements, and from exchange statistical 
meter readings taken over an extended period. 

It is intended to continue extending the data 
base to establish any trends in traffic usage 
rates. Also, when the system was initially 
developed there were not very many ARK 
exchanges over 200 line capacity in South 
Austra I ia and the Northern Territory, conse 
quently there was a dearth of traffic data. This 
data has since built up and an extension of the 
CRAFTS system of average traffic usage rates to 
these larger exchanges will be considered. 
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Quality Co-ntrol and the Plant User 

N. R. BEDFORD, B.Sc. (Eng.), M.1.0.A., A.M.B.l.fVI. 

This article is the last of a series of three which collectively could be entitled "Quality - What 
it is and how to control it". The full impact of this article can only be felt if read in conjunction 
with the previous two articles in Volume 24 No. 3 Pages 227-238. 

True Quality Control is a systematic approach to firstly specifying what quality is required 
(Telecom Australia does this for its own equipment) and then ensuring that the product 
manufactured is of the specified quality. 

The process of control is analogous to physical control systems, in which feedback is an 
essential element of control; there are in fact a number of feedback loops, using information 
derived from the manufacturer's inspection, the user's inspection, and finally the plant installer or 
operator himself. 

· Because Quality Control does ensure production at minimum cost, does ensure consistency of 
quality, it is best for the manufacturer and certainly best for the customer. 

INTRODUCTION 
We are all purchasers and users of plant of one 

sort or another, some simple, some more complex. 
We expect all of these pieces of equipment to 
work when we buy them and to carry on working. 
In the same way, the Australian Telecommunica 
tions Commission (Telecom Australia) is a very big 
user of telecommunications equipment and previous 
articles in the Journal (Refs. l, 2) have shown how 
both the manufacturer and Telecom Australia 
attempt to ensure that quality standards have been 
met. To help to achieve this there is a need for 
a flow of information from the user of the equip 
ment back to the manufacturer to let him know 
how he is meeting these standards. This article 
describes the formal system in use in Telecom 
Australia. 

BACKGROUND 
At about the time of establishing the manufac 

ture of crossbar exchan.ge equipment in this coun 
try and in order to get necessary information on 
what was then a new product, the crossbar feed 
back label was introduced. Later on, certain major 
suppliers of equipment were recognised as hav 
ing satisfactory quality assurance systems, i.e., 
as being Telecom Australia "Approved Firms". 
However, a quality assurance system can only be 
properly effective in obtaining some corrective 
action if it has the information on which to operate 
and a necessary feature of a manufacturer's quality 
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system is a means of handling customer complaints 
fed back to it. To facilitate this process of feed 
back, a Defective Material Report form (DMR), see 
Fig. l, was introduced. This gives more detailed 
information back to the supplier than the earlier 
crossbar feedback label and is now increasingly 
being used to provide information to other con 
tractors and to those supplying non exchange type 
equipment. 

HOW DEFECTIVE MATERIAL ARISES 
The basic underlying cause of most errors made 

in manufacture is people. Because of the com 
plexity of manufacture, detailed drawings, docu 
mentation and instructions need to be written to 
control the manufacturing processes which are in 
volved. If mistakes in manufacture are made it 
is often. because these written documents are in 
some way inadequate for their purpose. Their 
purpose is basically to define operations which 
have to be performed in such a way that the fol. 
lible human element is minimised. 

Unless they are very frustrated in their working 
situation, individuals usually prefer to do a good 
day's work from a quality point of view. Manage 
ment also in the wider sense sees no real future 
in producing equipment of substandard quality 
since to do so continuously will place its long term 
existence in jeopardy. Consequently it is prepared 
to back up its reputation with warranty on the 
equipment it makes. 
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P.M.G.'S DEPT. DEFECTIVE MATERIAL REPORT 
(D.M.R.) 

E 712 (SE 561) 
(Sep '72) 
E.I. Materials 
Ouol ity Assurance 

REFERENCE/SEQUENCE NO. 

I.OCATION & ADDRESS DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL 

SERIAL 

DESCRIPTION OF DEFECT: 

Give full'. information and if possible include sample. 
Use rear of form for simple sketch. 

CONTRACT 

CONTRACT ITEM 

DRAWING 

CONTRACTOR 

lsv~HQM I 
ARE REPLACEMENT 
PARTS REQUIRED 1 

DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM 
· · StZE ANO EXTENT 

YES 0 NO 0 
NO. OF' DEFECTIVE .UNITS 

TOTAL NUMBER OF 
UNITS HELD 

REPORTING OFFICER 

Section I 

Designation 
BLOCK LETTERS 

Dote 

.......... Phone No ... 

/19 

TO SENIOR ENGINEER 

MMENDATIONS. 
AND 

"ST-ED SOLUTION 

. ./ .... ./ 
Dote 

T cle obone 

TO SENIOR ENGINEER 
MATERIALS INSPECTION 

Referred for action in accordance 
with E.I. Materials Ouolity Assurance 
POOOl. 

El\lGINEER:$ ASSESSMENTtOF PROBtE~,\I 

Senior Engineer 

T e!ephone Dare . ./ .. ./ .... 

FOR MATERIAL INSPECTION OFFICE USE ONLY 

DATA PROCESSED. . .... ./ .... .../. 
Signature Dote Reference 

COMMENT/ACTION PROCESSED 
Signature 

....... ./ ./ .. 
Date 

D.M.R. NUMBER 

DEFECT CODE 

Fig. l - Defective Material Report 
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There is also a problem of defining the "right" 
quality. Telecom Australia recognises that perfection 
in all aspects of the equipment it purchases is not 
possible and this is where the concept of Acceptable 
Quality Level (AQL) comes in. Use of an AQL 
does not mean that the Commission knowingly 
accepts any material which is known to be defec 
tive but that there is a possibility that faults up 
to a certain level may exist in equipment when 
it is sent to the field. The overall optimum quality 
must strike an economic balance taking into ac 
count the cost of meeting AQL's in the factory and 
the problems, and therefore costs, which only arise 
later, from supplying sub-standard materials. 
Acceptable quality levels are set fairly tight so as 
not to seriously embarrass installation and use of 
the equipment, and to provide a long term safe 
guard for satisfactory operational service. Because 
human beings are fallible, mistakes can and do 
occur in design, in manufacture and in testing and 
unacceptable material can reach the field. One 
hundred per cent checking of quality at all stages, 
even if it were not prohibitively expensive, would 
not necessarily achieve any improvement. In gene 
ral it would be performed by fallible human be 
ings; it is generally recognised that such l 00 % in 
spection is rarely more than 85 % effective. 

THE NEED FOR CONTROL 
How does any particular factory gain control of 

this situation so as to reduce the number of errors 
which can arise? How does the factory produce 
the required quality. Successful quality control in 
any organisation lies not so much in having good 
'quclitv, although this is of course important, as in 
having good 'control', One is unlikely to have a sat 
isfactory quality product without having a fair mea 
sure of control over what is done and what is not 
done. To achi.eve the required quality the quality 
control section relies heavily on information, both 
from within the factory and from outside, which it 
processes and in turn uses to feed back and cor 
rect unwanted situations in production and else 
where. Effective quality control is concerned to en 
sure that quality is built into the product and to do 
this it must be concerned not only with the end 
product but just as much with the documentation, 
systems and procedures that go towards control 
ling production. 

In the chain of events leading from design, 
through manufacture to use of a produc1, quality 
problems can arise then or later, as a result of 
misunderstanding or a breakdown in communica 
tion at any stage. Most product quality problems 
that arise can be put down to a failure in commu 
nication of one sort or another_ Whilst there has 
to be verbal information 1o inform people what 
jobs they are to do, the complexity of manufactur- 
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ing telecornmunicctions equipment nece ss itotes 
clearly written information and instructions. Never 
theless, mistakes can still occur ond to correct these 
some form of feedback of inforrnotion is required. 
Verbal communication is usually an unsatisfactory 
method and more effective corrective action is 
likely to result when there is formal written com 
munication. Such feedback about quality prob 
lems not only needs to operate between user ond 
manufacturer, but else, separately, within the 
manufacturer's premises, so that errors can be i-ec 
tified early on before they become problems of 
using equipment in the field. 

Particular ernpho sis is placed both by factory 
quality control and Telecom Australia on a thorough 
check of prototype equipment, as at that stage de 
sign and manufacturing documentation is checked to 
ensure compatability before bulk production is 
commenced. This coupled with field testing of 
first off equipment will pick up many potential 
problems but others only appem after equipment 
is operated over a period. For this reo son there 
fore the reliability ospect is also important and 
a particular part of the overall quolity control pro 
gramme is concerned with c1 continuing evaluation 
of how different products perform over a period. 

THE NEED FOR DEFECTIVE MATERIAL REPORTING 

Just as there is o need for internal feedback in 
the factory to keep processes within control and to 
ochieve the desired quolity etc., there is an even 
more important requirement for information back 
from the field. The plant user has a key role to 
play in reporting such problems. Defective ma 
terial can affect him 1n a variety of ways. It af 
fects him because items which should assemble 
together will not, or because incorrect items have 
been supplied or equipment will not function cor 
rectly. In the longer term it rnov be found that 
because adjustments are incorrect, or wrong com 
ponents used, equipment will not function satis 
factorily over a period. 

The Defective Moterial Report provides the feed 
back link between the user and the manufacturer. 
It is designed to provide all the necessary data 
which will encb!e the Material Inspection section 
and the Contractor to jointly assess the situation 
and to take some corrective action. The prime 
purpose of collecting such information is to pre 
vent the problem recurring. The report form is 
designed to show what equipment is affected and 
how much, what the problem is, who the contractor 
was and when the equipment was made. 

DEFECTIVE MATERIAL INVESTIGATIONS 

When defective material arises in the field an in 
vestigation takes place at two distinct levels. Firstly, 
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there is a local investigation within the plant user 
section and secondly an investigation between 
Materials Inspection staff and the manufacturer. 

Fig. 2 shows these two separate investigations as 
feedback loops The first investigation into the 
particular field operntion is necessary to determine 
the extent of the trouble ond whether one or more 
items of equipment ore effected. As much infor 
motion about this is forworcled on the DMR so as 
to o s si st the Contructor in deterrmninq when, how 
and why the problem occurred. Of particular irn 
portonce is the yeor and week of monufccture of 
the equipment o s this enobles the compony to more 
occurotely pinpoint the ossignoble cause of the 
trouble. Following the local investigation at the 
work site, o more detoilecl o s sessrnent should be 
mode in the lorn/ section to see whether other areas 
ore experiencmg similar problems. It is most de 
siroble at this stoge that an overall picture is 
given as this will influence the cction subsequently 
taken by the rnonufocturer ond Moteriols Inspec 
tion in dealing with the problem. 

fhe second stoge of the investigation concerns 
Materiol Inspection one/ the manufacturer. On re 
ceipt, the DMR is logg.ed into the section and the 
essential information concerning the type of equip 
ment, conrroctor. number affected, etc., ore extrocted 
for subsequent doto processing. At this stage the 
reported defect is given a fault identification code 

which rno kes it possible at a later stage to analyse 
reported defects into types. The data processing 
system enables a historical record of some 18 
months or more of complaints to be maintained to 
which new ones are continuously added. As well 
as catering for complaints which originate in New 
South Wales, the system caters for complaints from 
other States which use equipment which was mode 
in NSW. 

Usually at this point the reporting officer in the 
field is contacted as his assessment of the problem 
in terms of its seriousness and extent is vital if a 
successful investigation is to be conducted. The 
particular work site from which the report eman 
ated is often visited to obtain the views of the 
actual plant user and to confirm the extent of the 
problem. Visits to other similar work sites may 
also be made to see whether a similar problem 
exists and whether it is common to other suppliers 
as 'well. Samples from the site help to demon 
strate the fault to the manufacturer, who may o!so 
visit the site either to get first hand experience him 
self or to carry out repairs after the need for these 
has been negotiated. 

In order to get further information about an 
actual problem 01· even about suspected areas of 
future trouble, it may be desirable to extend the 
investigation over a wider area within the state. 
Additionally, where designs or specifications may 

Assess problem. 
Magnitude and extent. 

Rectify/Request assistance. 
Suggest solution. 

D.M R. - - REPLY 

Liaise with/Visit field. 
Laboratory test if needed. 

Investigate how problem arose. 
Take corrective action. 

In factory/field. 
Refer design problems. 

Make formal reply to D.M.R. 
Analyse D.M. R.'s for trends etc. 

Fig. 2 - Defective Material_ Investigations 
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be involved or where manufacturers in other states 
may be implicated, Materials Inspection may con 
duct enquiries through Central Administration. A 
particular field problem may highlight the need to 
conduct laboratory tests on samples to see what 
happens when equipment with a known or sus 
pected fault is operated over a period. 

These discussions will confirm the exact nature 
of the problem as it offects the field ond con then 
be used in the factory investigation to see why 
inspection and testing failed to detect the condition 
complained of. It is necessary here to compare the 
level of defects ogainst predetermined quality levels 
which have been defined as being acceptable, 
which is why information from the field about the 
magnitude of the problem is so importan1. The 
sen.or technical officer who is in charge of Telecom 
Australia inspection of the particular manufacturer's 
product is responsible for furthering the investiga 
tion in the factory. With his own staff and in co 
operation with quality assurance representatives of 
the company a· detailed investigation is made, the 
prime object of which is to understand the reasons 
why the problem occurred. Only when this has 
been done successfully can some control be 
instituted which will overcome the problem in the 
future or at least reduce the likelihood of a recur 
rence. To assist in understanding the reason why 
the problem arose the Telecom Australia inves 
tigating officer has a standardised check list type of 
reply form which he uses in his investigation. This 
highlights whether or not the same problem reported 
has also been discovered in the factory, what action 
the company proposes to take, both in the short 
term in the field and in the long term as regards 
the basic underlying cause. Such investigations 
concerning customer complaints form part of the 
overall quality assurance activities within the 
factory, one object of which is to identify weak 
nesses in designs or specifications or in inspection 
and test methods so that these can be rectified. 

Once th.e factory investigation is complete this 
information is then referred back to the Materiols 
Inspection Office which mokes o formal reply to 
the reporting officer crnd at the same time prepares 
further inf or motio n for subsequent data processing. 
A formal reply to the comploint is always mode 
thereby completing the feedback loop. 

In o large number of instonces, and in porticulor 
if the complaint is not too serious the plant user 
will toke some necessory rerncclio l oction soon after 
discovering the ir.itio l trouble In the interests of 

continuity of equipment instollotion or testing to 
meet cutover dotes this is inevitably the only pos 
sible alternotive. However, even though a particu 
lar piece of defective material oppears to be an 
isolated occurrence it is importont thot such in 
stonces are reported vio a Defective Materiol Report. 
Depending on its seriousness, an individual com 
plaint may or mo y not worrant ony oction on the 
pod of the supplier. From o purely statistical point 
of view a single comploint is not significont (except 
of course to the chop in the field who has to fix 
it). Hovve ver, when such cornploints are colloted 
from all over the country and onctlysed o s regards 
particular types of fault, particular periods of 
manufacture, etc., the problem rnoy be seen to be 
much more signifrcont cmd a more meoningful in 
vestigotion con be mode. 1', comporison of similar· 
types of faults between different suppliers or an 
analysis of the foct thot different suppliers of the 
same equipment experience particulor types of 
faults con also give rise to investigotions within the 
companies. The end objective is always to try 
and reduce or eliminote the problem. The defici 
ency, whatever its basic cause, may be copable of 
some quick, easy and inexpensive solution once it 
has been recognised o s being a problem. It can 
only be recognised os such if DMR's from the field 
point it out in the firs+ instcmce. 

CONCLUSION 

As a verv large purchaser of telecommunications 
equipment Telecom Australia has to ensure that it is 
getting value for money. In this context this means 
the right quality at the right price. To obtain this 
necessary ossurance o formed feedback system is 
required to notify controctors of quolity discrepon 
cies cmd to become owore of occetsional design 
weo knesses. The plant user has a vital role to 
play in providing this information. This opplies 
to the whole range of telecommunicotions equip 
ment ond to the whole ronge of suppliers. A de 
tailed onolysis ond investigotion of such informa 
tion will enoble better quolitv end reliobility to be 
built into the product in the future Quality built 
in at the outset is the most econom ico I si nee pre 
vention is better thon cure. Better quality control 
in design and manufacture jointly achieved by 
Telecom Australia and contractors will benefit the 
plant user and in turn the community as a whole. 
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Retirement of Director General, Mr. E. F. Lane 

Concurrent with the change to Commission status as 
from the 1st July, 1975, the Director General of the 
then PMG's Department, Mr. Eber Lane retired from the 
service. 

Mr. Lane was one of the most popular of the twelve 
men who held this office. He was held in high esteem 
both inside and outside the Post Office for his integrity, 
knowledge and ability to discharge the office of Director 
General. 

He began in 19 2 7 in Queensland as a telegraph 
messenger, served for six years as a telegraphist and nine 
years as a traffic officer before being promoted to 
Superintendent, Telephone Service Branch, Tasmania in 
1954. Three years later he was the State Director, Post 
and Telegraphs. Then followed rapid promotion; 
Controller, Central Office ( 19 61) Assistant Director 
(1961), Director Queensland (1966), Director NSW 
( 19 71) and Director-General ( 19 7 2). 

The Society wish Mr. and Mrs. Lane a long and happy 
retirement. 
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Retirement of Mr. R. Turnbull 
Mr. Ron Turnbull, M.B.E. Dip. Elec. Eng., FIE Aust. 

retired recently from Telecom. Australia after 38 years 
of service. At the time of retirement, he was serving as 
the General Manager of the Engineering Department at 
Headquarters. 

Mr. Turnbull entered the Postmaster-General's 
Department in 19 3 7, and progressed through senior 
ranks to Superintending Engineer in 1955, Assistant 
Engineer in Chief in 1962 and FADG (Engineering 
Planning and Research) in 1973. He was also a 
Commissioner and Vice-Chairman· of the Overseas 
Telecommunications Commission (Australia). 

Just prior to retirement, Mr. Turnbull was Chairman 
of the Council of Control of the Telecommunication 
Society of Australia. He has had a long association with 
the Society, and has contributed many articles to the 
Journal since 1941. 

The Council of Control has very real pleasure in 
placing on record its warm appreciation of the many 
services Mr. Turnbull has rendered to the Society. We 
wish Ron and Mrs. Turnbull a long and happy 
retirement. 

New Chairman for Council of Control 

Following the retirement of Mr R. Turnbull, Mr. P.R. 
Brett B.Sc., FIREE, has been appointed the new Chairman 
of the Council of Control of the Telecommunications 
Society of Australia. 

Mr. Brett joined the Service as a Clerk in 1940. On 
graduation from Melbourne University, he was appointed 
Physicist Gradel in the Research Laboratories. In 1964 he 
was appointed Senior Assistant Director General, 
Research Branch at Headquarters, which position he 
occupied until his recent appointment as Director, 
Planning, in the Headquarters organisation of Telecom 
Australia. Mr. Brett has contributed a number of articles 
to both this journal and the Australian 
Telecommunications Research Journal. 

The Council of Control congratulates Mr. Brett on his 
recent appointment, and looks forward to working with 
him as Chairman for the next two years. 
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Some Tests Proposed for Evaluaf'ing the Colo,ur Television 
Performance of M,icrowave Radio Relay Systems 

D. J. HAUW, B.E., G.DIP.IND.MGT (SWINBURNE) 

This paper discusses four CCIR waveform tests and considers them to be inadequate for use in 
determining the acceptability of new microwave radio relay systems for purposes of 
commissioning into traffic service. Additionally, a test procedure is introduced to measure a new 
distortion not considered by the CCI R. 

Editorial note: This paper was first published in 
the Conference Preprint Volumes te the Annual En 
gineering Conference of the Institution of Engineers, 
Australia, in February, 1975, and is reprinted here 
with their kind permission. 

INTRODUCTION 
Waveform testing has been universally accepted 

as the standard method for the measurement of 
distortion in television studio and transmitter equip 
ment. Its use has been extended by the CCI R 
(Ref. l) to cover long distance television relay 
performance. The preference for waveform test 
ing over conventional sinewave methods for tele 
vision system performance has been due to several 
advantages, which are well documented in (Ref. 
2), (Ref. 9), (Ref. 10), (Ref. 11 ), (Ref. 12). How 
ever, these waveform tests are not necessarily 
suitable for evaluating the acceptability of new 
equipment. 

Many waveform tests have been recommended 
by the CCIR (Ref. 1) and additional ones to cover 
different parameters are being considered (Ref. 3). 
Corresponding to these tests are allowable distor 
tion limits which, with the interconnection of 
microwave radio equipment with other peripheral 
equipment, such as studio cameras, cable-tails and 
broadcast transmitters, would present a picture of 
acceptable subjective quality to the home viewer. 
The CCIR have conveniently defined a reference to 
which all their distortion limits will be referred. 
This in the Hypothetical Reference Circuit (HRC). 
It is composed of three video interconnection points 
over a distance of 2500 km. For practical systems 
of lesser or longer lengths, the CCIR have described 
methods for apportioning their HRC objectives. 
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In this paper, four of the tests are considered, 
and their inadequacies are discussed as tests to 
determine the acceptability of new microwave 
radio relay systems. The tests are return loss, non 
linearities of the synchronizing signal and chrorn 
inance channel gain and chrominance-into-luminance 
intermodulation. One new distortion, peak white 
signal non-linearity, and its measurement are also 
introduced. There is also a need to vary the defi 
nition of the HRC for the Australian conditions. 
This is discussed in the paper. 

RETURN LOSS 

Weaver (Ref. 4) originated the proposal to use 
a waveform test signal to evaluate television 
equipment impedance, in terms of return loss. The 
signal was the T pulse, band-limited to the video 
band of 5 MHz. Subsequently, a 2T pulse was 
nominated. 

The CCIR (Ref. l, p. 197) recommend three 
signals: 

(a) 2T monochrome pulse-and-bar 

(b) 50 Hz square-wave 

(c) Tc and 2Tc pulse-and-bar. 
In the author's opinion, the inadequacies of the 

above test methods are: 

(a) These waveforms have been devised to measure 
specific distortions other than return loss and 
none are designed to include the measurement 
of return loss. Also none satisfy all signal 
conditions which occur during programme 
transmission. It would, however, be imprac 
ticable to increase the number of test signals 
in order to cover all such conditions. 

(b) Irregularities and transients in the displayed 
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reflected signal are difficult to interpret cor 
rectly. 

(c) Some measuring methods require a significant 
length of cable to introduce a delay of the 
reflected signal so that both the incident and 
the reflected signals may be displayed on the 
CRO. Additional distortions may be intro 
duced here. 

Sweep frequency sinewave technique would be 
more appropriate, if limitation is placed on the 
bandwidth to be measured, 30 Hz to 5.5 MHz. Or, 
alternatively, use may be made of the composite 
sweep frequency television signal. The higher 
accuracy and the little "or no ambiguity obtained 
from the results from sweep frequency sinewaves 
make this method amenable to acceptance testing 
purposes. It will be noted that it is also a standard 
test for microwave telephony bearers, and, tele 
vision broadcast transmitters. 

The single figure specification for return loss in 
the video band should be retained, until more 
information is obtained on return loss effects at 
various video frequencies, particularly at chromin 
ance channel frequencies. 

SYNCHRONIZING SIGNAL NON-LINEARITY 
(COMPRESSION) 

The use of the CCIR signal, consisting of a five 
riser staircase followed by three intermediate lines 
of black or white, is considered to be a dynamic 
test of limited range. It is not a searching test 
and contemporary microwave radio equipment 
readily handles this condition. Instead, a more 
severe dynamic test is suggested. The non-linearity 
can be measured during "bounce" conditions in 
the test for long-time linear waveform distortion 
where it appears as a compression of the synchron 
izing signal amplitude. 

To explain briefly the bounce phenomenon, it 
can be said that it occurs when signals containing 
changes in average picture levels pass through AC 
coup Ii ngs, feedback or filter networks. By con 
necting several of these AC networks in tandem, 
the bounce becomes increasingly pronounced. 
Greater overshoots occur, thus causing extreme ex 
cursions along the equipment dynamic transfer 
characteristics. Non-linearities may then be im 
parted at these extremities. 

With various AC networks to be encountered, 
various time constants are also present, and it is 
desirable in acceptance testing of new equipment 
to test under the most severe conditions which are 
likely to occur during programme transmission as 
has been done with television broadcast trans 
mitters. The frequency of the test waveform 
should then correspond to the circuit time constant. 
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It implies a variable frequency bounce test wave 
form, the frequency being in the range of 0.2 to 2 
Hz. CCIR composite square wave (Ref. l, p. 206) 
is suitable provided its frequency can be reduced 
to this range. 

In addition, it is insufficient to test for bounce 
a system of only one or two video actions. It 
should also be tested for performance as part of 
a long chain of video sections, possibly up to an 
AHRC in length (refer Sec. 7). To achieve this, 
a "bounce pre-distorter" can be used to pre-distort 
the bounce waveform before application to the 
microwave radio system under test. The pre-dis 
torter can be made up of RC circuits to the number 
of video sections to be simulated and separated by 
buffer amplifiers which would also restore the level 
of the test signal. The time constants of the simu 
lator should be within the range to be found gener 
ally in commercial radio relay equipment, i.e. 0.5 
to 5 seconds corresponding to 0.2 to 2 Hz. 

PEAK WHITE SIGNAL NON-LINEARITY 
(COMPRESSION) 

During "bounce" conditions, explained pre 
viously, equipment transfer characteristic non 
linearities could also cause distortion in the white 
signal region. The result is a loss of picture bright 
ness and of contrast near the white level. At other 
signal conditions, the non-linearities could still be 
present, but in smaller proportions. It follows that 
the test for this distortion should be performed dur 
ing the bounce test, together with that for the 
synchronizing signal distortion. 

The CCIR have not, to the author's knowledge, 
considered this distortion, but some consideration 
will probably be made in the near future. 

If a burst of colour information is successively 
switched on and off, bounce can also occur on a 
microwave radio system. The non-linearities here 
can affect both the amplitude and phase of the 
subcarrier and the luminance information. How 
ever, the susceptibility of radio equipment to this 
sort of distortion is open to further discussion. 

LINE-TIME CHROMINANCE CHANNEL GAIN NON 
LINEARITY 

To measure this distortion, the CCIR are con 
sidering a three-amplitude subcarrier signal, shown 
in Fig l. (Ref. 3, p. 15). The graded amplitudes 
show how much non-linearity· is present at each 
level. The non-linearity is defined by the CCIR 
as the greatest departure from proportionality be 
tween the amplitude of the chrominance subcarrier 
at the input and the corresponding amplitude at 
the output. 

The CCIR signal has insufficient subcarrier 
"steps" to be a sensitive gauge of the non-linearity. 
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Fig. 1-CCIR Signal G2. 

The non-linearity effects will be averaged over the 
three steps. Furthermore, the maximum subcarrier 
amplitude of ± 50 IEEE units (in CCIR terms, this 
is IRE units and corresponds to ± 0.35V) does not 
allow for measurements to be made under condi 
tions of maximum signal deviation, viz. input sub 
carrier amplitudes up to ± 63 IEEE units. This 
condition can be encountered during programme 
transmission with fully _saturated hue contents. 

The suggested replacement signal is shown in 
Fig. 2 which will be referred to as the chrominance 
staircase. Note the increased steps of subcarrier 
amplitude to five, and the amplitude of the largest 
step to ± 62.5 IEEE units. 

Measurement of chr.ominance gain non-linearity 
can be achieved by providing a suitable step at- 
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Fig. 2 Chrominance Staircase 
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tenuator 1o reduce each step to a common ampli 
tude to allow a direct comparison of the peak-to 
peak amplitude of each step. Any deviations from 
that common amplitude (peak-to-peak) would be a 
measure of the non-linearity. The reference can be 
the first step which is expected to suffer least dis 
tortion. 

The CCIR (Ref. 3, p. 15) and IEC (Ref. 13) method 
of testing for the departure of each pre-set step 
height (i.e., peak rather than peak-to-peak) could 
be made invalid by luminance shifts. In this case, 
the subcarrier will be assymetical about the 50 % 
IEEE unit setup level. Also, the non-linearity limit 
specified by IEC is unnecessarily stringent because 
the distortion is compared to the step height, and it 
is doubtful if such small occurrences could be 
measured. Furthermore, a pre-determined absolute 
step value has no meaningful significance as a 
constant attenuation on all steps is not considered 
a non-linearity, merely a lack of gain. 

CHROMINANCE-INTO-LUMINANCE 
INTERMODULATION 

The CCIR (Ref. 3, p. 16) are also considering the 
use of Signal G2 for measurement of chrominance 
into-luminance intermodulation. The distortion is 
observed as a variation of the pedestal amplitude 
from its 50 % IEEE unit set up level Fig. 3 (a). It 
is this maximum variation in relation to l 00 % IEEE 
units which gives a measure of the distortion. 

The author suggests that the chrominance stair 
case is also appropriate here and the increased 
steps offer better gradings on the presence of 
intermodulation with each subscarrier amplitude, 
Fig 3 (b). 

IEEE UNITS (1/.) 

50-0 

0 0 

-400 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3 Chrom-into-Lum Intermodulation Shown by 
(a) CCIR Signal G2 and 
(b) Chrominance Staircase. 
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TABLE 1-MODIFICATION FACTORS FOR LAWS OF ADDITION OF AHRC AND HRC DISTORTIONS 

0.47 
0.33 0.48 0.57 II 1 I 0.33 I 0.48 I 0.58 
0.44 0.58 0.66 
0.55 0.68 0.74 
0.66 0.76 0 81 II 2 I 0.67 I 0.76 I 0.82 
0.77 0.84 0.88 
0.88 0.92 0.94 
1.00 1.00 1.00 II 3" I 1.00 I 1.00 I 1.00 
1.11 1.07 1.06 
1.22 1.14 1.10 
1.33 1.21 1.15 II 4 I 1.33 I 1.21 I 1.15 
1.44 1.28 1.20 
1.55 1.34 1.26 
1.66 1.40 1.29 5 1.67 1.41 1.29 

• Note: AHRC and HRC length, video sections, n 9 and 3 respectively. 

THE AUSTRALIAN HYPOTHETICAL REFERENCE 
CIRCUIT (AHRC) 

The CCIR Hypothetical Reference Circuit, abbrevi 
ated to HRC, is a long distance reference over 
2500 km. It has been defined to consist of three 
video sections. Maximum distortion limits have 
been referred to the HRC and methods set down 
for calculation of sectional requirements. These 
are described in CCIR Recommendation 451-l (Ref. 
l, p. 193). 

In Australia, most television programmes are 
transmitted on assigned bearers sharing a common 
protection bearer with telephony bearers. Of 
necessity, the latter are demodulated where traffic 
drops and inserts are required and, in general, base 
band switching is used. At switching points, all 
bearers are demodulated. Therefore the number 
of sections making up the television and telephony 
HRC's would generally be identical for the Austra 
lian conditions. As there are nine telephony base 
band sections in the circuit (Ref. 6), a variation to 
the CCIR television HRC would be appropriate. 
The author suggests nine video sections to make 
up the Australian Hypothetical Reference Circuit 
(AHRC). 

The AHRC is to embrace only FM microwave radio 
relays so that it can be used as the reference dur 
ing acceptance tests of new systems. No other 
peripheral equipment, e.g. cable-tails and coaxial 
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cables, would be considered. This is because an 
acceptance test is a test of the manufacturers' equip 
ment performance guarantees as well as the users' 
system objective compliance, and it is very unlikely 
that one manufacturer would guarantee an overall 
performance of a communication system which in 
cludes other manufacturers' equipment. In this re 
gard, and in the number of video interconnection 
points, the AHRC differs from the National Refer 
ence Video Connection (NRVC) of the APO (Ref. 7, 
p. 3). 

In apportioning the HRC distortion limits to cir 
cuits of different lengths (i.e. video sections), the 
CCIR have produced a table of Laws of Addition 
(Ref. l) for the different distortions. This is shown 
on the right-hand side of Table l. The allowable 
HRC distortions are multiplied by the relevant 
modification factor to obtain the distortion limits 
corresponding to the system length under consider 
ation. 

The left-hand side to Table l shows the revised 
modification factors for the AHRC. The AHRC 
consists of nine video sections, n •= 9, and, at this 
point, it is equivalent to the HRC n = 3. The 
three-for-one ratio is retained, i.e. n = l in the 
HRC wil! be n -~ 3 in the AHRC, but the modifica 
tion factors are the same. Therefore, more strin 
gent limits must be applied to distortions over one 
video section in the AHRC as compared with that 
in the HRC. 
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TABLE 2-PROPOSED OBJECTIVES FOR ACCEPTANCE TESTING 

2.3 4.8 7.6 10 
I 

4.8 
I 

7.6 
I 

10 
4.6 9.6 15.2 20 9.6 15.2 20 
4.6 9.6 15.2 20 
9.2 19.2 30.4 40 
2.8 5.8 9.2 12 

I 
5.8 

I 
9.2 I 12 

5.6 11.6 18.4 24 11.6 18.4 24 
2.3 4.8 7.6 10 
4.6 9.6 15.2 20 
1.4 2.9 4.6 6 
2.8 5.8 9.2 12 
1.8 3.8 6.1 8 3.8 6.0 8 
3.6 7.6 12.2 16 7.2 12.0 16 
0.9 1.9 3.0 4 1.9 3.0 4 
1.8 3.8 6.0 8 3.8 G.O 8 

0.9 1.9 3.0 4 
1.8 3.8 6.0 8 

3.3 
I 

5.7 
I 

8.1 
I 

10 
I 

5.8 
I 

8.2 
I 

10 
33 57 81 100 58 82 100 

PROPOSED ACCEPTANCE TEST SPECIFICATIONS 
ON WAVEFORM DISTORTION 

A survey carried out over the acceptance test 
results of existing systems seems to indicate the 
CCIR HRC objectives will generally be met for 
systems assuming AHRC configuration. The re 
sults were obtained from the following tests: 

(a) Luminance-into-chrominance intermodulation 
(differential gain and phase). 

(b) Line-time luminance channel non-linearity. 

(c) Synchronizing signal non-linearity (compression) 
under bounce conditions. 

(d) Peak white signal non-linearity (compression) 
under bounce conditions. 

(e) Chrominance-to-luminance inequalities in gain 
and phase. 

In the absence of contradictory results, it is sug 
gested that the CCIR HRC objectives would be 
appropriate objectives for the AHRC. The differ 
ence will only be on the account of the number of 
video sections. Table 2 shows the two reference 
circuit objectives, and their respective sectional 
objectives. 

Finally, it is appreciated that the CCIR objectives 
are for operational (or maintenance) testing. How 
ever, at this stage, it appears reasonable to assume 
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that the degradation of radio equipment with age 
will not significantly affect the waveform distortion 
performance. Consequently these objectives could 
be used in radio relay acceptance testing. 

CONCLUSION 
The discussion in this paper has been centred 

upon four CCIR tests which are considered to be 
inadequate for the distortions to be measured. 
Alternative methods have been suggested to im 
prove the sensitivity of the test methods. A new 
test has been introduced; this is the peak white 
signal non-linearity. And the test method has also 
been suggested. 

In Australia, a variation has been found to be 
appropriate in the definition of the reference cir 
cuit. The AHRC should have nine video sections. 
However, CCIR HRC objectives have been thought 
to be achievable and, as such, should be adopted 
for the AHRC. 

APO TESTS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
The opinions expressed and suggestions offered 

in this paper are those of the author. These may 
be at variance with the official APO tests and 
specification. For more details of the latter, the 
reader is referred to (Ref. 7), (Ref. 8), (Ref. 14) and 
(Ref 15). 
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Llquid-eered Optical Fibres for' Co·mmunication Systems. 

G. P. KIDD, B.E., B.Sc. 

The development of the liquid-filled optical fibre in 1971 created new interest in fibre 
communication and although there have been significant advances in fibres of different materials 
and structure, the liquid-cored fibre still offers some advantages over these. The transmission 
properties of tetrachloroethylene-filled fibres developed by the CS/RO Division of Tribophysics 
and investigated in the APO Research Laboratories are given, as well as a description of a specially 
developed light-emitting diode compatible in geometry and electrical characteristics with these 
fibres. Possible trunk, junction and broadband subscribers systems using optical fibres are 
discussed. 

Editorial Note: This paper was presented to the 
1975 Conference of the Institution of Engineers, 
Australia, and their approval to republish it is grate 
fully acknowledged. 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of the laser in the early l 960's 
stimulated thoughts of vast rates of information 
transfer resulting from the potentially large modu 
lation bandwidth of these sources, but for a number 
of practical reasons it was soon realised that these 
rates could not easily be attained. One major reason 
was that propagation through the atmosphere was 
rather uncertain at optical frequencies. It was then 
proposed in 1966 that this uncertainty could be 
removed if the light was guided along a transparent 
medium, namely an optical fibre. Glassy materials 
were the obvious choice for use as fibres, and it was 
considered at the time that sufficiently low loss 
glasses could be readily obtained given adequate 
purification. However, by 1971 very little progress 
had been made towards developing fibres having 
losses less than 20 dB/km, the figure often quoted 
as being the limit at which fibres would become 
viable for systems applications. 

It was late in 1971 that the CSIRO Division of 
Tribophysics in Melbourne, at about the same time 
as the Bell Telephone Laboratories, announced the 
development of a new type of fibre in which the 
core of the fibre used a low loss fluid (tetrachloro 
ethylene) instead of the more usual solid glass core. 
Losses for these fibres were found to be less than 
20 dB/km over substantial regions of the infra-red 
spectrum. 

The development of these I iqu id-f I led fibres acted 
as a renewed stimulus for investigators everywhere, 
so that in these intervening years there has been 
considerable work carried out on fibres and associ 
ated devices. During this period there have been 
dramatic reductions in fibre loss, with minimum 
losses of about l dB/km being reported for solid 
cored fibres using doped silica (SiOJ as the core 
material. With refined purification techniques the 
losses in liquid-cored fibres have also been reduced 
to give minimum losses of about 5 dB/km. Ad 
vances in fibres using low-temperature glasses (the 
silicates) have been slower, but losses in the region 
of 20 dB/km are now being realised with these. 

As well as improvements in materials, there have 
been advances in fibre structures. One of the most 
important of these is a multi-mode fibre in which 
the refractive index of the core is parabolically 
graded across the core diameter, from a low value 
at the cladding boundary to a higher value at the 
core centre. Such a graded-index fibre operates by 
focusing the rays periodically along its length, and 
so tends to minimise pulse dispersion. The band 
width of these fibres can be considerably greater 
than for stepped-index multimode fibres, and under 
appropriate launching conditions can approach the 
bandwidth of single-mode fibres. Their advantages 
are that the core diameter can be considerably 
greater than for sinqle-rnode fibres thereby easing 
the tolerances on couphnq, while allowinq a greater' 
power to be coupled into the fibre. 

All major telecommunications authorities and 
companies are now devoting considerable research 
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effort towards realising practical fibre systems. In 
Australia, the Australian Telecommunications Com 
mission in conjunction with CSIRO have been study 
ing the transmission characteristics of liquid-cored 
fibres and developing associated devices such as 
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) with a view to specify 
ing the parameters for possible systems. Likewise, 
Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) have been de 
veloping liquid-filled fibre systems for commercial 
application under contract to CSIRO. 

FIBRE PRINCIPLES 
Consider the fibre structure of Fig. l in which the 

core has a diameter d = 2a and a refractive index 
n,. The cladding material surrounding the core has 
an arbitrary diameter and a refractive index n2, 
where n2 < n,. The external medium has a re 
tractive index n which is generally less than n1. 

Fig. 1-0ptical Fibre Geometry 

Snell's law of refraction states that the relationship 
between incident and refracted angles at the inter 
face between two dielectric materials is 

n1 sin cp1 n2 sin cp:2 , 
since (pc, crca 

where cp is measured from the normal to the inter 
face. 

(l) 

significantly to the total energy carried by the fibre 
(Refs. 1, 2, 3). 

The angle of incidence 0,.,. at the fibre face which 
corresponds to the critical angle of incidence within 
the fibre is given by 

n sin Bea "" n, sin 0, , 
or 

(4) 

since 00, 0ca < < l so that sin 0 =:,,; 0. 

Thus rays incident on the fibre face at angles less 
than 0,a will be trapped within the fibre. It is useful 
to characterise a particular fibre by this cone of 
acceptance in which 0" < 0,-a- The measure used is 
the numerical aperture (NA) which is defined as 

NA - [ 2 2) v, . · · n -- n 
I 2. 

(5) 

From this it can be seen that the larger the 
difference in refractive index between core and 
cladding, the greater will be the numerical aperture, 
and therefore the greater the amount of light col 
lected by the fibre. 

Another important characteristic of a fibre is its 
degree of overmoding. The measure used to specify 
this is the dimensionless frequency coefficient de 
fined as 

(6) 

If n1 > n2 then there is a critical angle cp,. above 
which rays incident on the interface are totally 
reflected, where 

cp,. = sin "? 11~ 
111 

Let the angle of incidence be defined as 

1T 2 - <Pz 

(2) 

(3) 

Then rays impinging on the core-cladding inter 
face of a fibre will be totally internally reflected 
when 0,, < 0". These are the so-called trapped rays. 
A!I other rays will be refracted into the cladding 
and their energy will ultimately be radiated off. 
However, some of these rays (the leaky rays) which 
have angles of incidence near 0,. have been shown 
to propagate for long distances and may contribute 
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It can be shown that if V < 2.405, only one 
electromagnetic mode (the dominant HE11 mode) can 
propagate in the fibre, and the fibre is therefore 
called a "single-mode" fibre. Typically the core 
diameter for single mode operation needs to be 
less than l 0µ,m. 

For V > 2.405, other electromagnetic modes can 
propagate, the number of propagating modes being 
approximately equal to V2/2 for large V. Such fibre 
is designated "multi-mode". For a typical multi-mode 
fibre of core diameter l 00 µ,m at a wavelength of 
l µ,m the value of V is of the order of l 00. 

It can be shown that the propagation of a par 
ticular electromagnetic mode along an optical fibre 
corresponds to a family of rays having a character 
istic angle of incidence within the fibre, with this 
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Fig. 2-Tetrachloroethylene-Filled Fibre Attenuation 

characteristic angle bearing a direct relationship 1o 
the propagation velocity of that mode. Furthermore, 
the modes in a multi-mode fibre have uniformly 
decreasing velocity with increasing order, so 
that higher-order modes correspond to higher 
characteristic angles of incidence. In the limit the 
critical angle of incidence 0,. defines the highest 
order mode that can propagate within the fibre. 

TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS 
The important transmission characteristics of a 

fibre are the attenuation and the bandwidth (or 
equivalently the pulse dispersion). Knowing these 
and the characteristics of devices, an overall specifi 
cation for a particular system can be derived. 

The transmission properties of a fibre are a 
function of a number of parameters including the 
materials used, refractive index difference between 
core and cladding, diameter, length of fibre, material 
purity and manufacturing imperfections, as well as 
of excitation conditions. The following discussion 
will describe the characteristics of the liquid-filled 
fibres ·developed by CSIRO and investiqated in the 
ATC Research Laboratories; an extensive review of 
other types of fibre is given in Ref. 4. 

Attenuation 
The two principal phenomena contributing to 

wards the loss in fibres are the inherent Rayleigh 
scattering due to the molecular structure of the core 
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material and absorption losses due to the presence 
of impurities. Rayleigh scattering is inversely pro 
portional to the fourth power of the wavelength, 
while impurities give rise to absorption peaks at 
particular wavelengths corresponding to specific 
impurity material. 

A typical attenuation curve for a tetrachloro 
ethylene-filled fibre is shown in Fig. 2. Very little 
information exists in the absolute scattering co 
efficient to be expected in liquids at these wave 
lengths, so an arbitrary l /'Jl.·1 curve is plotted in the 
figure. It is seen that in the wavelength region 
600-800 nm the agreement with the measured 
values is quite good. Other fluids (e.g. hexa 
chlorobutadiene) have exhibited even closer agree 
ment. 

For wavelengths further into the infra-red (i.e. 
beyond 800 nm) the dominant losses are due to 
absorption. For example, the peaks at 950 nm 
and 1150 nm are due to the presence of water, 
while other peaks can be associated with specific 
impurities (e.g. trichloroethylene) or their overtones. 
Identification of these contaminants has been 
achieved by infra-red spectroscopy, so that con 
siderable progress has been made in purifying the 
core liquids by eliminating or reducing the con 
taminant materials. 

Other mechanisms may operate to increase fibre 
loss. If, for example, the cladding has significant loss 
(and this is usually the case), it can be shown from 
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Fresnel's laws that a ray will not be totally reflected 
but wil I suffer some loss at each reflection. However, 
in practice, this contribution to total loss is quite 
small in comparison to the loss experienced by the 
ray in the core, as has been confirmed experiment 
ally using fibres having cladding materials of dif 
ferent loss. Another possible cause of additional 
loss is the quality of the core-cladding interface: 
irregularities at this boundary result in scattering of 
rays, some of which will be at angles greater than 
the critical angle of incidence, and will therefore be 
radiated out of tlie fibre. For liquid-cored fibres the 
interface is nearly perfect (as a result of the method 
of manufacture) so that, again, the effect is not 
significant. 

Pulse Dispersion and Bandwidth 

For a given length of multi-mode fibre the path 
length for a ray within the core is determined by 
the core diameter and the angle of launchinq into 
the fibre, the smaller this angle the shorter being 
the path length. Higher angle rays therefore take 
longer to traverse the fibre than do the lower angle 
rays. Thus, energy launched simultaneously into the 
fibre at different angles will be dispersed in time 
as a function of length, this dispersion ultimately 
limiting the information capacity of a multi-mode 
fibre. It follows that in an ideal lossless fibre colli 
mated sources such as lasers which excite only low 
angle rays will lead to less dispersion for a given 
length of fibre than will non-coherent sources such 
as light-emitting diodes whose outputs are highly 
divergent. 

In non-ideal fibres, other factors operate to modify 
these effects. Firstly, if the cladding material is lossy 
then the higher angle rays which are reflected more 
often will suffer greater attenuation than the lower 
angle rays. Since these higher angle rays contribute 
to the tail of the dispersed pulse, it follows that 
increasing the cladding loss will reduce their in 
fluence and the overall pulse dispersion will be 
decreased. On the other hand, as the fibre diameter 
is increased, the number of reflections for a ray at 
a particular angle will be reduced. It is to be 
expected therefore that the reduction in dispersion 
due to a given cladding loss will be more significant 
for smaller diameter fibres. 

The second modifying influence on pulse disper 
sion is the presence of discontinuities or irregularities 
at the core-cladding interface and imperfections in 
the core. Rays of a given angle impinging on these 
tend to be scattered into rays at other angles, so 
that after some distance a distribution of rays exists 
in the fibre. If the length is sufficiently great this 
distribution tends to an equilibrium condition in 
dependent of the launching conditions (Ref. 5). 

A number of theoretical models have been de 
veloped to describe the transmission characteristics 
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of multi-mode fibres (Refs. 5, 6, 7), but that of 
Rosman (Ref. 7) conforms at least as well wi1h 
measured results as more complex models and will 
be discussed here to give insight into fibre be 
haviour. This model ignores the effects of mode 
mixing. However, as noted above, that is a reason 
able assumption for well-made liquid-cored fibres. 
By assuming that the major effect on dispersion is 
that due to cladding loss, Rosman has shown that 
beyond some length (the "equilibrium" length) the 
bandwidth tends to a constant value given by 

4 v k n1 n~ 
rrd(NAi:1 (7) 

where f,. is the 3db bandwidth, k is the imaginary 
part of the cladding refractive index which is a 
measure of its loss, and· v is the propagation 
velocity. 

From this it follows that beyond this equilibrium 
length (of the order of a few hundred metres) the 
baseband bandwidth of a fibre can be increased 
by increasing the cladding loss, by reducing the 
diameter, or by decreasing the refractive index 
difference between core and cladding. 

The method used in the ATC Research Laboratories 
for investigating pulse dispersion has been to launch 
a fast pulse (approximately l ns rise- and fall-time) 
of optical energy into a fibre using a GaAs laser 
diode, and to measure the input and the output 
pulse shapes for various lengths of fibre. By per 
forming a Fourier transform on these the frequency 
domain transfer function can be obtained and 
subsequently the baseband bandwidth correspond 
ing to that length of fibre. By appropriate use of 
lenses a range of launching conditions can be 
simulated from collimated through to uniform wide 
angle excitation. 

A typical pulse response for a 90 µ.m tetrachloro 
ethylene-filled fibre is given in Fig. 3, and band 
width results for that fibre over a ranqe of lengths 
up to l km with two different launchinq conditions 
are given in Fiq. 4 (Ref. 8). From this figure the 
trend towards a common asymptote with increasing 
length is clearly evident, although the longest length 
measured was still too short to indicate precisely 
the asymptotic bandwidth. The difference between 
using collimated and wide-angle launching is also 
apparent. The asymptotic bandwidth derived from 
Equation 7 assuming an effective cladding loss 
appropriate to this fibre is also shown on this figure. 

DEVICES 

Sources 
From the attenuation curve (Fig. 2) it is seen that 

the wavelength region over which the loss is less 
than about 20 dB/km extends from 800 nm to 1100 
nm. Within this region the b~st developed sources 
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are gallium-arsenide (GaAs) semiconductor laser and 
light-emitting diodes, giving outputs at wavelengths 
around 900 nm, and Neodymium doped lasers (e.g. 
Nd:YAG) operating at l 060 nm. The GaAs devices 
have the advantage that they can be internally 
modulated at quite high rates by controlling the 
injection current throuqh the diode [unction. As 
well, by suitable doping with GaAs (for example, 
with aluminium), the operating wavelength can be 
altered over a wide range in the near infra-red 
region. Although they are more difficult to modulate, 
Nd:YAG lasers have the advantage that they operate 
at a wavelength near the minimum attenuation of 
liquid-cored fibres, which with their high power 
outputs, could make them attractive for lonq distance 
systems. 

However, for multi-mode fibres having band 
widths of a few tens of megahertz the obvious 
choice at this stage is the light-emitting diode (LED). 
Subsequently, as GaAs laser technology improves, 
these devices will probably supplant light-emitting 
diodes, particularly as they have better electro-optic 
efficiencies, a greater degree of collimation and 
sma Iler spectra I spreading. 

The ATC Research Laboratories have developed a 
plane diffused-junction GaAs LED (Ref. l l) which, 
although relatively inefficient, provides a source 
having a high radiance and sufficiently fast response 
time for use with multi-mode systems. The struc 
ture of the diode is such that the electroluminescent 
region is located a few microns below an etched 
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well into which a fibre can be accurately located, so 
allowing maximum coupling efficiency between 
diode and fibre. The output power of this diode 
is linear with bias current up to currents of 600 
mA corresponding to output powers of about 4 mW 
at a wavelength of 900 nm. Of this power, about 
18 % is coupled into the tetrathloroethylene-filled 
fibre (Ref. 9). 

Detectors 
The most suitable photodetectors with spectral 

responses covering the region of interest (800 nm 
to l l 00 nm) are silicon photo-diodes having either 
a p-i-n junction or operating in the avalanche mode. 
The latter has a variable internal multiplication 
factor depending on the bias voltage, and par 
ticularly for large bandwidths or high bit rates 
gives an improved signal-to-noise ratio. High 
impedance amplifiers have been designed (Ref. l 0) 
to allow low signal-to-noise ratios at the receiver 
using these Si detectors. 

SYSTEMS 
It is seen from Fig. 4 that the bandwidth of 

liquid-core multi-mode fibres is of the order of tens 
of megahertz over relatively short lengths reducing 
to about l O MHz over lengths of l km and longer. 
Coupled with the small size of the fibres, which 
should allow a lnrge number to be made up into 
cables of reasonable dimensions, these bandwidths 
allow the specification of a number of alternative 
communications systems having different capacities 
and degrees of transmission flexibility. 
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Possible systems being considered by the ATC 
for application in the longer term include those for 
long-distance high-capacity trunk routes using 
digital transmission and signal regeneration along 
the route; those for short-haul and junction routes 
using lower bit rate (e.g. PCM) digital transmission; 
and those for broadband local distribution using 
either analogue or digital transmission. 

Trunk systems will require low loss, high-capacity 
fibres most probably of the graded-index type, 
although single-mode or multi-mode stepped-index 
fibres might also be considered. The development 
of suitable fibres is still progressing, as is work on 
compatible sources having the required power out 
puts, efficiencies and reliability, so that the final 
form of such a system is by no means certain. In 
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Australia, trunk systems having very large total 
capacities of the order offered by optica I fibres wi 11 
not be needed for some time, probably not before 
about 1985. 

There is a trend towards using pulse code modu 
lation (PCM) digital transmission at rates of 8 Mb/s 
or 35 Mb/ s over junction and other short-haul 
routes. These rates are well within the limits im 
posed by multi-mode fibres and light-emitting 
diodes. Such fibre systems could therefore offer 
advantages over conventional cables, particularly 
in terms of the information transfer per unit cross 
section of cable which is -of increasing importance 
as underground duct space becomes more restricted. 

The third possible application of optical fibres, 
namely in a broadband subscribers distribution net- 
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work, is the most unusual and probably the most 
interesting. The concept of the "wired city" is cur 
rently being seriously considered by many tele 
communications authorities including the Australian 
Telecommunications Commission. Such a system 
could offer a wide range of facilities including one 
way and two-way broadband channels for enter 
tainment and educational television and video 
telephony, as well as data channels for services 
such as facsimile, remote meter reading and com 
puter interaction. With decreasing world resources 
and increasing costs this type of facility offers con 
siderable advantages in the fast instance to the 
business community and subsequently to private 
subscribers. 

Over distances of l km or more multi-mode 
fibres have bandwidths of approximately l O MHz 
or, with proper pulse equalisation, a bit rate in 
excess of l 00 Mb/ s. Both of these capacities are 
compatible with the transmission of at least one 
television channel either in analogue or digital 
form. With larger capacity fibres such as the 
graded-index type a number of broadband channels 
could be transmitted simultaneously on one fibre. 
However, for a subscribers network the main 
criteria are cheapness, simplicity and flexibility, so 
that on these grounds a multi-mode fibre system 
using LEDs and a number of fibres per subscriber 
seems to have advantages over a higher-capaci1y 
fibre system which would require more powerful 
and larger bandwidth sources, and which would 
also have the added complexity of channel multi 
plexing. 

Although at this stage the exact nature of the 
services that could or would be offered is not 
known, they would tend to fall into the following 
categories: 

• one-way broadband channels 
• two-way broadband channels 
• two-way telephony channels 
two-way data channels. 

In the simplest case one pair of fibres could be 
used from a central "concentrator" to a subscriber 
who would be provided with a "selection" channel 
along which control data could be sent to switch 
the required channel at the concentrator. Obviously, 
more than one pair of fibres would be installed for 
reliability, and so the exact configuration of 
channels and fibres could be more optimally 
arranged than in this simple example. Thus, the low 
rate data and telephony channels could be simply 
multiplexed onto the optical carrier at a frequency 
above the broadband information (i.e. between 
about 6 MHz and l O MHz). 

Two methods of distribution can be envisaged: 
loop or radial. In both, the channel information for 
a subscribers' area would be transmitted from a 

central "exchange" to a particular "concentrator", 
from whence it would be selectively distributed to 
the subscribers. With loop distribution the sub 
scribers would be serially distributed along the 
bearer, while with radial distribution they would 
each have exclusive bearers. The fast approach 
would probably necessitate the use of repeaters 
along the distribution path, and as well does not 
seem to possess the transmission flexibility of the 
second method. 

CONCLUSION 
I have, in this paper, emphasised the charac 

teristics of one very promising optical fibre, namely 
the liquid-filled one developed by CSIRO, and have 
given possible applications for it in telecommunica 
tions networks. However, it is only o~e of a large_ 
number of possible fibre types into which con 
siderabje world-wide research effort is being 
directed at this time. There is no doubt that optical 
fibres will be used extensively in telecommunica 
tions systems, although there is neither certainty 
as to which ones will be used for particular applica 
tions nor when such systems will become practical. 
Over these next couple of years, though, optical 
fibres will move out of the research phase into 
development, and a telecommunications revolution 
will have begun. 
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Some Switching, Signalling and Synchro,nis.ation 
Techniques in Satellite Communication Systems 

A. EVEN-CHAIM, B.Sc. 

Techniques have been developed for satellite communication systems which aim to increase the 
traffic carried by the system. Demand assignment systems and digital speech interpolation are 
described, and techniques for hybridization of data channels with telephony considered. 

The treatment embraces the interfacing, concentration and multiplexing of terrestrial circuits 
prior to modulation. 

INTRODUCTION 
On.e of the many areas of concern in a tele 

communication system is the efficiency of the 
telephone and data traffic flow in the transmission 
medium. Newly developed techniques are continu 
ally examined and as soon as they become practi 
cal and offer economic advantage, the telecommuni 
cation network is upgraded with new installations 
that generally improve or optimise the overall 
efficiency. In particular, cases occur of lightly load 
ed links via satellite where full-time preassigned 
(PA)* point to point circuits are not justified. In 
these cases higher efficiency may be achieved by 
adding an extra switching stage at the satellite 
link ends; the satellite channels then form a pool 
and each channel can be time shared and switched 
on demand. This switching technique is called a 
Demand Assignment System (DAS). 
Within the Intelsat network three major DAS 

developments are of interest: 

• FDMA/DA - (Frequency-Division Multiple 
Access Demand-Assignment) commercially nam 
ed SPADE, a system already used by several 
administrations. 

• TDMA/DA (Time Division, etc.), a system which 
is not yet in commercial use although several 
field trials have been carried out (MATE, MAT l, 
etc.), 

• DSI (Digital Speech Interpolation), a system in a 
development stage. 

Fig. l shows the traffic load per channel for the 
various TDMA channel assignment methods (Ref. l ). 

'A glossary of abbreviations defined and used frequently in this 
paper is given in the Appendix. 
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The maximum load per channel in the SPADE system 
is l erlang. Fig. 2 shows a basic block diagram of a 
DAS (Ref. 2). On demand a satellite circuit is virtually 
instantaneously assigned between two earth stations. 
On release the circuit is again available, or free to 
be switched between any other terminal pair. 

This switching facility, assignment on demand, 
places special requirements on the signalling scheme. 
A number of new techniques and methods of signal 
ling have been considered, developed, tested and 
used within the satellite system, i.e. between the 
ground stations. 

This article is a summary of some switching and 
signalling techniques used in satellite systems, taken 
from recent literature. 
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Fig. 1-Traffic Capacity of a TOMA Terminal. The 
DSI Curves are for 40% average speech activities. 
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FDMA - SPADE 

General 
The SPADE (Single channel per carrier, PCM 

multiple Access, Demand assignment Equipment) 
system contains a switching unit enabling a random 
selection of a free circuit out of the available circuits 

Fig. 2-Basic Function in DAS. 

INDIVIDUAL ACCESS 
CIRCUIT EQUIPMENT N°.1 

1"7"----~7 

pool. Circuits are not permanently associated with 
any terminal unless otherwise mutually agreed by 
the operating administrations. 

There is no master control station. Each participant 
makes use of its own Demand Assignment Switching 
and Signalling Unit (DASS) to select, by its own 
independent logic, a "free" channel. This independ 
ency is quite feasible, because each terminal con 
tinually updates the channel status in its own 
memory with the data provided through the Com 
mon Signalling Channel (CSC), received by all 
terminals. However, one terminal must act as a 
reference time station to provide the necessary syn 
chronisation. Each station in turn may act as such. 

Fig. 3 (Ref. 3) shows a diagram of a part of a 
SPADE terminal, which comprises, among others, 
the following main blocks: 

• Terrestrial Interface Unit (TIU), comprised of the 
Individual Access Circuit Equipment 

• Full Duplex Channel Unit (CU) 
• Common Control Equipment (CE) 

CU-CHANNEL UN1T N° 1 

TO EARTH 
STATION IF 

I 

L_~ 
T~MNl~G1 1 
FREQ 
UNIT 

CCT-Continuity Check Transceiver 
MF--Multi Frequency 

REG--Register 
SOR-Sender 

Fig. 3-Spade Terminal Block Diagram. 
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Fig. 4-The Combination of Terrestrial No. 6 Signalling System and the DA Signalling System 
Serving both DA and PA Circuits. 

Terrestrial Interface Unit 
The TIU general specifications enable it to operate 

with any type of an international telephone ex 
change or transit centre (abbreviated as CT). Two 
basic types of signalling links between the CT and 
the SPADE terminal are accounted for: 

• Individual channel signalling, for example, 
CCITT No. 4 

• Common channel signalling, that is, CCITT 
No. 6. 

Fig. 4 shows a system layout for a No. 6 signal 
ling link (Ref. 4). 

Channel Unit 
The full duplex CU for each circuit contains the 

following sub-units: 
• PCM coder-decoder (Codec) 
• Digital voice detector 
• Transmit and receive synchroniser 
• Channel frequency synthesiser 
• 4-phase PSK modem. 

While the PCM coder converts the analogue input 
signal to a digital format, a digital voice detector 
determines whether the actual voice information is 
present at the input. (The voice detector is bypassed 
when the circuit is allocated to non-telephony ap 
plications.) 

As a voice is detected, and the channel (carrier) 
assigned by the DASS is gated on, the transmit 
synchroniser is triggered adding the bits required 
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to aid in carrier and bit timing recovery at the 
receiving end. 

Generally the synchroniser functions are: 

• To generate a preamble word at the beginning 
of each voice burst and every 3.5 ms to com 
bine a synchronising ("unique") sequence with 
the encoded voice data at the output of the 
PCM encoder. 

• To derive frame synchronisation from the re 
ceived data, and to forward the recovered data 
and associated timing signal to the PCM de 
coder. 

The channel carrier frequency pair (a 4 wire 
circuit) for the modem is supplied by the multi 
channel frequency synthesiser which acts as a 
frequency division switch, controlled by the DASS. 

The Common Equipment 
This part comprises the following sub-systems: 
• DASS 
• Timing and Frequencies Unit (TFU) 
• Maintenance Centre (MC) 
• IF Stage 

The DASS unit at each SPADE terminal is com 
posed of two fully redundant Switching and Signal 
ling Processors (SSP), Common Signalling Channel 
Synchronisers (CSCS), and PSK (Phase Shift Keying) 
modems (Fig. 3). The SSP takes care of the call 
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initiation, registering, supervrsron and termination 
for all the circuits to and from the CT and the other 
terminals. 

A call originated by the CT is firstly processed 
and the appropriate destination is determined. An 
idle circuit is selected and an initial addressed 
message is sent by the SSP through the Common 
Signalling Channel. This message is received by all 
the SPADE terminals. It indicates that a particular 
satellite circuit is now becoming busy, being selected 
by the originating terminal. The particular terminal 
addressed by that message answers_ and the two 
SSPs, one at each end of the selected satellite circuit, 
continue the inter-unit signalling sequence until the 
call is established. The signalling information ex 
change will continue as required and when the call 
terminates, a message via the CSC (Common Signal 
ling Channel) tells all terminals that the circuit is 
returned to the pool. 

The SSP also conducts operational maintenance 
checks (in conjunction with the MC), to ensure proper 
operation. 

SPADE Signalling 

In the 1972 CCITT Plenary Assembly, Recom 
mendation Q. 48 was accepted (Ref. 5). The Recom 
mendation covers, when applicable, fully variable 
and variable destination type of DA systems. 

Selected points from the Recommendation are: 

• The signalling system shall have the capacity to 
carry all the telephony signals currently pro 
vided by CCITT signalling systems and in 
addition, provide reserve capacity. 

• It shall be an integrated signalling system used 
for both setting up the DAS speech circuits, and 
transfer of the (signalling) information flow for 
telephony. 

• The message structure should be such that one 
message will contain all the information neces 
sary for one event. Each signal unit should 
cont a in both information and check bits. 

Fig. 5 shows the CSC signalling structure (Ref. 6). 

I 100~ 49 

DATA BURST 128 BITS, I MSEC 

16 I 9 20 48 IB 

CODE PARITY 

---------- MES SAGE 

~----------------- UNIQUE WORD 

~-------------------- BIT TIMING RECOVERY 

------------------------ CARRIER RECOV E RV 

~------------------------- GUARD TIME 

'-------------------- UNIQUE WORD 

------------------------- BIT TIMING RECOVERY 

--------------------------------- CARRIER RECOVERY 

~------------------------------------- GUARD TIME 

Fig. 5-CSC Signalling Structure. 
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Each terminal is allotted l ms every 50 ms to inject 
its signalling burst, including guard time, etc. A 
failure in any CSC equipment does not affect the 
other terminals, nor the common signalling channel 
performance. 

Fig. 6 is an illustration of the various signal 
codes in the CSC message format (Ref. 6). Use is 
made of only l 0 out _of 16 identity codes, the six 
unused codes being available for future expansion. 
All the message codes less than l 000 (binary nota 
tion) are used only for system synchronisation, status 
and maintenance support. The last 8 identity (ID) 
codes are allotted for call initiation, addressing and 
releasing. An illustration of a message and time 
sequence is shown in Fig. 7 (Ref. 7). 

A message priority scheme has been adopted as 
follows: 

(i) An idle and synchronisation signal (to be 
sent at least once per 16 consecutive signal 
bursts). 

(ii) A request for re-transmission. 

(iii) An answer signal. 
(iv) All other call signals. 
(v) Circuit status. 
(vi) Service circuit signals. 

In addition, other priority rules must be accepted, 
for example: 

" A message re-transmission will take precedence 
over other messages in the queue in the same 
priority category. 

• Messages may be inserted between any 
sequence of consecutive messages, subject to 
the above priorities. 

• A satellite circuit status message not transmitted 
during the last l 0 seconds should have priority 
immediately after priority (i) above. 

All the priorities and the rules applied are pro 
grammed and handled by the SSP. 

As the signalling information is of a multi 
destination mode, the CCITT No. 6 signalling scheme 
as a whole cannot be adopted. Each signal unit 
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LAM-Lone Address Message. 
1-14, 1-15, A-1, A-6-Forward and Backward Signals in the R-2 
System. 

ES-Earth Station. 
P.T.S.-Proceed lo Send. 
KPl-Register Signal in the No. 5 System . 

Fig. 7-Simplified Time Sequence Chart. CCITT R-2 and No. 5 Signalling System Interfaces. 

(message) must contain two addresses, one for the 
terminal destination and one for the circuit access 
requested. Six bits are needed for the address (to 
49 destinations) and 6 bits provide access to 64 
circuits, the maximum channel allotment per ter 
minal. Use is made of the remaining 32 bits for 
backward and forward information. The 32 bit 
format generally follows the No. 6 scheme. 

The CSC TDM is quite effective in reducing the 
chance of dual or multi-seizure of circuits. But al 
though channels are assigned on a basis of first 
requests first served, it may happen that due to 
the various delays between the terminals, another 
terminal selects the circuit already requested but 
not yet marked busy. In this case the second terminal 
must get an answer to restart the call initiation 
sequence. 

SPADE Synchronisation 
Various delays caused by the terminal equipment 

and the transmission media are accumulated along 
the path due to: 
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• Propagation time - 274 ms one way (for 5'' 
elevation). 

• Message queueing - related to the frame 
length, traffic, etc. It is approximately 25 ms or 
about half a frame length. 

• Emission time - for 128 bits/burst - l ms. 
• Processing time - access, receive and store 
time, etc., estimated between 0.2 ms to l ms. 

Two synchronisation procedures are necessary for 
the SPADE system operation. One is needed to 
synchronise the PCM voice signal on each channel 
carrier frequency, and the other is to synchronise 
the CSC TDM bursts. Each channel unit contains a 
transmit and receive synchroniser. In continuous 
operation when the voice detector is triggered "on", 
(voice is being continually detected), a synchronising 
("unique") word of 2 x 16 bits is inserted into the 
channel bit stream for every 224 bits of voice in 
formation. Together the total of 56 kb/s voice 
information and 8 kb/s of preamble data form a 
64 kb (s channel. 
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At the beginning of a burst when the Voice 
detector turns on, a preamble word of 120 bits 
plus the 2 x 16 bits unique word is injected ahead 
of the data. Detection of the unique word is used 
during a continuous transmission to provide digital 
frame synchronisation. 

The receive synchroniser requires detection of 
two consecutive unique words at the beginning 
of each burst, in order to lock into a closed aper 
ture mode. After synchronisation it continues to 
look for a unique word every 224 bits, in reference 
to the original recovered frame timing. When a 
unique word is absent the synchroniser keeps on 
looking, still providing sync signal, until it observes 
five unique word detections missing successively. 
The synchroniser then drops out of lock and starts 
again in the open-aperture mode to look for a 
unique word. 

The CSC synchronisation (CSCS) data is contained 
in the signalling and the reference burst formats 
(Fig. 5). The synchronisation signal bits, plus the 
unique word, are generated within the CSCS trans 
mitter. 

The signalling burst fixed for each terminal is 
timed in accordance with the reference burst. All 
terminals are able to transmit the reference burst, 
but only one pre-designated terminal is authorised 
to transmit the reference burst at a time, The burst 
reference is 
ately place 
overlapping 
bursts. 

In case of a reference burst transmission failure, 
another pre-assigned terminal takes on the 'duty. 
A failure detection is activated when two con 
secutive reference bursts are missed. The alternate 
reference terminal automatically switches on to 
"Reference Burst Mode" and transmits the proper 
message to all the other terminals. If the fault in 
the first terminal is only within the reference 
burst generation unit, the terminal automatica I ly 
switches over to a "Local Terminal Mode" and 

used by the other terminals to accur 
their TOM terminal burst and avoid 
with the preceding and following 

continues its normal operation. 

SPADE Switching 
In the current SPADE system, a call offered at 

one of its incoming trunks (from the CT) may be 
individually switched to any of its outgoing trunks, 
up to 60 accesses per terminal. For 48 terminal 
destinations the maximum available number of 
switched links is (60 x 48) = 2880. Compared 
with the 800 channels physically available, the 
improvement in efficiency produced by the addi 
tional switching stage is substantial. 

A switching action takes place in the CU where 
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the synthesiser is being instructed by the SSP to 
make use of a particular channel. The channel 
assigned is selected at random by the· SSP from 
the pool of idle channels. (This arrangement adds· 
to reduce the chance of multi-seisure.) A stored 
program controlled terminal allows each adminis 
tration to select or delete any option it might re 
quire, as long as it does not interfere with opera 
tion of other administrations. 

TDMA SYSTEMS 
A TOMA system feature is that each terminal 

transmits a carrier burst in its assigned time slot 
only. All the individual bursts of all the participat 
ing terminals are combined into one PCM frame. 
This arrangement may be regarded as an expanded 
application of the SPADE signalling channel. A time 
slot burst may comprise one circuit or several, 
depending on the assignment mode and traffic 
demands. 

A guard time between adjacent bursts is essen 
tial to separate the individual bursts and to prevent 
overlapping caused by clock frequency deviations, 
propagation time variations, etc. The guard time 
is a pa rt of the a I located time slot and thus the 
system useful capacity is reduced in proportion to 
the number of terminals. Fig. 8 shows TOMA 
frame and burst formats (Refs. 8, 9 and 13). It is 
expected that in future systems time slots may be 
allocated arbitrarily with a flexible burst length. 
The l 25X microsec frame period, with X = 6, is 
the latest development. This figure was chosen in 
accordance with the CCITT PCM standard. Fig. 9 
depicts a general block diagram of the TOMA 
terminal (Ref. 8). Various circuit group corrib in e 
tions might arrive from the CT. Each individual 
circuit or group might make use of one of the 
existing signalling schemes. The SSP Control Unit 
processes the information and instructs the Multi 
plexer accordingly. On establishing a satellite cir 
cuit,· a part of the terminal time slot is allocated 
by the SSP. The MUX arranges the incoming traffic 
circuits in their allocated time slots ready to be 
further mixed with the preamble. Each circuit 
group has its own Terrestrial Interface Module 
(TIM). 

There is not yet a finally accepted CCIT'I 
recommendation for a TOMA/ DA system. Different 
approaches for the assignment mode level and 
the signalling scheme are being considered (for 
example, Ref. l l ). Most likely the next TOMA 
phase will adopt a VDMA (Variable Destination 
Multiple Access) mode with pre-assigned time 
slots. Applications of TOMA systems are discussed 
in Refs. 10 and 12. 
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Fig. 8-TDMA Frame and Burst Format. 

TOMA Synchronisation and Signalling 
For TDMA systems in general, one terminal has 

to act as a reference station, so that frame and 
burst synchronisations are related to a starting 
time reference. Use of one reference burst per 
frame without traffic is recommended. (Similar 
to SPADE CSC synchronisation.) 

The preamble of each burst (Fig. 8) contains both 
signalling and synchronisation information. How 
ever, the number of bits in the format should be 
minimised leaving maximum capacity for voice 
circuits. Three TDMA/DA signalling techniques, or 
rather channel allocation modes which optimise 
the number of the signalling bits are, 

• The lowest numbered idle time slot is always 
next to be selected. Only one channel address 
is transmitted within the burst (the highest 
numbered busy one). The number of channels 
per burst and burst position might be re-allo 
cated frequently. 

• Slack time arrangement, in which parts of the 
frame are permanently al located among the 
terminals, leaving unassigned gaps for partial 
flexibility. This technique is basically that of 
a preassigned system with the additional fea 
ture of variabie---burst length. 
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Fig. 9-TDMA Terminal, Simplified Block Diagram. 
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• Each terminal broadcasts, on request by the 
reference terminal, the number of busy chan 
nels and readjusts its burst position according 
to the information processed by the SSP. 

In the MAT-1 DA system Fig. 8 (Ref. 13), use 
was made of the four signalling bits per burst (per 
frame) to convey part of the signalling message 
unit. For example, route selecting information was 
multiplexed in eight frames. The 32 bit word 
(called CARD, Channel Allocation and Routing Data) 
thus obtained actually included effective signalling 
information of 21 bits. Error detection l O bits, and 
one dummy bit, yield the total of 32. Use was 
made of the 20 bit unique word and terminal 
address for the CARD multiframe synchronisation. 
The first 20 bit word in the 8 frame sequence was 
transmitted in a binary complement code, while the 
other seven words maintain the regular binary 
form. 

The long preamble word (plus the guard time) 
reduces the TOMA/ DA system capacity. Later de 
velopments limit the number of signalling bits per 
preamble and rely on the signalling information 
within the traffic format. This arrangement is more 
suitable where a group of channels (for example, 
a full PCM system) is switched simultaneously. 

TDMA Switching 

The terrestrial interface unit is designed to cater 
for several types of terrestrial circuits: 

• Analogue circuits switched to a PCM codec, 
with expandable capacity, one channel at a 
time. 

• A digital speech interpolation system expand 
able, for example, up to 60 input channels 
interpolated into 30 time slots. 

• A 2.048 Mbit/s digital link. 
• FDM groups. 

The switch crosspoint at the terminal access to 
the satellite link is a time division controlled gate. 
The voice circuits to be switched through are 
sampled, encoded and multiplexed in a sub-frame 
within the terminal transmitted burst. 

Many future terrestrial circuits to the earth station 
are expected to be in a PCM format only. This will 
enable the whole terminal switching or concentrat 
ing to be performed by a TDM switch. 

DIGIT AL SPEECH INTERPOLATION 

Further demands to increase the efficiency and 
reduce the channel cost have revived the use of 
time assignment speech interpolation techniques 
such as TASI (Ref. 17). Because the TDM technique 
is closely related to speech interpolation, it is 
expected that DSI would smoothly integrate with 
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TOMA systems. 

The speech interpolation technique is based on 
the fact that it is not usual for both parties to a 
conversation to speak simultaneously. Also there 
are within a conversation, long pauses for think 
ing, etc. The result is that at least one direction 
of a telephone circuit is inactive at any given time 
in a normal conversation. In the case of a four-wire 
circuit with separate send and receive channels, the 
non-active channel can be further exploited when 
temporarily idle. The only obvious problem is that 
the non-active channels are unpredictable, and the 
channel status changes in a very sporadic and ran 
dom manner. Fig. l has shown that on the assump 
tion of 40 % circuit activity the traffic carried over a 
bundle of channels might be increased more than 
two-fold with an appropriate switching and signal 
lirfg technique. 

DSI Switching 

Additional units required for a OSI terminal are 
mainly: 

• Speech detection. 
• Channel and circuit control. 

The OSI control unit must be continually up 
dated with the terrestrial channel "tri-state" status 
(active, non-active but still busy, and idle). Once 
a connection to a destination terminal has been 
established, the originating terminal should also 
store and re-transmit the far-end terrestrial circuit 
address each time a OSI switching takes place. 

The speech quality of a OSI system is degraded 
in comparison to a normal time division system. 
This is due to the clipping caused by the fixed 
delay in switching of active channels, and the 
variable clipping introduced as the system is over 
loaded. 

One particular approach (Ref. 14) - Variable 
Adaptive Length of Time Slots, VALTS - suggests 
the introduction of flexible time slot length, for 
example, 5 - 8 bit per sample depending on the 
traffic demands. This means that in certain condi 
tions one frame might hold different size time slots. 
In practice usually only two sizes, for example 7 
and 6 bits per voice sample, would be used. Such 
variations cail for establishing a priority law, and 
other pre-arrangements controlled by the originat 
ing terminal. In this system approach, clipping is 
eliminated and traded for signal-to-noise perform 
ance. However, traffic capacity is increased by more 
than 50 % (at 5 - 8 bits per sample). 

Traffic-wise, the OSI system is recommended for 
point to multi-point (variable destination) applica 
tions and large bundles of trunks. 
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DSI Signalling 

Fig. l O shows a OSI system signalling format (Ref. 
11). The preamble, similar to that of the TDMA sys 
tem, carries all the signalling information plus the 
synchronisation bits. Three frames are required 
for a complete message with all relevant addresses. 
Error detection is a vital feature and the use of a 
two out of three majority scheme is suqqested. 

Each message unit should contain the addresses 
of the destination terminal, the channel allocated 
and the far end· switched terrestrial circuit. The 
last address may be replaced with channel signal 
ling information, for example, seize forward. 

There is an additional signalling load on a DSI 
link (as compared with the systems described 
earlier) due to the need to retransmit signalling 
information each time a channel activity changes, 
the repetition of messages for error detection pur 
poses, and the longer message unit. 

TELEGRAPH AND DATA 

In providing telegraph and data equipment it is 
necessary to cater for sub-systems operating over 
a wide range of data rates, from 50 baud upward. 

Generally, the full capacity of one or more tele 
phone circuits will be assigned to the data services, 

TELEGRAPH/DATA 

INPUT PRIMARY 

TOM SIGNAL 

(s Kb/s) 

PRl·MARY 
TOM SIGNAL 

(BKb/s) 

SECONDARY 
MULTI 

PLEXER 

PW--Prea·mble Word. 
IW-lnformation Word. 
TX S·CH-Transmit Satellite Channel. 
AX TERM-Addressed Terminal. 
AX TCH-Addressed Terrestrial Channel. 
SIG (i)-The i-th signalling message unit. 
SIGG(i}-1 = SIG(i}-2 = SIG(i}-3. Each signalling unit is 
transmitted three times consecutively. 

Fig. 10-Format of DSI Assignment Signal. 

PRIMARY 

TOM 

5.ELECTOR 

(I) 

PLEXER 

(6) 
PRIMARY m 

TIMING~•-~~~'" ~it~~~;I~~ 
I so-s 

MULTI- · TX T I 200- B 
PLEXER SELECTOR PLEXER 

( 8) ( 8 ) 

600-B MULTI - I 
PLEXING PLEXI NG ( 4800- B 

CLOCK CLOCK 

SYC _ Synchroniser, DSYC _ Desynchroniser. 
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DEMULTI 
PLEXING 
CLOCK 

TELEGRAPH/DATA 

OUTPUT 

Fig. 11-Block Diagram of the Experimental Data TOM Equipment, Large Capacity User. 
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and the data channels will be multiplexed and 
integrated within the satellite link. 

Two system applications looked at are: 
• Large user with 50 - 4800 baud peripherals 
• Small user with light traffic 

Fig_ 11 is a block diagram of a multi-data large 
user terminal (Ref. 15). In this system, the first 
multiplexing stage has an output of 8 kbit/s, for 
matted into frames of 42 ms length of 336 bits 
each. Two bits (samples) at intervals of 21 ms are 
enough to convey the information carried by a 
50 baud telegraph circuit. Thus a 50 baud circuit 
occupies two bits in a frame at intervals of 168 bits. 
A 200 baud circuit occupies 8 bits of the frame at 
intervals of 42 bits, etc. Eight stages of primary 
multiplexing are multiplexed again to form a 64 .t 

kbit/s channel. 

Fig. l 2' shows the frame format of a different 
telegraph TDMA system (Ref. 16). A transmission 
rate of 1 28 kbit / s was chosen, which ea n easily 
be multiplexed over two channels in the SPADE 
system. It can also be switched through any TDMA 
system. 

A frame of 293 ms length comprises 60 data 
bursts plus one reference burst. Each terminal is 

assigned to transmit at least one data burst of 
4.806 rns., 4.3 ms of the burst or 552 bits, are 
allocated for the data circuits and 65 bits are 
assigned to the preamble. The 552 bits are divided 
into 184 time slots. 

The data transmission shown in the figure is per 
formed in the character mode. A 50 or 75 baud 
character in CCITT Alphabet No. 2 requires 5 bits 
and together with 1 signalling bit, each character 
occupies two time slots. Two 50 baud characters are 
transmitted consecutively and thus the burst 
capacity is 41 telegraph or data channels. The other 
data speed channels are similarly arranged. A 75 
baud channel occupies six consecutive time slots 
and carries three consecutive characters. A 110 
baud- channel occupies nine time slots, also with 
three characters, but each one now requires 8 bits 
in accordance with International Alphabet No. 5. 
At the highest speed the burst capacity is only 20 
channels. 

A guard time of 5 bits is provided between the 
bursts and accurate synchronisation is essential. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Demand assignment systems seem to be very 
attractive, offer some traffic improvement and might 

BURST 58 BURST 59 

FRAME t::::1zz= c::l:z:z:z:z:, --, 1-- 5 BIT 
GUARD 

CAR. AND CLOCK 
RECOVERY 

BURST 60 

TRANSMISSION SPEED 128 K bit/sec 

REF BURST 

IDLE 

BURST 1 BURST 2 BURST 3 BURST 59 BURST 60 
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Fig. 12-Fr·ame and_ Burst Format, Data TOMA 
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be implemented with time division and digital tech 
niques when technical and economic difficulties 
are overcome. 

A number of applications at present are chiefly 
practical for space communications systems. It is 
possible, however, like many other techniques 
developed for space projects, that parts and 
methods used in. satellite Demand Assignment 
systems will find terrestrial applications. 
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APPENDIX 

GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS 
CCITT - The International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative 

Committee. 
CSC - Common Sign<1lling Channel. 
CSCS - CSC Synchroniser. 
CT - Transit Centre. 
CU - Channel Unit. 
DA - Dema11d Assignment, 
DAS - DA System. 
DASS - DA Switching and Signalling. 
OSI - Digital Speech lnter,polation. 
FDMA - Frequency Division Multiple Access. 
PA-Pre-Assignment. 
PCM - Pulse Code Modulation. 
SPADE -- Single Carrier per Channel, PCM, Multiple A«es., 

Demand Assignme·nt Equipment. 
SSP - Switching and Signalling Processor. 
TOM-Time Division Multiplex. 
TOMA - Time Division Multiple Access. 
TIU - Terrestrial Interface Un,it. 
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An Historical Survey o.f Communications Satellite 
Systems - Part 3 

M. BALDERSTON, B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., M.I.E.E.E., M.A.C.M. 

The first two parts of this Survey covered the past history and most of the present status of 
communications satellites. In this the concluding part, the present and future of US domestic, 
European regional, and Japanese domestic systems are discussed, and mention is made of several 
other systems planned or under consideration. Two topics of great importance for 
communications satellite systems, the choice of operating frequencies and the available rockets for 
launching the satellites, are also discussed. In both cases, however, an extensive treatment was not 
attempted since this would be beyond the scope of this paper. 

The concluding section examines current trends in satellite system technology and applications, 
and assesses the significance of these trends and current trends of communications systems in 
general. 

U.S. DOMESTIC SYSTEMS 
In September 1965 the American Broadcasting 

Company applied to the US Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) for permission to build, launch, 
and use a domestic TV distribution satellite. This 
application re-opened all the questions which had 
been raised in the Comsat debates three years 
earlier, and introduced some new ones. For example: 

• Should any private company be granted operat 
ing rights in a domestic satellite system? 

• Should a TV network be permitted to carry its 
own signals and thus go into competition with 
or take traffic away from the common carriers, 
chiefly AT & T? 

• Would not a satellite system offer an excellent 
chance to establish a government TV network, 
or at least a national educational TV system? 

The ABC application was shortly followed by 
others. One was from the Ford Foundation, a non 
profit organization which proposed a system whose 
profits would be used to support educational tele 
vision. Another was from Comsat, which proposed 
that it be permitted to establish and temporarily 
operate a pilot domestic system. The rationale behind 
this proposal was that it would allow an early start 
on a domestic system and the decision on the ulti 
mate ownership and operation of the sys1em could 
be made more deliberately. It was felt that this in 
fact if not in theory would give Comsat or whatever 
organization initially operated the system a qre at 
advantage, and so President Johnson appointed u 
commission to study the whole question. The FCC 
therefore suspended all action until the commission 

made its report. The report was submitted in 
December 1968, recommending approval of Com 
set's proposal. The FCC re- opened the satellite hear - 
ings, and was about to approve the pilot program. 
However, a new Administration had taken office, 
and it requested that approval be delayed until 
President Nixon's staff could study the matter and 
submit new recommendations. In January 1970 the 
White House Office of Telecommunications Policy 
(OTP) officially urged the FCC to approve any 
"financially and technically qualified" application, in 
other words, an "open entry" policy rather than the 
single pilot program recommended by the previous 
Administration. Accordingly, the FCC invited domes 
tic satellite proposals from all interested parties. 

By June 1972, eight proposals plus comments and 
counterclaims from 22 other organizations had been 
received. The characteristics of the eight systems are 
summarized in Table 3. A wide variety of services 
were to be offered in addition to telephone trunks. 
For example, RCA proposed to offer: 

• Receive-only and transmit/receive stations for 
commercial TV. 

• Small to medium stations to serve as CATV 
heads. 

• Two transponders reserved for educational TV. 
• Two transponders and an eventual 250 small 

stations for TV in remote sections of Alaska. 

• One transponder reserved for closed-circuit TV. 

• Stereo audio channels piggyback with TV for 
National Public Radio. 

• A secure voice transmission service for the US 
qoverrirnent. 
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TABLE 3-SUMMARY OF U.S. DOMESTIC SATELLITE PROPOSALS AT JUNE 1.972 

Western Hughes/ AT & TI Comsat Fairchild Western RCA MCI/ 
Union GT & E Comsat Telecom. Lockheed 

Spacecraft 
Type A A B 8 C D E F 
Number active 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 
In-orbit spare 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 1 

• Earth Stations 

Receive only 6(10 m) 7(11 m) - 1(13 m) - 2(9 m) - - 
Xmit/Rcv 7(14 m) 6(30 m) 5(30 m) 4(30 m) 6(30 m) 4 (18 m) 2(30 m) 2.0(10m) 

1(18 m) 
10(11 m) 

System Cost 95 110+ 98+ 248 211 68 198 229 
· ($US Million) 

Spacecraft Types: 
A. Modified HS-333 (Anik) D. Similar to HS-333 but with extendable "skirt" solar array. 
B. Modified Intelsat IV E. Not decided at time of proposal. 
C. Modified ATS-F F. Large 3-axis stabilized with unfurlable oriented solar panels. 

•entry gives number proposed with antenna diame.ter in parenthesis. 

At that time the FCC handed down an interim 
decision, which basically allowed open entry but 
which severely restricted AT & T and Comsat: AT & T 
was prohibited from providing any private services, 
in particular cable TV; and Comsat was to choose 
between either providing the space segment for' AT 
& T (but no one else) or establishing their own com 
plete system which would make them a common 
carrier. After hearing appeals and more counter 
claims, the FCC modified this slightly, and then 
began considering individual applications. The situa 
tion at the end of 197 4 can best be described by 
treating each of the proposals listed in Tabie 3 
separately. 

Western Union Telegraph Company 
Western Union received permission to proceed at 

their own risk before FCC approval was granted. In 
August 1972 a $US 21 million order was placed with 
Hughes Aircraft for three near-duplicates of the 
Canadian Anik, the only change being an adjustment 
of the antenna pattern to cover the US rather than 
Canada. The reason for proceeding without approval 
wasto avoid a shutdown and subsequent restarting 
of assembly lines of some spacecraft subcontractors, 
which would have greatly increased the cost of the 
three satellites. The first of these satellites, named 
Westar, was launched in April 197 4,. and Westar-2 
was launched in October. The system is how in 
operation using five of the originally proposed seven 
large earth stations, and in addition satellite capacity 
is being leased to others (see below). 
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(Hughes Aircraft Co.} National Satellite Service Inc./ 
GTE Satellite Corp. 

Approval was given for the Hughes subsidiary to 
launch up to three satellites, lease capacity to the 
General Telephone and Electronics subsidiary (a 
smaller rival of AT & T for local telephone services), 
and use spare capacity to develop service to local 
cable TV systems. However, after suits and counter 
suits between AT & T and GTE, an agreement was 
reached whereby GTE would share satellite capacity 
with AT & T (see below) thus avoiding some duplica 
tion of facilities and sources. Left without its main 
customer, the Hughes subsidiary suspended its plans 
and is epperently awaiting further developments. 

AT & T/Comsat 
This system was also approved. AT & T is building 

four earth stations, and Comsat has contracted with 
Hughes Aircraft for four satellites for $US 65.9 
million. The satellites will be modifications of the 
Intelsat IV-A. As noted above, use of the satellites 
will be divided between AT & T and GTE, the latter 
with three earth stations. Operation in late 1975 or 
early 1976 is planned. The services will be strictly 
long-haul trunk traffic, in the case of AT & T as 
backup for their terrestrial network, and in the case 
of GTE providing a. long-haul capacity without the 
large expense of a terrestrial network. 

Comsat, MCI, and Lockheed 
in· a move to avoid the necessity of choosing 
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between serving AT & T (and being cut out of non 
telephone applications) and acting as a common 
carrier (but losing AT & T's business), Comsat joined 
with two other domestic satellite applicants who had 
previously submitted a joint proposal. The result, 
CML Satellite Corp., would al!ow Comsat to serve 
AT & T and still partake of the non-telephone ser 
vices through the new company. This plan was 
approved, but in the meanwhile MCI and Lockheed 
both withdrew because of financial considerations. 
Since Comsat was restricted to minority interest by 
the terms of the approval, another partner was 
sought. The new partner turned out to be Inter 
national Business Machines (IBM). The FCC has not 
approved the new partnership at the time of this 
writing, and CML's technical proposals are still in a 
preliminary stage. 

Fairchild Industries 
Fairchild's original proposal featured satellites 

with several advanced features: 120 transponders, 
multiple spot beams, use of 7 and 12 GHz frequen- · 
cies in addition to 4 and 6 GHz, and attitude control 
system and structure based on ATS-F. Faced with 
the difficulty of getting enough traffic to fill even 
one such satellite, the company dropped its original 
application. In conjunction with Western Union Inter 
national, it formed a new company, the American 
Satellite Corporation (ASC). After several changes of 
plans, ASC leased two transponders on the Westar I 
satellite and began service using three earth stations 
plus some terrestria I facilities in m id-197 4. The 
company expects to have its own satellite eventual 
ly, perhaps as early as 1977. 

Western Telecommunications Inc. 
WTCI requested that the FCC defer action on its 

original proposal, and has not made any further 
application. · 

RCA Global Communications Inc. 
Although Western Union was the first company 

with its own spacecraft, RCA Globcom was the first 
of the domestic satellite applicants to begin service. 
RCA's only change to its original proposal was to 
lease capacity from Telesat on the Anik Satellite for 
an early phase of operation. This was approved by 
the FCC, but what allowed RCA to begin service was 
FCC approval in early December 1973 for the sale 

. of an Intelsat earth station at Bartlett, Alaska, to RCA 
Alascom. This station had previously been carrying 
telephone traffic between the contiguous states and 
Alaska with capacity leased from Intelsat. On De 
cember 20 the transfer took place, on December 21 
the antenna was redirected to Anik 2, and on Janu 
ary 8, 1974, commercial service began, In the mean 
time, RCA had contracted for an uprated version of 
the Delta booster and for three 24-transponder 
body-stabilized satellities, for launch in late 1975. 

In summary, at the end of 1974 three US domestic 
satellite systems were in operation (Western Union, 
ASC, and RCA). Two more were proceeding to the 
start of operations (AT & T and GTE), while another 
(CML) was trying to get FCC approval. 

The decision by the Nixon Administration to make 
the domestic sate! I ite field a competitive private 
enterprise endeavour, and provide no government 
support, puts a great deal of economic pressure on 
any applicant. Because of the large initial investment 
in satellites and launch vehicles, any satellite system 
must be loaded very quickly if it is to be economic. 
In the U.S. the only sure source of large volumes of 
traffic is AT & T. It was the prospect of no traffic 
from AT & T which caused Fairchild to drop the 120- 
transponder satellite, and MCI-Lockheed to drop 
their 48-transponder design. The attitude of AT & T 
towards satellites is thus of some interest. 

It will be remembered that it was AT & T which 
built the first communications satellite, Telstar, In 
1966, a proposal for a satellite system was prepared. 
It involved two phases; first a number of spin 
stabilized satellites using the 4/6 GHz bands were 
to be launched starting in 1968. These were to carry 
both telephone traffic and TV signals for cable TV 
inputs. As the satellites reached the end of their 
life, they would be gradually replaced with much 
larger spacecraft operating at both 4/6 GHz and 
18/30 GHz. The receive-only TV earth stations would 
remain throughout the period considered in the 
proposal (1990) and would continue to use the 4/6 
GHz bands. The telephony earth stations of the 
initial phase, also 4/6 GHz, would be replaced with 
diversity pairs* of 18/30 GHz stations as the traffic 
increased in the second phase of the system. In spite 
of their present activity, using 4/6 GHz capacity 
provided by Comsat, AT & T still feels the earlier 
plan is valid. The earlier system will add some 
flexibility and backup to the existing Bell System 
telephone network although AT & T feels that the 
cost will be greater than terrestrial facilities provid 
ing the same capability. Only the advanced tech 
nology, and sevenfold bandwidth increase of the 
18/30 GHz system offers the promise of a lower 
per-circuit cost for a satellite system compared with 
terrestria I faci I ities. 

In view of AT & T's attitude, it is not surprising 
that most of the hopes of the US domestic systems 
for profitability are based on cable TV and other 
broadband services. However, the restriction to 

*As discussed below, a major problem with frequencies above 
10 GHz is signal attenuation by rain, Most cells of heavy rain 
are limited in extent, so that, when it is pouring at one location, 
at another only a few kilometres away it may be only drizzling 
or not raining at all. The use of pairs of ~tations separated by 10 
or 20 km, and switching traffic between them as required, is one 
way to overcome the effects of rain attenuation on the system. 
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private enterprise effectively eliminates any chance 
for national educational TV or any other public 
service, at present. 

THE EUROPEAN REGIONAL SYSTEM 
In 1964, ten countries founded the European 

Space Research Organization (ESRO) to exploit space 
technology for scientific investigations. The terms of 
reference were later broadened to include applica 
tions. In 197 4 ESRO combined with the remnants of 
the European Launcher Development Organization 
to become the European Space Agency (ESA). To 
give focus to the efforts of ESRO and ESA, one of 
the major applications programs is the development 
by 1980 of a regional communications satellite 
system. 

Europe already has an extensive terrestrial tele 
communications network, and most E u r o p e a n 
countries also have Intelsat earth stations. The 
desire to develop expertise and technology in 
communications systems and satellites rather than 
any real inherent need is thus the main reason for 
this satellite system. This explains the slow pace 
of the program and also many of the technical 
features. 

Several a priori assumptions were made about 
the system constraints and the nature of the 
services to be offered. The choice of operating 
frequencies, 11 / 14 GHz, resulted from the exten 
sive use of 4/6 GHz by terrestrial services, the fact 
that 4/6 GHz technology was well in hand and 
thus offered little chance for advancing the state 
of the art, and the feeling on the other hand that 
18/30 GHz would probably be too advanced. 
Sate\ I ite telephone channel capacity was derived 
from 1980-1990 traffic forecasts, the assumption 
that sate\ I ite circuits wou Id be economic between 
centres more than 800 km apart, and the assump 
tion that the satellite system would carry a third 
to a half of such traffic. The only other service 
would be television distribution for the European 
Broadcasting Union, requiring a maximum of two 
colour TV channels. 

The earth station network will consist of teleph 
ony stations near Hamburg, Milan, and Barcelona; 
TV stations in the Canary Islands and near Rabat, 
Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli, Tel Aviv, Beirut, and Nicosia; 
and combined stations near 21 other cities, mostly 
capitals. Each station will have one or two 18 metre 
antennas, cryogenically cooled receivers and 2 kW 
transmitters. The number of antennas will depend 
on the eventual number of spacecraft and on the 
traffic distribution. 

The satellite configuration is not yet certain. One 
possibility is a large s ate ll itc , about the size of 
Intelsat IV and using an Atlas-Centaur or Ariane 
launch vehicle. In order to achieve the desired 
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capacity, frequency re-use by polarization dis 
crimination would be required. This alternative 
would mean that any earth station would require 
only one antenna. The second alternative is a 
spacecraft about half the size of the first, allowing 
use of a Delta-class booster. Frequency re-use 
would be by orbital spacing of two satellites, and 
therefore at least some of the earth stations would 
require two antennas. However, in spite of the 
fact that more launches would be required, this 
alternative would cost less for the space segment 
than the first, and it has the additional advantage 
of allowing a "soft start". Only one of these 
smaller spacecraft would be needed at first, and 
the additional earth station antennas (which might 
be required at only some of the stations, with a 
suitable distribution of the traffic) would only be 
required when the traffic had increased enough 
to require a second satellite. 

The final stage of the study and development 
program leading to an operational system will be 
the launching, in early 1977, of an Orbital Tes! 
Satellite (OTS). OTS will be built by a consortium 
!ed by Hawker Siddeley Dynamics. This three-axis 
stabilized spacecraft will have a final in-orbit mass 
of about 360 kg, and will provide two transponders 
operating in the 11 / 14 GHz bands. Both trans 
ponders will receive via a 7.5° x 4.2° "Eurobeam". 
One transponder, with a bandwidth of 40 MHz, 
will transmit through the Eurobeam. The second 
will have a bandwidth of 120 MHz and wili 
transmit through a 2.5" x 2.5° spot beam. Pro 
vision will be made to reorient the spot beam 
with respect to the Eurobeam over a ±3° range. 
Two of the goals for the OTS are experimental 
validation of the system design concepts, in par 
ticular the margin for rain attenuation, and pre 
operational experience with a regional system. The 
design life is three years, at the end of which 
time the operational system should have been 
implemented. 

THE JAPANESE DOMESTIC SATELLITE SYSTEM 
One aspect of Japan's postwar economic growth 

has been a great increase in telecommunications 
requirements, both internal and international. Japan 
is now the third-largest user of Intelsat (after the 
US and UK) and has one of the world's densest 
concentrations of terrestrial communication facilities. 
The reasons for considering a domestic satellite 
system (or, more properly, systems, since it appears 
separate systems will be provided for different 
services) are of some interest. 

Japan lies on the Pacific "Ring of Fire" and is 
subject to frequent earthquakes. Typhoons are 
another constant natural hazard. Satellite facilities 
could provide alternate routing for links passing 
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through affected areas, and could also be used to 
provide emergency communications to the affected 
areas until terrestrial links were restored. This 
quick reaction capability would also be of use 
for short-term high demand traffic such as was 
experienced during Expo-70. The growth of in 
ternal traffic is already putting a strain on the 
available frequency spectrum, and in fact it appears 
that terrestrial facilities alone will not be able to 
handle the projected 1985 traffic. A further con 
sideration is the increasing traffic between the 
main islands and outlying ones such as Okinawa. 

One system under consideration is a television 
broadcast service. The satellite would transmit 
colour TV to augmented receivers such as those 
used in the ATS-6 demonstrations, except that the 
downlink will be at 12 GHz, allowing the receivers 
to be used in urban areas. The system would 
provide relief for terrestrial facilities through the 
use of a single transmitter (the satellite) and aug 
mented community receivers, and it could also be 
used for a similar service for nearby countries such 
as the Philippines, Korea, etc. A development 
contract for an experimental broadcast satellite, 
approximately 330 kg and providing two active 
and one standby transponders, has been awarded 
to the team of Toshiba in Japan and General Electric 
in the US. 

A similar development contract for an experi 
mental telecommunications satellite was awarded to 
Mitsubishi and Philco-Ford. This spacecraft will also 
be about 330 kg, but unlike the three-axis stabilized 
broadcast satellite, it will be spin-stabilized. It will 
provide two transponders operating at 4/ 6 GHz 
and four at 18/30 GHz. All will provide much 
lower output power than the broadcast satellite. 

The greatest problem with the use of the higher 
frequencies is signal attenuation by rainfall. The 
usual methods of accommodating this problem are 
to add a design margin to system characteristics 
(for example, make the earth station antennas 50% 
larger than necessary for clear-sky operation), to 
use station diversity, or both. The Japanese system 
will use the different transponders to provide 
frequency diversity: the main islands will normally 
use the 18/30 GHz transponders, but in case of 
heavy rainfall will switch to the 4/6 GHz trans 
ponders. The latter will normally be used to 
provide coverage to outer islands where inter 
ference with the terrestria I network at 4/ 6 GHz is 
much less likely. Both experimental satellites are 
scheduled for launch in early 1977. 

OTHER DOMESTIC AND REGIONAL SYSTEMS 
In response to ever-growing communications 

needs throughout the world, and as the usefulness 
and reliability of satellite systems are demonstrated, 
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more and more countries are considering implement 
ing domestic or regional satellite systems. Some of 
these a re as fol lows. 

Algeria has contracted to lease an entire trans 
ponder from Intelsat for domestic use. The large 
earth station near Algiers will link the domestic 
system with the Intelsat network, and will also 
transmit domestic television. Thirteen smaller earth 
stations (12 metre antennas) located throughout the 
country will receive TV and provide two-way tele 
phone and telegraph service. A system capacity of 
one TV and 130 voice channels is expected to be 
operational in 1975. 

Brazil was to have used ATS-G for educational 
television. With the cancelling of that satellite, al 
ternatives are under consideration. One is to lease 
Intelsat capacity, and approval has been given for 
this by Intelsat. in the longer run, a national satellite 
seems fairly certain. 

The Federal Republic of Germany has been study 
ing the use of a broadcast satellite to provide 3 to 5 
TV channels. By using the newly allocated frequency 
bands above 10 GHz, this would avoid problems 
with terrestrial relays and frequency assignments. 

India will use ATS-6 for a year to demonstrate the 
use of satellites for educational TV. Eventually a 
domestic satellite system is likely. 

Indonesia is now building a domestic system. The 
satellite will probably be similar to Anik and Westar, 
and at least 25 earth stations, each with 10 metre 
antennas, are to be operational during 1975. It is 
possible that Indonesia will also lease Intelsat 
capacity until its own satellite is launched. 

Iran's domestic system is now in an advanced 
planning stage, although as of this writing no hard 
ware contracts have been let. 

The League of Arab States finance, education, and 
telecommunications ministers have agreed on the 
establishment of a region a I sate I I ite system, and 
three proposals for a complete system contract are 
under consideration. 

Malaysia is also planning to lease capacity from 
Intelsat, but may switch to the Indonesian satellite 
when it is launched. 

Norwais concern is communications with oil rigs 
in the North Sea. It is planned to lease capacity from 
Intelsat, and provide each rig with a 10 metre 
antenna. 

The Philippines are studying the use of Intelsat or 
Indonesian satellite capacity. 

Saudi Arabia, under a rush order contract, built 
two smal I earth stations to provide television cover 
age of the 197 4 pilgrimage to Mecca to other 
Moslem countries, via Intelsat. These are to be re 
placed by large (30 metre antenna) stations in 1975, 
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and the small terminals will then be moved to other 
locations for internal communications, using Intelsat 
at first and later the Arab League satellite. 

menting a 2.5 GHz system in an undeveloped 
country or one in which there are few terrestrial 
users in this band. 

OPERATING FREQUENCIES 
Early satellite communications experiments were 

made at a variety of frequencies. Te/star established 
the standard for operational systems, using the 4 
and 6 GHz frequencies then in use with some 
terrestrial microwave systems. The lower frequency 
was used for the space-to-earth "downlink", the 
higher for the "uplink", and it has become common 
practice to refer to the pair of bands: 4/ 6 GHz 
(although sometimes the order downlink/uplink is 
reversed, and reference is then 6/ 4 GHz). 

The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) 
held an Extraordinary Administrative Radio Con 
ference in Geneva in 1963, which allocated 
frequency bands below l O GHz to be shared 
between satellite and terrestrial systems, and also 
formulated procedures for coordination to minimize 
mutual interference. The trend towards the use of 
frequencies above 10 GHz by both types of systems, 
and the desire to have some bands set aside for the 
exclusive use of satellites, led to the World Ad 
ministrative Radio Conference for Space Telecom 
munications (WARC-ST) by the ITU in 1971. The 
WARC-ST formulated frequency allocations up to 
275 GHz, to cover projected needs for the next ten 
to twenty years. Operating restrictions( specifically 
on radiated power levels) for the various services 
were also agreed upon, as were refinements of the 
co-ordination procedures set up in 1963. 

Up to now only the 4/6 GHz and 7.5/8 GHz 
bands, for commercial and military use, respectively, 
have seen any significant use in satellites outside of 
Russia. In the Orbita network, the Molniya I satel 
lites used frequencies between 800 and 1000 MHz, 
but the Molniya II now being introduced uses the 
4/ 6 GHz bands. The 18 / 30 GHz bands are likely 
for a Japanese system and possible for a second or 
third phase US system. ESA is the only group plan 
ning to use 11/14 GHz for the fixed-satellite service 
although Intelsat, the CML Satellite Corporation and 
others have these bands under consideration. The 
12 GHz broadcast band is being considered by 
several organizations: the Canadian/NASA Com 
munications Technology Satellite (CTS), the Japanese 
broadcast satellite, and Germany. The frequencies 
around 2.5 GHz are the subject of some of 1he ATS-6 
experiments, and have been suggested in satellite 
proposals to several developing countries. The re 
stricted bandwidth and the heavy use of these 
frequencies for terrestrial services in the advanced 
countries (US, Japan, Europe, Canada) limits their 
usefulness in such cases. However, technology is 
well advanced so there would be no trouble irnple- 
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LAUNCH VEHICLES 

No discussion of satellite systems would be com 
plete without some mention of the launch vehicles 
("rockets", "boosters", etc.) which make them pos 
sible. And in fact, the history of rockets goes back 
further than even the concept of sate/ I ites. The 
Chinese used gunpowder to propel the first sky 
rocket sometime before the 12th century. This 
would be classified as a solid-propellant rocket, and 
versions using more advanced fuels are still in use 
today, both as complete launch vehicles and for 
augmentation of liquid-propellant boosters as "strap 
ons". 

It has been known for some time that other 
propellants besides gunpowder could be used for 
rockets, and that several liquid fuels would give 
greater combustion efficiency, but it was not until 
1926 that the first liquid-fuelled rocket was flown, 
by Dr. Robert H. Goddard. Goddard's work was 
hindered by unenthusiastic support by the US 
government. The German government, in contrast, 
recognized the military potentials of rocket engines 
and sponsored development work which led to the 
V-2 rocket. It was the success of the V-2 more than 
any other single factor which led to the development 
of guiqed and ballistic missiles and to the launching 
of artificial satellites by Russia, the US, and other 
countries. 

At the end of World War II, the Russians captured 
most of the factories and equipment used for the 
V-2. However, most of the engineers involved with 
its development chose to surrender to the Americans 
instead. Factories and equipment were shipped east, 
engineers were shipped west, and the US and USSR 
both ended up with missiles which at first were 
merely refinements of the V-2 design. 

In the case of both countries, the launch vehicles 
for most satellites were originally developed as 
missiles. The only exception was the American 
Vanguard which perhaps significantly had only 
three successful launches in ten attempts. The well 
publicized failures in the Vanguard program have 
created a permanent. public impression of launch 
vehicle unreliability, which is certainly not borne 
out by, for example, the Delta launcher's 94 suc 
cesses in l 04 attempts, or by the record of the 
Saturn boosters which have had no vehicle failures. 

The boosters available today and in the near 
future range in size from the all-solid US Scout and 
Japanese Lambda and Mu with payload capacities 
of a few hundred kilograms to low orbit, through 
intermediate vehicles such as the US Atlas-Centaur 
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and the European Ariane now under development 
which can carry about 1.5 tonnes to geosynchronous 
altitude, to the Saturn 5 which can take about 50 
tonnes to the moon. To limit the discussion, only 
launch vehicles which might conceivably be used 
for an Australian communications satellite will be 
described. 

Delta 
This booster is called "NASA's workhorse". 

Up to the end of 197 4 1 here had been only ten 
failures in 104 launches. The first payload, in 1960, 
was the Echo, which had a mass of [ust over 60 kg. 
The capacity of this early version was only about 
100 kg to a low orbit. Over the years the vehicle 
has been continuously improved: in 1963 the capac 
ity was 100 kg to synchronous altitude, by 1966 
over 300 kg, and by 1968 over 500 kg. There are 
several versions now available offering capacity up 
to 700 kg in synchronous transfer orbit. A version 
being developed primarily for the RCA domestic 
satellite will increase this to nearly a tonne. It should 
be noted that these payloads are not the final 
spacecraft mass. The kick motor which inserts the 
spacecraft into stationary orbit is considered part of 
the payload, so the in-orbit mass of the sate I I ite is 
about half that given. Except for very high-capacity 
satellites such as the Intelsat IV, -IV-A, and -V, and 
AT & T's domestic satellite, most studies have shown 
the Delta to be the most cost-effective launch vehicle 
of those available. 

Atlas-Centaur 
The Atlas was the first US intercontinental ballistic 

missile (ICBM). When "better" ICBM's became avail 
able, the Atlas was used as a satellite launch vehicle. 
The. Centaur upper stage involved several advances 
over all previous rockets: It used liquid hydrogen 
for fuel, and it was both throttleable (that is, its 
thrust level could be varied) and restartable. Three 
years of flight testing used only dummy payloads. 
Then, starling in 1966, it was used to launch the 
Surveyor series of unmanned lunar landers. The first 
use for a communications satellite was the un 
successful launch of ATS-4 in 1968. Overall there 
have been five failures in over 30 launches, but two 
of the failures were in the test program. Unlike the 
Delta, the initial payload capacity of nearly 1.5 tonne 
to synchronous altitude has not increased greatly. 
The Atlas-Centaur is currently used for the Intelsat 
IV. Future payloads will include the Intelsat IV-A 
and the AT & T domestic satellite. 

The Japanese "N" Vehicle 
Under a 1969 agreement with the US, Mitsubishi 

has been licensed to manufacture a version of the 
Thor first stage of the Delta. The National Space 
Development Agency has also obtained permission 
to build the Delta second stage, and plans to add a 

Fig. 6-Delta Number 92, 10 November 1972, put 
the Canadian Domestic Satellite Anik-1 into Orbit. 

third stage of Japanese design to make up the "N'.' 
rocket. 

The first flight is planned for 1975 or 1976. 
Payload capacity will be about 250 kg to synchro 
nous altitude. The large difference between the 
capacity of the "N" and the Delta on which it is 
based is because the earlier version of the Thor 
which will be used is restricted to three strap-ons, 
while the version used in recent Deltas can use up 
to nine. 
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The European "Ariane" 
Several European countries have developed small 

launch vehicles, but for moderate and large size 
synchronous orbit spacecraft they have to depend 
on the US Delta and Atlas-Centaur. This has caused 
no problem in the past but the US refuses to 
guarantee launch opportunities. Such refusal could 
become significant in case the European satellite 
would be a commercial competitor to a US system 
(the planned maritime communications satellite is 
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regarded as such.) Thus, the reluctance to throw 
away the expertise gained with the unsuccessful 
Europa 3 booster, and the desire for regional cap 
ability has led ESA to make development of the 
Ariane one of its major projects. Payload capacity 
is to be 700 to 800 kg in geostationary orbit, or 
about the same as the Atlas-Centaur. First launch is 
scheduled for early 1979. 

One further booster must be mentioned although 
it is unlikely it will be used for any communications 
satellite for some time. This is the Space Shuttle 
being developed by NASA. Until now all launch 
vehicles have been used only once; usually the 
boosters disintegrate or burn up in the earth's at 
mosphere after separation from the payload. When 
NASA was planning a manned space station it wa3 
obvious that this wasteful process could not continue, 
and the concept of a re-usable booster was intro 
duced. When the space station was shelved, the 
re-usuable booster, now called the Shuttle, was 
retained since its benefits could apply to any satel 
lite. 

However, the Shuttle has a serious problem when 
used to launch communications satellites. Since it 
was intended to service a manned station, it can 
only carry its 30 tonne payload to a low altitude 
(about 200 km). Satellites destined for a higher 
orbit would require a Space Tug. This would pro 
vide the same sort of capability as the Shuttle, but 
instead of transfer from earth to low orbit, the 
transfer would be from the low Shuttle orbit to 
the desired one. For communications satellites, 
this would mean carrying the satellite from the 
Shuttle to synchronous altitude, injecting it into 
geostationary orbit, perhaps retrieving an old satel- 
1 ite, and then returning to the Shuttle. Present 
plans are for a interim expendable Tug which 
would consist of an upper stage or stages from an 
existing booster, such as Centaur or the Agena. The 
Shuttle is to become operational about 1980 (test 
flights will begin in 1978). The US Air Force hopes 
to have an expendable Tug by about the same time, 
but it will be at least 1983 before a reusable Tug 
is available. 

PRESENT TRENDS 
It is possible to discern several trends in the 

history of communications satellites presented here. 
Organizations with large traffic requirements are 
studying spacecraft with advanced features such as 
body stabilization, frequency re-use techniques, 
operation at frequencies above l O GHz, etc. On the 
other hand the availability of a few basic spacecraft 
designs (e.g. Anik, Intelsat IV) has allowed smaller 
countries and organizations to consider establishing 
satellite systems at relatively low cost. For those 
willing to pay for satellite development, advances 
in spacecraft technology and in launch vehicle 
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Fig. 7-lntelsat-lV (F2) was Launched by Atlas 
Centaur Number 25 on 26 January 1971. 

capacity permit a great increase in satellite capacity: 
compare the 12-transponder Anik designed in 1970 
with the RCA 24-transponder domestic satellite of 
1973. The political problems of satellite broadcasting 
have lessened with the increasing ability to limit 
coverage to a single country or part of a country, 
and designs for broadcast satellites are being con 
sidered in Canada, Japan, Germany, and elsewhere. 
Less developed countries such as Brazil, Iran, In 
donesia, India, and some Arab states are now con 
sidering communications satellite systems. Some 
specific trends are listed below. 

Launch Vehicles 

Further increases in payload capacity of the 
US Delta, Atlas-Centaur, and Titan boosters are 
possible but the Space Shuttle could render them 
obsolete. The Shuttle will require a Space Tug, 
however, and will not be generally available 
until after 1980 in any case. Other launchers 
(Russian, European, and Japanese) may also be 
come reoclilv available. 
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Operating Frequencies 

The move to higher frequencies is regarded as 
in.evitabl.e as greater demands are made on the 
RF spectrum. However, even in advanced countries 
such as the US, the move will not come as fast as 
earlier anticipated. The well-tried 4/ 6 GHz bands 
will continue to be used for the foreseeable future. 

Satellite Capacity 
Using present-day state-of-the-art technology, 

a Delta-launched satellite could b.e built which 
would carry up to 150,000 telephone channels. 
Whether a system using such a satellite would be 
more cost-effective than a much cheaper satellite 
system (such as the Canadian one, with a capacity 
of about 9000 channels per satellite) using exist 
ing well-proven. hardware is open to question, 
especially for organizations with relatively low 
traffic requirements. 

Satellite Stabilization 
As with operating frequency, the move from 

spin to body stabilization is not proceeding as 
quickly as many authorities predicted. An in 
creasing percentage of communications satellites 
will be body stabilized but the spinners will 
continue to be built, especially for smaller users. 

Applications 
In the past, communications satellites have been 

used largely for telephone trunk and television 
relay services between rnojor cen.tres. As the 
required earth station size decreases, services to 
sma I ler centres are becoming practica I. In the 
limit this means telephony and TV for individua·I 
subscribers. Present satellite systems are being 
devoted increasingly to services such as cable 
TV, private line data, an.d conference TV. Several 
less developed countries and areas (Brazil, India, 
US areas, Pacific Basin) are considering using 
satellites for educational services. Other types of 
systems not usually considered as telecommuni 
cations are being implemented: maritime com 
munications, aeronautical communications and 
navigation, meteorological and environmental 
data collection and distribution, and so forth. 

The proliferation of satellite systems is only 
one aspect of the almost revolutionary changes 
occurring in the communications field in general. 
There is a mutual feedback effect, as the new 
services provide traffic for the satellite systems, 
and the satellite systems make easier the imple 
mentation of services which in many cases are 
difficult to incorporate into existing terrestrial 
networks. Three developments of particular in- 
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terest for an Australian Notionol Sotellite System 
are as follows: 

• Digital Data. Without going into its desirability, 
the intrusion of digital computers into more 
areas of people's lives seems certain. Com 
munications between computers will make up 
an increasing percentage of any telecommuni 
cations network. At the same time, the use 
of digital techniques can make better use of 
facilities for telephony and TV: the huge 
telephone circuit capacity of a Delta-launched 
spacecraft mentioned above is largely the 
result of digital techniques, and Comsat's 
DITEC digital TV has been discussed. The 
wide bandwidth and low power of satellite 
systems as compared with terrestrial facilities 
are eminently suitable for digital signals. 

• Graphic and Printed Data. Facsimile ("Fax") 
has been in wide use for some time for trans 
mitting things like newspaper masters and 
weather maps. Several electronic versions are 
being implemented which use either a slightly 
modified TV receiver or a "black box" supple 
ment to a standard TV set rather than the 
complex electro-mechanical Fax set. In all 
cases the receiver can still be used for ordinary 
TV. RCA's "Videovoice" uses a black box, 
and a standard voice circuit for transmission. 

The BBC's "Ceefax" transmits the written 
material in synchronization and blanking gaps 
of a standard TV signal; the program can be 
watched while several pages are trans 
mitted, and then the pages can be selected 
at random and displayed on the TV screen. 
Similar systems are under development by 
the British Independent Broadcasting Authority, 
the US MITRE Corp., the Swedish Telecom 
munication Administration, and others. Rather 
mundane applications are usually proposed: 
a mc:m at breakfast, after watching the early 
news on TV, punches a button and has dis 
played the previous day's stock exchange 
report, then his wife punches another button 
to see a list of sale items at the local super 
market. A more exciting and worthwhile 
application for Australia would be the possible 
improvement to the service of the School of 
the Air. Instructional TV in the form of lectures 
is fairly simple, but the combined requirement 
for two-way interactive communications and 
very low cost make a full video School of th.e 
Air a practical impossibility. However, an 
Outback station or mining camp which was 
already equipped to receive TV from a satellite 
could add a graphic and printed data facility 
very cheaply. 
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• The Wired City. This term is used to indicate 
a complete integrated range of audio and 
video telecommunication services, such as 
entertainment sound and TV, data services, 
and graphic displays, all interactive. The 
man and wife at breakfast mentioned above, 
if they were in a Wired City, would be able 
to call the stockbroker (by Picturephone) and 
discuss their portfolio, place an order at the 
supermarket, request a book from the library 
which could either be read from the display 
or be reproduced by a home copying machine, 
contact a large computer for help with the 
family budget, etc., etc., all from their terminal 
at home. Although several pilot Wired City 
systems exist today, their extensive use is 
probably quit.e a distance in the future. Their 
application to small, well-integrated new town 
designs, such as Shay Gap in the Pilbara, how 
ever, would be quite practical with a satellite 
system, and use in developing cities such as 
Albury-Wodonga should not be ruled out. 
Such applications are being studied by the 
National Telecommunications Plan (NTP) group 
within Telecomm. Australia. 

CONCLUSION 

We have followed the development of com 
munications satellite systems from the original 
proposal almost 30 years ago, through early 
experiments; an Intelsat system which has con 
sistently exceeded all growth estimates; a rather 
secretive Russian system; the Canadian system 
which will serve as an exampl.e to many other 
national systems as well as establishing one 
possible standard spacecraft design; a number 
of often-delayed American systems; a few other 
planned systems; to some future possibilities. It 
is evident that the increasing use of satellites to 
contribute to national and international communi 
cations is a certainty, and for countries such as 
Australia the only question is one of timing. 

See Vol. 25 No. 1, page 60. 
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The D'etection of Smo,ke in Air-Cond'itioned and 
Ventilated Buildings 

D.R. PACKHAM, L. GIBSON and M. LINTON 

This paper introduces a new concept of 'early warning fire detection' for protecting 
air-conditioned or mechanically ventilated buildings by the use of ultra sensitive smoke detectors 
in return-air ducts. Some experiments have been done with a detector that can measure down to 
0.01% m-1 smoke obscuration in such ducts. A first-approximation theory is proposed that should 
permit fire protection engineers to design appropriate installations, once smoke production rates 
of those materials most likely to be involved in a fire have been established, and the appropriate 
ignition time to 'alarm' assessed. A new approach to alarm levels is also presented, whereby a series 
of three alarms is used to deal with 'suspected' fires, 'incipient' fires, or 'active' fires. Some 
information is given about the normal smoke levels of three buildings (all telephone exchanges), 
smoke production rates of various materials, and the size of some incipient fires. A detector device 
being developed by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (Australia) 
and Australian Post Office is briefly described. 

Editorial Note - This article was originally pub 
lished in 'Control' (Rrisbane, Australia) November 
1974, and is reprinted here with their kind permis 
sion. 

INTRODUCTION 
It has long been recognized by those interested 

in fire protection that existing means of early fire 
warning by ionization detectors have severe limita 
tions. Experience in a large number of telecom 
munication installations has shown that the 
efficiency of such detection systems is largely 
dependent on a number of factors which can limit 
the discovery of incipient fires. In fact, some fires 
have produced considerable visible smoke without 
being detected at all by ·'an early warning alarm 
system. 

This delay in smoke detection may also equal or 
exceed the escape-time available to occupants of 
high-rise buildings, or permit the development of 
a fire to the point where considerable damage is 
done - damage which could have been avoided 
if more effective means of detection had been 
available. Some factors that affect the operating 
efficiency of an early warning system are: 

• The effect of forced ventilation, which some 
times prevents smoke reaching ceiling-mount- 
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ed detectors; 
• Complete or partial shielding of detectors by 

ceiling beams, equipment racks or overhead 
cabling; and 

• The necessity to desensitize detector heads, in 
order to avoid false alarms arising from nor 
mal work situations, such as smoking. 

It is clearly necessary to devise new and superior 
techniques for fire detection and control measures 
- the emphasis being on providing means of 
detecting the earliest traces of smoke from over 
heated equipment or from incipient fires. 

One feature common to both types of building 
mentioned above is that each has, as part of the 
building services, a forced-air ventilation system 
or an air-conditioning system, with various supply 
and return-air ducts from each floor. These enter 
a common duct or plenum chamber, usually in the 
air-plant room. Modern, air plants provide approxi 
mately four to 14 air changes per hour. 

The desirability of sampling the air for smoke 
in the return-air stream has been recognized in the 
past, but no detection system has proved reliable 
enough to be of practical appllcation: indeed, dire 
warnings have been issued to anyone unwise 
enough to attempt this attractive but difficult task 
- see Ref. l. 
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THE THEORY OF SMOKE DETECTION 

The theory proposed below is to be taken as a first 
step towards careful engineering of fire-detection 
by use of early warning detectors. The two main 
assumptions which we adopted were in substantial 
agreement with our observations. They may, how 
ever, be improved by other workers who have the 
facilities to conduct the necessary experiments, and 
the time to develop more precise expressions for 
the build-up of smoke in a building experiencing 
the first stages of a fire. The two assumptions 
mentioned above are that (l) a fire burns at a 
constant rate with a steady smoke output, and 
(2) the air in the building is well mixed and the 
smoke concentration is uniform throughout. 

Preliminary Remarks 

For any particular building, and its known type 
of occupancy, most experienced fire engineers 
should have some idea of the materials or contents 
which might first become involved in a fire. We 
ourselves have conducted some experiments that 
suggest there are four broad classes of incipient 
fires (see Table l ). 

• Flaming cellulose which produces very little 
smoke - about 0.2 per cent of its weight; 

• Smouldering cellulose materials which produce 
about 3.5 per cent of their weight as smoke; 

• Flaming plastics which produce, at 2.7 per cent 
by weight, about as much smoke as smoulder 
ing cellulose; and finally, 

• Overheating of electrical equipment and 
components which produce much larger quan 
tities of smoke, i.e. - 28 per cent of the insu 
lation weight. 

No experiments were included with flammable 
liquids, and some separate attention should be 
given to these dangerous materials. 
With this information in mind, we ask that the fire 
engineer (on the basis of his experience) sets his 
detector system to provide an appropriate alarm 

TABLE 1: SMOKE PRODUCTION PROPERTIES OF 
FOUR TYPES OF SMALL FIRES 

I 
K Standard 

mean deviation (g J-') 
1. Smouldering combustion 

and radiative ignition. Ex- 
periments 1-9 on cellu- 
lose materials 0.035 0.024 2.05x1 o-• 

2. Flaming cellulosic mat- 
erials. Experiments 10, 
11, 12 0.0021 0.0005 1.23x10·' 

3. Flaming plastics. Experi- 
ments 13, 14, 15 0.027 o.ocs 9x10-' 

4. Electrical overheating. Ex- 
periments 16, 17 0.28 0.11 2.3x1 O-'' 
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time: that is, the time that may elapse between a 
fire starting and a warning appearing. If this time 
is made short, then a large number of detectors 
is required - or a higher frequency of false 
alarms must occur as a consequence of setting very 
low smoke detection levels. For any given alarm 
time, the extent to which the fire will have develop 
ed for each characteristic material can be calculated; 
and it can then be assessed whether or not detec 
tion of the fire at this stage would be acceptable. 
The arguments of Burry (Ref. 2) are relevant in 
helping to determine the correct stage at which a 
fire must be detected. 

Theory 
If the simplifying assumptions are made that the air 
in a ventilated room is completely mixed, and that 
a fire - burning at a steady rate with a constant 
smoke production rate - has started at a location 
remote from the return-air duct, then the classical 
differential equation for a well stirred chemical re 
actor can be applied, that is 

drr 
dt 

A S - - er S - Ac 
V 

where the volume of the room or building is 
V (ma) with an air flow rate of A (m:1 sec-1) into 
(and out of) the room. If the mass of smoke in the 
room is er (g), then its concentration c is!.!..... (qrn ":'). 

V 
If the fire is burning with a rate of weight loss of 
m (g sec-1) and a smoke conversion factor of k, 
then the smoke production rate S (g sec-1) is given 
by S = mk. 

The equation can be solved to produce a solution 
for t in terms of the smoke concentration c, but 
fire detectors are calibrated in % obscuration per 
metre (cp % m 1) which we have found for some 
smokes to be related to c by c =:::: 0.0024cp. 
In practice, the room is not fully stirred, so a cor 
rection must be added to give an estimate of the 
transport time from the fire to the detector in the 

return air duct. The correction is equal to If! :!_ 
A 

where If! is a characteristic for any building and has, 
for instance, been found to be 0.6 for a large empty 
room. If H (Jg-1) is the heat yield per gram of 
fuel, we can measure our fire size in watts Q and 
say that a fire big enough to give a smoke level of 
<f> (% m-1) after time t (sec) is given by 

Q =- 0.0024cpA 

where K 

K 

H 
k 
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TABLE 2: SMOKE GENERATION IN EXPERIMENTS SIMULATING INCIPIENT FIRES 

Experiment 
No. Fire characteristics and fuel type 

Rate of 
Weight 

loss 
m (g sec") 

Approximate 
Calorific 
Value 

H (J g--1) 

Size 
of 
Fire 

Q (W) 

1 Soft particle board 5.5 cm above a 1000 watt radiator bar 
2 Soft particle board 8 cm above a 1000 watt radiator bar 
3 Soft particle board 9 cm above a 1000 watt radiator bar 
4 Hard composition board 5.5 cm above a 1000 watt radiator bar 
5 Plywood 5.5 cm above a 1000 watt radiator bar 
6 1000 watt radiator turned upside-down on wool carpet 
7 1000 watt radiator turned upside-down on nylon carpet 
8 1000 watt radiator turned upside-down on acrylan carpet 
9 1000 watt radiator turned upside-down on vinyl floor tile 

10 Waste bin ½ filled with paper, ignited with a match 
11 Waste bin ½ filled with cotton rags, ignited with a match 
12 Waste bin ½ filled with wood wool, ignited with a match 
13 Waste bin ½ filled with PVC wire insulation, ignited with a match 
14 Waste bin ½ filled with Polystyrene foam, ignited with a match 
15 Waste bin ½ filled with Polyurethane foam, ignited with a match 
16 Relay coil overheated electrically 
17 PVC covered wire overheated electrically 

0.038 
0.029 
0.014 
0.068 
0.068 
0.064 
0.024 
0.028 
0.019 
0.38 
0.23 
0.94 
0.17 
0.28 
0.012 
0.018 
0.0003 

17x103 

17x103 

17x1 o• 
17x103 

17x103 

21 x103 

33x103 

36x10' 
12x103 

17x10' 
17x103 

17x103 

12x103 

42x103 

19x103 

12x103 

12x103 

650 
490 
2.40 

1200 
1200 
1300 
800 

1000 
220 

6500 
3900 

16000 
2000 
1200 
230 
200 

3 

Values of K are given in Table l. For comparison, 
the size of some typical fires is given in Table 2. 

SETTING ALARM LEVELS 
At this stage it shou Id be pointed out that the con 
cept of on/ off alarms (i.e., fire/ no fire conditions) 
is an insensitive and crude way of carrying out 
fire-detection. Several levels of alarm are much 
to be preferred; for example, an 'alert' level (called 
a yellow level) whereby the attention of a super 
visor is drawn to a smoke concentration in a build 
ing that is unusual and bears further watching, but 
requires no action. If there is an increase in smoke 
concentration above the 'alert' level, then an 'action' 
level is reached (called an o~ange level) which re 
quires investigation by, say, a technician, night 
watchman or building supervisor. Finally, an 'alarm' 
level (red level) may be reached, where there can 
be no doubt that a fire condition exists which re 
quires appropriate action such as fire brigade turn 
out evacuation and so on. Such a three-level warn 
ing system will enable small fires to be detected 
early and acted upon without unnecessary 'call-out' 
of fire brigades. 

Further restrictions may be placed on the alarm 
levels by requiring that yellow and orange levels 
be exceeded for a certain time before they are in 
dicated. These time delays should allow sudden 
local increases in smoke concentration to be ignor 
ed while not causing significant delay in the detec 
tion of a slowly developing fire. Experiments sug 
gest that the appropriate alarm should show only if 
a 'yellow' smoke concentration persists for 60 
seconds, or an 'orange' level for 30 seconds, but 
a 'red' level needs no time delay at all. 

PACKHAM et. al - Smoke Detection in Buildings 

Very sensitive detection of smoke inside a building 
requires compensation for high ambient smoke 
levels that originate from outside the building. 
For example, a yellow level of 0.03 % m-1 obscura 
tion corresponds to a visual range of 13 km and 
visuel ranges less than this are quite frequent for 
cities. However, if the outside smoke level is con 
tinuously measured and the reading used to corn-: 
pensate the smoke level found inside, then the 
sensitivity of the method is improved at least ten 
times. 

In an actual experiment, a very sensitive smoke 
detector was installed in three different rooms in a 
teiephone exchange and the difference in obscura 
tion between outside and return air was measured 
over periods of up to a week. The results were 
analysed by obtaining the mean increase in smoke 
for each room and the standard deviation, from 
which can be calculated the fraction of the time 
over which <p can be expected to exceed any 
selected value. The values found are given in Table 
3A. Table 3B gives suggested levels for alarm, 
with expected false-alarm rates. Here, the import 
ant feature is the much lower level of smoke when 
the building is not occupied - hence the possibility 
of setting very sensitive detection levels at these 
times. 

Figs. l and 2 show the smoke concentrations in 
side a large ventilated room resulting from various 
fires, and it can be seen that very sens.itive detec 
tion is vital for slowly developing fires. For, in the 
case of Fig. 2 detection at 0.03 % m-1 occurs after 
11 minutes, but if the level had been set at 
0.05 % m-1, 25 minutes would have elapsed before 
the alarm showed: then after another two minutes 
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Fig. 3-Typical Sensitive Smoke Detection Installation. 
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TABLE 3A: NORMAL BACKGROUND OBSCURATION f (%m 1) WITH RESPECT TO OUTSIDE AIR 

Location Obscuration (% m-1) 

Average 
,1, 

Telephone exchange with minor installations in 
progress 

Telephone exchange with major installations in 
progress 

Computer with filtered air supply 

Day -.- 0.0012 
Night - 0.0018* 

Day - 0.0011 * 
Night - 0.0048* 

Day - 0.0065* 
Night - 0.0054* 

" Filtered air supply keeps air inside the exchange cleaner than outside air. 

TABLE 3B 

Recommended alarm levels at 90% limits - i.e., 90% certain that exceeding these limits is not a false alarm. Yellow is mean ambient 
smoke level plus 4.3 sta·ndard deviations; Orange is mean level. plus 4.8 sta·ndard deviations; Red is mean level plus 5.6 standard 

de-viations. 

Location 

Telephone exchange 
with minor installation 
in progress 

Telephone exchange 
with major installation 
in progress 

Computer installation 
with filtered air 
supply 
Estimated time between false 
alarms (due to random variation) 
with, for example, a 5 second 
time delay at each level 

Days Occupied (Day) 

Unoccupied (Night) 

Occupied (Day) 

Unoccupied (Night) 

Occupied (Day) 

Unoccupied (Night) 

the foe accelerates very rapidly. During this last 
stage of rapidly accelerating foe the assumptions 
made in the theory presented above no longer 
apply, even approximately; however, at least two 
if not all of the warning levels will always need to 
be set lower than this last stage. 

THE CSIRO/ APO SMOKE DETECTOR - 'VESDA' 

The Australian Post- Office and The Common 
wealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisa 
tion have developed a prototype of an appropriate 
detector. The detector is especially suitable for high 
value electronic installations such as telephone ex 
changes and computers, but may also prove suitable 
for high rise buildings and hospitals. The detector 
incorporates three novel design concepts: 

• Detection of smoke in return-air ducts by the 
use of a very sensitive light scattering detector; 

• Compensation for outside smoke levels to en 
able very small smoke releases to be detected 

PACKHAM et. al - Smoke Detection in Buildings 

Yellow 
0.048 

0.005 

0.067 

0.005 

0.010 

6.7 
days 

Standard 
Deviation 

q, 

0.0086 
0.0008 

0.0112 
0.0022 

0.0014 
0.0011 

Obscuration 
(%m-') 

q, 
Orange 
0.053 

0.007 

0.074 

0.006 

0.012 

2.4 
months 

Red 
0.061 

0.009 
0.088 

0.007 
0.014 

000 

14.8 
years 

without false alarms from external smokes and 
• Interpretation of the output of the detector and 

the activation of three alarm levels depending 
on the quantity and persistence of smoke in 
the building. The alarm levels are set on the 
basis of a statistical analysis of the normal 
distribution of smoke found in the buildings. 
The three levels of alarm allow either 'alert' 
(yellow), 'action' (orange) or 'emergency' (red) 
procedures to be instituted in turn. 

The system is based on the detection, by a 
photomultiplier tube, of light scattered by smoke 
particles when illu~inated by a powerful lamp 
(flashing xenon). An air sample is pumped through 
the detector and a reference sample from the out 
side air is compared with the return-air sample. If 
a high smoke reading is maintained for a suitable 
time, (0-60 seconds) then one ~f three alarms is 
activated by a discriminator or in the case of larger 
installations, by a small, inexpensive computer. /> 
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typical simple installation is shown in Fig. 3. Com 
mercial development of 'VESDA' is being under 
taken. 

CONCLUSIONS: 
With the advent of very sensitive smoke detec 

tors and an increasing knowledge of the production 
and behaviour of smoke from incipient foes, the 
way is now clear for the application of true foe 
engineering principles. In combination, the ex 
perience of the foe engineer, the expertise of the 
air-conditioning engineer and the sophistication of 
the computer man should allow effective foe 
protection, especially in those places where life is 

at great risk - high-rise buildings, hospitals, ships 
at sea, and aircraft in flight. The Australian Post 
Office is currently carrying out field trials with 
'VESDA' which could lead to the general use of this 
detector in telephone exchange installations. It is to 
be hoped that other organizations concerned with 
foe safety will give serious consideration to this 
new approach. 
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Communications Relies on the Soldered Connectio-n 

A. L. ROYSTON, Adcola Products. 

EDITORIAL NOTE 
Soldered connections are still used extensively 

throughout telecommunication networks and will 
continue to be used for some years to come. This 
short article will be of interest to field supervisor.s 
and staff required to make soldered connections 
as part of their everyday work. 

Mr. Royston has been involved in the develop 
ment of high-reliability soldering techniques and 
equipment for over 20 years. Much of this has 
been actively associated with the telecommunica 
tion field. 

INTRODUCTION 
A decade ago, when communications satellites 

were in their adolescence, equipment malfunction 
was a significant problem. It is now a matter of 
record that one of the major causes was simply 
bad soldering. 

Today, communications equipment has acquired 
an outstanding reputation for reliability. Consider 
ing the billions of soldered connections involved, 
this achievement is all the more noteworthy. 

Two factors have contributed to this: techniques 
and equipment. 

TECHNIQUES 
During the few seconds it takes to make a 

soldered connection, an incredible number of 
things can go wrong. 

Either or both of the joint components can be 
dirty - and in the soldering sense, 'dirty' can 
mean a heavily oxidised surface, or a light, almost 
invisible tarnish. Solder will only bond to clean 
metal. 

The correct solder alloy of tin and lead should 
be used. The joint components must not rely on 
the solder to achieve mechanical strength, and 
they must not move whilst the solder is solidify 
ing. 

The flux is mandatory for good soldering: but 
the flux. must be non-corrosive. Possibly the most 
frequent fault in technique is that of applying the 
solder to the hot tip of the soldering tool, and 
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letting molten solder and flux flow on to the joint. 
This will almost guarantee a 'cold' joint and 
eventual, if not immediate, failure. The only 
correct method is to apply the tip of the tool to 
the joint itself, and melt the solder by applying 
it to the heated join1 components. 
Another popular misconception is that of tem 

perature. The misguided amateur still tends to 
operate on the principle of 'the hotter the better'. 
This is even more dangerous today than in the 
past, for excessive temperature will delaminate 
circuit board tracks and pads, melt insulation, 
destroy fluxing action, and ruin heat-sensitive com 
ponents. With the predominance of complex in 
tegrated circuits in use today, this can be an 
expensive exercise. 

Most manufacturers of communications equip 
ment find it pays to have their assemblers, and 
even their service personnel, trained in the correct 
soldering techniques and the use of modern solder 
ing tools. 

EQUIPMENT 
There is now a bewildering range of soldering 

equipment available, from hand soldering tools 
to fully automated wave soldering machines. 

The hand-held soldering tool, of course, is still 
the backbone of the i nd us try, but it has come a 
long way since the first bulky 'blunderbus' was 
constructed. 

The three basic types of soldering tool are (a) 
continuous heat (b) quick heat and (c) controlled 
temperature. 

The control of the temperature of the soldering 
tool used on modern electronic circuits - par 
ticularly printed circuits - is vital. Below 240°( 
(460°F) cold solder joints will result - above 
420°( (800°F) poor fluxing and changes in 
chemical composition of the solder lead to un 
reliable soldering. Ideal soldering is performed 
within a narrow band of temperature which is 
impossible for the operator to monitor. Therefore, 
any quick-heating soldering tool must have inbuilt 
temperature regulation if it is to be used safely 
on modern electronic equipment. 
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Heat Requirement 

Just as there are many different terminations, 
so there are many different heat requirements: but 
in this sense 'heat' does not mean 'temperature' . 

The thermal capacity required to solder a .025" 
transistor lead to a printed circuit pad is only a 
fraction of that needed to solder a sequence of 
. 060 leads to multiple terminal posts - but in 
each example the temperature requirements are 
the same. 

For a given termination mass, a higher tem 
perature is required for desoldering than for 
soldering, to quickly penetrate the oxide which 
is present. This applies particularly when using 
the popular desoldering braid, which also acts as 
a heat sink. 

Controlled Temperature 

By far the best soldering tools, of course, are 
those with controlled temperatures. These are 
available today with either remote temperature 
control, or with electronic sensing and solid state 
switching circuitry contained entirely within re 
markably slim handles. Temperatures can be 
selected between about 200°C and 400°(, and 
will hold the selected figure to within a very few 
degrees. 

One type still being produced uses a mechanical 
switch operated by a magnet and spring assembly 
within the barrel. Temperature is determined by 

the Curie point of an alloy attached to each tip, 
which loses its magnetic characteristics at a pre 
determined temperature and releases the mech 
anical switch. The desired temperature is achieved 
by fitting the appropriate special tip. 

With the electronic unit, any tip (selected for its 
size and profile) accommodates all temperatures, 
which are selected by adjusting a small screw 
driver slot in the handle. These are available for 
operation directly from AC mains. 

Dual Temperature 

Whilst the controlled temperature tool is un 
doubtedly the most sophisticated, an extremely 
useful dual temperature tool is also available. 
This idles on half-wave power at the proper solder 
ing temperature, instantly ready for use. 

However, when a long sequence of connections, 
or heavy chassis joints, are to be made, light 
pressure on a sensitive button doubles the thermal 
capacity by converting it to full wave power. Thus 
the major shortcoming of the conventional 'con 
tinuous heat' tool is eliminated, without incurring 
the potential hazards of the 'quick heat' type. 

The telecommunications industry, to its credit, 
is sensitive to the quality of its soldering. As equip 
ment and componentry become more sophisticated, 
the need for controlled accuracy will be further 
accentuated. 

Both the techniques and the equipment will be 
equa I to the task. 
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New Design VFT Auto Patch Relay Set 

G.-BARFOOT, B.E. 

This article describes work being carried out to' design a new Automatic Patching Relay Set for 
Voice Frequency Telegraph systems. Comparisons are made with the existing design in order to 
explain the philosophies of the new design. 

INTRODUCTION 

Voice Frequency Telegraph (VFT) systems in the 
Australian Telecommunications Network are pro 
vided with automatic patching facilities to maintain 
high performance and reliability objectives. Various 
methods are used to monitor the transmission of the 
VFT system and in the event of a failure on the 
normal transmission path, the automatic patching 
equipment restores the system to a standby bearer. 

Present automatic patching equipment provides 
only for four wire circuits, but the large scale use of 
out-of-band signalling has given rise to the need for 

1
a six wire patching set. This requirement has given 
an opportunity to re-appraise existing automatic 
patching equipment to provide a more compact 
design with faster patching properties and added 
facilities. 

Initial development of a new VFT Auto Patch 
Relay Set has been carried out in the Central Office 
Administration and several prototypes have been 
assembled. This article takes a brief look at the cur 
rent design and explains the philosophies behind 
the new design. 

CURRENT RELAY SET CHARACTERISTICS 

The VFT Relay Set in current use throughout the 
Australian Telecommunications Commission (ATC) 
Network was originally designed in the early 
l 960's. It uses four 3000 type relays with a quan 
tity of passive components mounted on a standard 
relay base. The design uses a diode network to 
monitor the condition of nine of the VFT channels 
(nine input Nand gate) and thus provide patch 
ing on failure of the bearer. The mod. and demod. 
paths are patched separately with a 150 ms delay 
between them. Failure to restore the VFT system 
on the standby bearer results in a repatch to the 
original bearer after a further 150 ms. If the system 
cannot be restored there, 'hunting' continues with a 
period of 300 ms until one of the bearers is 
restored. Fig. l shows a simplified block diagram 
of the operation of the old device. 

The typical patch time for this device (i.e., the 
time taken to restore the VFT system) is about 
185 ms. Of this, the largest component is the 150 ms 
inherent in patching the mod. and demod. paths 
separately. The remaining component is made up 
of transmission delays, and delays required to de- 

VFT 
CHANNELS 
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Fig. 1 -- Simplified Block Diagram of VFT Auto Patch Relay Set (CN 994). 
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Fig. 2 - Basic Logic Diagram for New VFT Auto Patch Relay Set. 

tect a 10 dB drop in level of the 300 Hz VFT pilot 
at each end of the system. 

The major drawbacks then, with the existing 
design, are that it is only a four wire patching set 
and that it is unnecessarily slow. Of a less serious 
nature is the physical size of the device. 

NEW DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 

A solution to the problem of a new six wire set 
could have taken several forms. Two basic methods 
exist for restoring the VFT system when the standby 
bearer is used for telephony: 

• To do a complete six wire transfer (i.e., speech 
and signalling leads.) 

• To patch only the VFT system and to back 
busy the telephony circuit. 

With either of these methods it is possible to 
monitor the normal bearer and return the VFT sys 
tem to this bearer when it has restored. This gives 
four different methods of solving the problem. The 
one chosen for the new design was to completely 
transfer the two six wire circuits and not monitor 
the normal bearer. 

The reasons for this choice are tworold. Firstjy, 

BARFOOT - VFT Auto Patch Set 

the monitoring of the normal bearer was dis 
counted because it immediately causes two patch 
ing operations for every failure. This would effec 
tively double the data traffic error rate. A further 
disadvantage in doing this is the unnecessary 
patching that occurs if the normal bearer becomes 
particularly noisy or prone to drops in level. Sec 
ondly, to back-busy the telephony circuit and not 
monitor the normal bearer means the loss of the 
telephony circuit for approximately 50 % of the 
time, assuming equal probabilities of the VFT sys 
tem remaining on either bearer for a given period 
of time. 

Having made this choice, it was then necessary 
to decide on the operating characteristics of the 
new device. Fig. 2 shpws the basic logic diagram. 
In order to patch the mod. and demod. paths to 
gether, thus reducing the patch time by 150 ms, 
it was necessary that the device should not hunt, a 
condition detrimental to the network. The logical 
operation was to have the VFT system remain on 
the normal bearer after giving 'each bearer a 
chance to restore the system. This would only 
occur when both bearers are failed. It was decided 
that 500 ms is the maximum likely time that the 
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system could take to patch and this is the time 
that each bearer is given before an urgent alarm is 
raised. A non-urgent alarm facility may also be 
used to indicate when the VFT system has patched 
but is working on the standby bearer. 

The new design includes facilities which were 
available on the old design such as remote control 
and monitoring, manual patching and fault record 
ing. The physical size has been reduced through 
the use of solid state components and miniature 
relays incorporated in a printed circuit plug-in 
module. The units are designed to mount in a 

VF amplifier panel (Serial/Item 238/ 100) accom 
modating four per panel. The sets will operate 
directly from -48 volts de and dissipate approxi 
mately three watts each, 

PROGRESS TO DATE 
The prototype units which have already been 

assembled are currently undergoing field trials in 
the Victorian Administration. Results of these trails 
will be used to make any necessary modifications 
before proceeding with standard contractual manu 
facture; 
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ATR 
AUSTRALIAN 
TELECOMMUNICATION 
RESEARCH 

Published in May and November 
each year 

Presents the results of research 
carried out in Australia relating to the 
field of telecommunications. 

- Includes material and component 
studies as well as systems studies at 
both the theoretical and practical levels. 

Topics in the November 1975 issue 
include: 

• Electromagnetic waves in anisotropic 
media 

• Telephone network dimensioning 
models 

• The folded dipole - working theories 

• Priority queueing 

• Delta Modulation 

• Walsh functions 

• Liquid core optical fibres 

ORDER YOUR COPY FROM STATE OR 
GENERAL SECRETARY 

TELECOMMUNICATION 
SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA 

THE OVERSEAS TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
COMMISSION (AUSTRALIA). 

Third International 
Conference on 
Digital Satellite 
Communications 
Kyoto, Japan - 

November 11-13, 1975 

SCOPE: 

To consider contributions relating to the design, 
operation and economics of digital satellite 
communications systems and associated techni 
ques to promote their efficiency and reliability. 

BACKGROUND: 

Following two successful conferences held in 
London (1969) and Paris (1972) the Third Inter 
national Conference on Digital Satellite Com 
munications is to be held in Japan at the Kyoto 
International Conference Hall on the 11th to 
13th November, 1975. It is sponsored by the 
International Telecommunications Satellite 
Organisation (INTELSAT), The Institute of 
Electronics and Communication Engineers of 
Japan (IECE) and the Institute of Television 
Engineers of Japan (ITE) 
Australia is actively supporting the conference 
through the Overseas Telecommunications 
Commission (Australia) and is represented on 
the Technical Program Committee. 
The following are some of the topics to be con 
sidered at the Conference: 
Time Division Multiple Access Systems for 
regional and domestic services, transmission 
analysis and measurements, design of high 
speed modems, integration of digital satellite 
links with terrestrial networks, digital picture 
transmission, echo cancellation techniques. 

FURTHER INFORMATION: 

Australian participants will be most welcome at 
the Conference (the official language will be 
English), and further information on the 
Conference, including application forms, is 
available from E. Bachmann or G. Berzins, OTC 
(A), Sydney, Telephone 230-5000. 

F650 
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Now you can look ahead 
in the management of change 

.'··I- .. K:a:a --I > am · ~fltdl 
i <. =1~~ 

i <NTE-DATAiiii'f:1Vfif-~ittfr;:.~~( . tl> 
liw--r:a:e.~-r~ Model 8/32 Megamini™ brings 
you the best of two worlds 
As the world's most powerful 32-bit minicomputer, the 
INTERDATA Model 8/32 Megamini™ brings power 
comparable to many mainframes, in a mini package at a 
mini price. It is available with up to 1 megabyte of 
memory, at present, but its large-scale architecture 
offers the potential to address up to 16 megabytes of 
main memory. 
That's mighty powerful. Maybe more powerful than 
you need. Possibly the medium-powered INTERDATA Model 
7 /32 suits your needs better at present. But someday you 
may need the extra power of our mighty Megarnini™ 
That's why we designed in a high degree of compatibility. 
So that when you come to upgrade, it won't cost you a fortune 
in reprogramming. Megamini™ uses the same memory 
modules, software and peripheral interfaces as the Model 
7/32. 
Megamini™ means there is now a complete range of 
INTERDATA systems built around processors ranging 
from the low-priced Model 7 /16 up to the mighty 
Megamini itself. 
If you'd like to know more about any one of them, give 
us a call. We'd like to help you look ahead in the 
management of change. 

92 Chandos St .. 
St. Leonards. N SW 2065 
Tel 4398400 
153 Park St .. 
Sth Melb . VIC. 3205 
Tel.. 69 7786 

83 Wollongong St. 
Fyshwick. A.C.T. 2609 
Tel. 95 3813. 

IGF-008 
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SIEMENS 

The Fast and EasyWay 
to Measure Transmission Quality 
in Microwave Radio Systems 

Ease of operation is the key feature of the new Siemens 
Noise Loading Test Set K 1077, 

By simply turning a switch, the system's load curve can 
be checked instantly. No separate attenuators are 
needed, ·no time consuming calculation required. 

Separate measurements of thermal and intermod 
noise are obtained by pressing a single button, 

Pushbutton controlled changeover from wideband 
to selective measuring of either system load 
or intermod noise. You don't need a separate rower 
meter. And for monitoring purposes, results are available 
simultaneously at two recorder outputs. 

A wide range of out-of-band filters can be supplied 
to conduct intermod noise measurements 
under actual traffic conditions. 

The K 1077 test set is designed for direct (SIN) 
and relative (NPR) measuring methods. The unit 
will function with all filters of CCI quality. 
And still another feature: If you think of automating, 
the K 1077 is ready to go. Full remote contr61 
of all functions is included at no extra cost. 

For full details write or call 
Siemens Industries Limited 
544 Church Street, Richmond, Vic. 3121. 
Telephone 42 0291. Telex AA 30425. 
Branches: Sydney/Brisbane/Perth/Newcastle/Wollongong. ;;: 

0 
0 
0 a, ...._ 
"' 

Noise Loading Test Set K1077from Siemens 
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SPC Experience 
Switch to GTE Stored 
Program Control. You'll 
find yourself in a lot of 
good company. 

CANADA 
Alberta Government Telephones 
British Columbia Telephone Company 
Saskatchewan Telecommunications 
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
Compania Dominicana de Telefonos 
IRAN 
Telecommunication Company of Iran 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
Taiwan Telecommunications 

Administration 
REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES 
Republic Telephone Company 
UNITED STATES 
Chillicothe (Ohio) Telephone Company 
Concord (No. Carolina) 

Telephone Company, 
278 

Continental Telephone Company 
of California 

Continental Telephone Company of Virginia 
Denver & Ephrata (Pennsylvania) 

Telephone and Telegraph Company 
Fairbanks (Alaska) Municipal Utilities 
General Telephone Company 

of California 
General Telephone Company of Florida 
General Telephone Company of Indiana 
General Telephone Company of Kentucky 
General Telephone Company of Michigan 
General Telephone Company 

of the Midwest 
General Telephone Company 

of the Northwest 
General Telephone Company of Ohio 



FromGTE. 
The No. 1 EAX stored-program 

controlled electronic switching sys 
tem has been designed for large 
local and long distance exchanges. 

Here are some of the telephone 
administrations that are using or 
have ordered this modern high 
speed system. 

General Telephone Company Midstate (New York) Telephone Co. 
of Pennsylvania (Mid-Continent Telephone Corporation') 

General Telephone Company Northern States (North Dakota) 
of the Southeast Power Co. 

General Telephone Company Princeton (Indiana) Telephone Co. 
of the Southwest Roseville (California) Telephone Co. 

Hawaiian Telephone Company Sugar Land (Texas) Telephone Co. 
Highland (New York)Telephone Company Western California Telephone Co. 
Jamestown (New York) . . . . . . 

Telephone Corporation In add1t10~ to t~ese administrations, 
(Mid-Continent Telephone Corporation) 35 also have in service or on order the C-1 

Lincoln (Nebraska) Telephone & EA~ stored-program cont~olled _system 
Telegraph Company designed for small-to-medium size tele- 

Lorain (Ohio) Telephone Company phone exchanges. 
Mankato (Minnesota) Citizens 

Telephone Company l ?ii~ lnTERnATIDnAL 
Mid-Penn Telephone Co. World Headquarters: One Stamford Forum, Stamford, Connecticut 

(M "d C t· t T I h C t· ) 06904, U.S.A. Or c/o GTE Australia Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 105, 
I - On inen e ep One Orpora !On Gordon, NSW 2072. 
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At the Heart of First Class 
Equipment you will find 

A+RSoanar 
Quality ~ponents 

runs. 

Soanar Electronics Pty. Ltd., is Australia's 
largest importer and distributor of elect 
ronic components. Over 2000 items are 
stocked in depth and supplied to man 

ufacturers, wholesalers and Government 
Departments throughout Australia. The 

range covers electrolytic, polyester, ceramic, 
polystyrene and tantalum capacitors-slide, 

rotary, and trim potentiometers - carbon 
~'--.c. film resistors - suppressors - 

..•. _:---,.,._'-'! d" d "f d > ... '-~- -':'..3J~r ,..___ 10 es - recti rers an Ii ,.,.,_. \?, . ,.,.,, •. ,.._ 
. "., .,, V - ., . . 'i"""'_,.,._'.: : ·r; --., ~ ,.=,. . a:.,.,.aa. , ..I"'.(. 1_.:' , \ a full co~plement of 

,,,Jg . ; \ switches, fuses, 
bezels, control knobs 
and associated parts. 

AA. 
/ .-1 ' 
SOANAR 
GROUP 
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z 
960or 1800 channel 

ANEW RANGE FROM GEC 

- 

Four 6.8 GHz equipment racks. 
Left to right: 

1 watt. 960 channel.rack, covers on. 
1watt, oft 

10 watt, 1800 oft 
10watt, on 

* Advanced MIC technology. * Modular construction-plug-in interchangeable units. * Interchangeable modules for transmitter output amplifier. 
IMPATT diode for 1 watt OR long-life packaged TWT for up to 
10 watts-with associated power units. * Optimum commonality of other modules throughout the range. * Direct modulation capability. * Minimal frequency-conscious modules. * Flexibility of system design - choice of frequency and 
transmitter output power within system configuration using the 
same basic equipment. * Interchangeability without compensating adjustments. * Reduced spare-unit requirements. * Simplified maintenance routines. * Ready expansion above 960 channels with interchangeable 
modules. 

G EC Telecommunications Division, 
9 Bibby Street, Chiswick 
NSW 2046 

MICROWAVE AND LINE TRANSMISSION· MULTIPLEX VF TELEGRAPHY 
DATA MODEMS TELEPHONE SWITCHING SYSTEMS PRIVATE 
TELEPHONE SYSTEMS· TELEPHONES· TOTAL SYSTEMS CAPABILITY 

GEC TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED of Coventry, England. 
A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England. CB1 
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'J"he 
Na,,ae 
Ew~INN:b, 
Knows 

R. H. Cunningham is the name 
to know when it comes to 
superior quality communications 
and electronic equipment and 
components. Names of products 
that have proved themselves in 
the field of international 
electronics; products such as 
Sennheiser microphones and 
test equipment, Eddystone 
communications receivers, 

Bulgin components, 
Sonnenschein batteries, Alert 
fuses, Paso sound equipment, 
Dow-Key RF components, Stolle 
aerial rotators, Mill bank PA 
equipment to name some. But 
let us lei I you more and in 
detail. ... WRITE NOW and we 
will register you to receive our 
FREE monthly Technical 
Library Service Bulletin. 

493-499 Victoria Street, West Melbourne, 3003, P.O. Box 4533, Melbourne. Victoria. 
Phone 329 9633. Cables: CUNNIG MELBOURNE. Telex: AA31447 
N.S.W.: Sydney. Ph .. 909 2388. WA: Perth. Ph.: 49 4919. QLD L. E Boughen & Co Ph.: 70 8097. 
SA: Arthur H. Hall Ply. Ltd. Ph.: 42 4506. () 
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GECDIGITAL 
TRANSMISSION 

SYSTEMS 
FOR LOCAL JUNCTIONS AND TRUNK ROUTES ... 

ANALOGUE INPUT MULTIPLEX BEARER 

VOICE-FREQUENCY 
CIRCUITS 

SIGNALLING 
FACILITIES 

JO-CHANNEL PCM 
TO CCITT AND CEPT 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
REGENERATORS WITH 

AUTOMATIC EQUALIZATION 
SIGNALLING UNITS TAILORED 
TO SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

OUTPUT: 2048 kbit/s 

2048 kbit/s 
LINE SYSTEM 
FOR BALANCED 
PAIR CABLES 

LOW CAPACITY 
JUNCTION CIRCUITS 

INPUT 60-CHANNEL 
FDM SUPERGROUP 

INPUT: 4 x 2048 kbit/s 

SECOND-ORDER 
MULTIPLEX 

120 CHANNELS 
SUPERGROUP CODEC 

AN INTERFACE BETWEEN 
ANALOGUE & DIGITAL SYSTEMS 

OUTPUT: 8448 kbit/s 

8448 kbit/s 
LINE SYSTEM 
FOR BALANCED 
PAIR CABLES 

120 CHANNELS 

OUTPUT: 8448 kbit/s INPUT: 14 x 8448 kbit/s 
OR 16 x 8448 kbit/s 

HIGHER-ORDER 
MULTIPLEXERS 

OUTPUT: OR 
140 Mbit/s 1 120 Mbit/s 

G EC Telecommunications Division, 
9 Bibby Street, Chiswick 
NSW 2046 

120 Mbit/s 
COAXIAL LINE 

SYSTEM 
1680 CHANNELS 

MICROWAVE AND LINE TRANSMISSION MULTIPLEX VF TELEGRAPHY 
DATA MODEMS TELEPHONE SWITCHING SYSTEMS PRIVATE 
TELEPHONE SYSTEMS TELEPHONES TOTAL SYSTEMS CAPABILITY 

GEC TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED of Coventry, England. 
A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Lid. of England CB2 

140 Mbit/s 
RADIO RELAY 

SYSTEM 
11 GHz 

1920 CHANNELS 
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It lets a small business do what 
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only a big business could do before. 
Our new GTEX-100 has a lot of advanced 

features you couldn't get before in a small 
switchboard. 

We designed it with time division multiplexing 
control which puts a lot of information into a 
few channels and lets the GTEX-100 carry out a 
great variety of instructions. 

So now-at no extra cost-you can do what 
only a big business with a thousand or more lines 
could do before: 

If you want your calls to follow you to some 
other extension, the GTEX-100 will do it 
automatically. 

If you're getting the busy signal while trying to 
make an outside call, it will ring you and make 
your connection when a line is free. 

If an extension you're calling is busy, it will 
ring both you and the extension you want to 
reach as soon as the line is free. 

It will give you executive right of way, so you 
can break into conversations if you wish. 

It will give you a hot line to the operator. 
(She'll call you, instead of vice versa, when you 
press a button on the phone.) 

It lets you make conference calls. 
It will bar outside calling from inside in 

various ways. 
It will route all calls to a single extension at night. 
It will lock out a phone left off the hook so it 

doesn't interfere with other calls and will restore 
it to service when the phone is replaced. 

And it has a lot of other design features you 
ought to know about before you buy any other 
switchboard of its size. 

The GTEX-100 can be as simple or as loaded 
with features as you wish.You don't have to buy 
options you don't need. And you can have as 
few as 25 lines or as many as 100. 

Write for a handsome brochure on the little 
switchboard that can help you think big. 

Contact your local representative or 
GTE International, One Stamford Forum, 
Stamford, Conn. 06904, U.S.A. 

(cji:j lnTERnATIDnAL 
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Photo diodes, light emitting diodes, soua 
state numerical and alpha numerical displays. 
These are but a few of the extensive range of 
devices available from Plessey Australia, 
Components Division for various applications, 
such as indicators and displays, portable 
calculators, cameras and electronic 
wrist-watches. 

Illustrated is the MTR 40 mobile 2-way radio 
system with an SC 201 Decoder fitted. 
Developed by Plessey Australia Electronics 
System, Victoria, the system employs 
a method of selective calling whereby each 
operator receives only those messages 
specifically directed to him. 

Part of the extensive range of communications 
equipment available from Plessey 
CommWlk:ation Systems is this versatile D10 
& 11 dictaphone system. 

Internationally recognised ''RACINE" 
hydraulic pumps and valves are sold and 
serviced throughout Australia by Plessey 
Australia, Telecommunications Division, 
Meadowbank, NSW. 

Marketec;I by Plessey Communication 
Systems, the Facsimile Remote Copier is a 
desk-top copier capable of transmitting and 
receiving over public or private telephone 
lines, printed, written or graphic material 
within minutes. 

Miniature, sub-miniature, micro-miniature or 
standard C & K switches are available from 
Plessey Australia, Components Division. The 
range embraces the widest possible variety of 
toggle, rocker, iUuminated rocker. paddle 
handle, and push button switches to meet 
every requirement. 

The latest addition to the Plessey 
Communication Systems range is the 
revolutionary, employee key-control 
PLANTIME flexible working hours system. It 
eliminates conventional time cards, numerical 
counters and provides up-to-the-minute 
print-outs. 

PABX-manufactured by Plessey Australia, 
Telecommunications Division, this private 
automatic branch exchange system employs 
crossbar switching and componentry similar to 
that used by the Australian 
Telecommunications Corn mission in the 
national telephone network. 

Number of plants: 6 
Factory capacity: 1 million sq. ft. 
Employees, 3,000 
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:, IRH COMPONENTS 
Established 40 Years and here to stay. 

Metal GlazeResistors 

25 thous. alloy plated 
copper leads ----- 

High temperature 
soldered 

phenolic iacket 

a 
½watt@ 70°C .250" X .090" 
Miniature Body Size 

ffi;s! Lower Temperature rise (40'C) 
fft;s! Thick Film Reliability 
ffi;s! Generous Power Safety Factor 
ffi;s! Fully Insulated Non-flammable 

Mica Filled Phenolic Jacket 
1(&sul1! THE SAFE ONE 

Wire Wound Resistors 
Inorganic Tirep,oof 
Rectangular Ceramic Construction 

or ... Precision Wound Non-flammable 
Resin coated Tubular Styles 

Rheostats and Trimmers 

Wire Wound Rheostats and Trimmers 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Ceramic capacitors & filters. Toggle, micro & lamp lighted switches. 
Polyester capacitors. Reed switches & relays. 
Tantalum & electrolytic capacitors. Indicator lamps. 

Standard & miniature carbon potentiometers . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

NAME .....•.........••....•..•...........•.............•......•..•...•....••......................•.. 
\ 

ADDRESS ..............................................................•..............•..•........ 

............................................................. POSTCODE ....•................... 

All these components are available through most electronic suppliers 
but tor detailed technical information complete the coupon and post to-day 
METAL GLAZED WIRE WOUND D RHEOSTATS D FILTERS CJ POTS. D 
CAPACITORS CJ SWITCHES D RELAYS D REED SWITCHES D INDICATORS C' 

IRH COMPONENTS 
DIVISION OF NATRONICS PTY LIMITED 

THE CRESCENT, KINGSGROVE. N.S.W. 2208. 

Wholly Australian owned, and the largest manufacturer 
of resistive components in the Southern Hemisphere 

G/6.75 
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pphone exchange 
• Our "Easydial" phone doesn't put out tone 
signals like other pushbutton phones. It puts 
out pulses like a regular dial phone. Every tele 
phone exchange accepts pulses and will put you 
through to your number. 

That means "Easydial" will work where 
the equipment needed for pushbutton phones 
hasn't been installed yet. 

And that means-with "Easydial"-you 
can have the convenience of touch calling even 
if it's not available in your area: 
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it looks like a dial phone. 
The secret of its design is the use of inte 

grated circuits to create a simple memory. As 
fast as you can push the buttons, the memory 
stores up pulses and sends them out in a steady 
stream. 

The phone doesn't need batteries. It comes 
in White, Off-White, Ivory, Sand-Beige, Yel 
low, Turquoise and Red. And there's a stan- 

<lard desk model available, too. 
"Easydial" can be a direct replacement for 

rotary dial phones -and we'll arrange the re 
placement. 

For more information, contact your local 
GTE representative, or write to: GTE Inter 
national, One Stamford Forum, Stamford, 
Conn. 06904 U.S.A. 

(@ii~ IDTERDATIODAL 
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Spare Parts frolll Plessey 

HOLT'll.T18 

ABSTRACTS: Voi. 25, No. 3 (Continued). 

PACKHAM, D. R., GIBSON, L. and LINTON, M.: 'The 
Detection of Smoke in Air-Conditioned and Ven 
tilated Buildings'; Telecomm. Journal of Aust., 
Vol. 25, No. 3, page 261. 
This paper introduces a new concept of 'early warning 

fire detection' tor protecting air-conditioned or mechani 
cally ventilated buildings by the use of ultra sensitive 
smoke detectors in return-air ducts. Some experiments 
have been done with a detector that can measure down 
to 0.01 % m - , smoke obscuration in such ducts. A first 
approximation theory is proposed that should permit fire 
protection engineers to design appropriate installations, 
once smoke production rates of those materials most 
likely to be involved in a fire have been established, 
and the appropriate ignition time to 'alarm' assessed." A 
new approach to alarm levels is also presented, whereby 
a series of three alarms is used 'to deal with 'suspected' 
fires, 'incipient' fires, or 'active' fires. Some information 
is given about the normal smoke levels of three build 
ings (all telephone exchanges). smoke production rates 
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As major suppliers to the 
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range of spare parts that are 
available direct from the 
factory to you. 

Relays, relay bases, 
connectors, modification 
kits, and miscellaneous 
crossbar componentry. 

Ring Joh.n Connell 
for spare parts 80 0111 

- Plessey Australia Pty Limited 
Faraday Park Meadowbank NSW 

of various materials, and the size of some incipient tires. 
A detector device being developed by the Commonwealth 
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (Australia) 
and Australian Post Office is briefly described. 

VAWSER, K. D.: 'Traffic Usage Rate Estimation for 
Small Country Exchanges'; Telecomm. Journal of 
Aust., Vol. 25, No. 3, page 209. 

This article describes a system that obtains reliable 
estimates of traffic usage rates for the design of small 
country telephone exchanges. The system also simplifies 
the design work involved in handling the annual volume 
of this work without using a disproportionate amount of 
design effort. 

The principle used is the curve fitting of traffic usage 
rates obtained from traffic measurement data. The re 
sultant curve functions generate design tables and sum 
maries, the latter being used for design classification. 



The Telecommunications Journal of Australia 
ABSTRACTS: Vol. 25, No. 3. 

BALDERSTON, M.: 'An Historical Survey of Corn 
munications Satellite Systems (Part 3)'; Telecomm. 
Journal of Aust., Vol. 25, No. 3, page 251. 

In this concluding part of the article, the present and 
future of U.S. domestic, European regional and Japanese 
domestic systems are discussed, together with several 
other systems planned or under consideration. The 
choice of operating frequencies and available launching 
vehicles are also discussed. Finally the trends in satel 
lite system technology are examined and assessed in the 
light of current trends in communication services. 

BARFOOT, G.: New Design VFT Auto Patch Relay 
Set'; Telecomm. Journal of Aust., Vol. 25, No. 3, 
page 270. 

This article describes work being carried out to design 
a new Automatic Patching Relay Set for Voice Frequency 
Telegraph systems. Comparisons are made with the 
existing design in order to explain the philosophies of 
the new design. 

BEDFORD, N.R.: 'Quality Control and the Plant User'; 
Telecomm. Journal of Aust., Vol. 25, No. 3, page 
218. 

This article is the last of a series of three which col 
lectively could be entitled "Quality - What it is and how 
to control it". The full impact of this article can only 
be felt if read in conjunction with the previous two 
articles in Volume 24 No. 3 Pages 227-238. 

True Quality Control is a systematic approach to firstly 
specifying what quality is required (the APO does this 
for its own equipment) and then ensuring that the pro 
duct manufactured is of the specified quality. The pro 
cess of control is analogous to physical control systems, 
in which feedback is an essential element of control; 
there are in fact a number of feedback toops, using in 
formation derived from the manufacturer's inspection, the 
user's inspection, and finally the plant installer or opera 
tor himself. Because Quality Control does ensure pro 
duction at minimum cost, does ensure consistency of 
quality, it is best for the manufacturer and certainly best 
for the customer. 

BULTE, I. E.: PABX's and Other Subscribers Auto 
matic Voice Switching Systems in Australia'; Tele 
comm. Journal of Aust., Vol. 25, No. 3, page 
190. 

This article gives an overall picture of PABX and ACD 
equipment types available in Australia. It gives some de 
tails of equipment approval methods used in the APO 
and comments on equipment design trends in the past 
decade. 

EVEN-CHAIM, A.: 'Some Switching, Signalling and 
Synchronization Techniques in Satellite Communi 
cation Systems'; Telecomm. Journal of Aust., Vol. 
25, No. 3, 1975, page 239. 

Techniques have been developed for satellite commu 
nication systems which aim to increase the traffic carried 

by the system. Switching stages at the satellite link 
ends that engage the satellite channel only for the "busy" 
period, add significant improvement. Idle channels are 
held in a pool, being assigned to a terminal pair on 
demand only, Three such demand assignment systems 
techniques for telephony are briefly described: frequency 
division multiple-access demand assignment, time-divi 
sion multiple-access demand assignment, and digital 
speech interpolation. Two techniques for hybridization of 
data channels with telephony are outlined. 

FAULKNER, A. H.: 'The East-West System - Opera 
tion and Maintenance in Western Australia'; Te-le 
comm. Journal of Aust., Vol. 25, No. 3, page 203. 

This article gives a description of maintenance experi- 
ence in Western Australia with the East-West microwave 
system over the period between commissioning and the 
present date, including references to some problems 
which have occurred. 

HAUW, D. J.: 'Some Tests for Evaluating the Colour 
Television Performance of Mico Wave Relay Sys 
tems'; Telecomm. Journal of Aust., Vol. 25, No. 
3, page 225. 

This paper discusses four CCIR waveform tests and 
considers them to be inadequate for use in determining 
the acceptability of new microwave radio relay systems 
for purposes of commissioning into traffic service. Addi 
tionally, a test procedure is introduced to measure a new 
distortion not considered by the CCIR. 

KIDD, G. P.: 'Liquid-Cored Optical Fibres for Com 
munication Systems'; Telecomm. Journal of Aust., 
Vol. 25, No. 3, page 231. 

The development of the liquid-filled optical fibre in 
1971 created new interest in fibre communication and 
although there have been significant advances in fibres 
of different materials and structure, the liquid-cored fibre 
still offers some advantages over these. The transmission 
properties of tetrachloreothylene-filled fibres developed 
by the CSIRO Division of Tribophysics and investigated 
in ·the APO Research Laboratories are given, as well as 
a description of a specially developed light-emitting diode 
compatible in geometry and electrical characteristics with 
these fibres. Possible trunk, junction and broadband 
subscribers systems using optical fibres are discussed. 

MOOT, G.: 'Telecom. Australia'; Telecomm. Journal 
of Aust., Vol. 25, No. 3, page 183. 

One of the functions of this Journal is to record the 
key milestones in the growth of telecommunications in 
Australia. In spite of the wide publicity already given 
to the establishment of the Australian Telecommunica 
tions Commission, no apology is needed for the present 
article. In addition. our many overseas readers will 
appreciate a resume of the main features of the new 
Commission and some of the reasons underlying the 
changes that have been made. 

(Continued on page 290) 
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